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© AMPEX CORP. 1963 

Who has a low-cost tape transport that's all new - top to bottom? AMPEX 

Here's a transport that's far in advance of anything 
in its class-the all new Ampex TM-7. It's a low-cost 
tape transport designed for less maintenance, less tape 
wear. And its most advanced feature is the revolution
ary single capstan drive system. The new drive system 
has three major moving parts-a capstan and two reels. 
As a result, most of the components found in this type 
transport have been eliminated. Maintenance is far 
less. And tape wear? Virtually none. The two vacuum 
chambers keep a uniform tape tension on the capstan. 
There is nothing to smear the tape; nothing to stretch 
it. Tapes last and last. Even the old soft-binder tapes 
can be used with very little wear. The new Ampex TM-7 
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is completely compatible with IBM tape formats and 
with other Ampex equipment. It has a packing density 
of 200 and 556 bpi. A tape speed of 36 ips. A start 
and stop time of 10 ms with tape distance held within 
±10%. Also, Ampex designed a new series of data and 
control electronics for the TM-7 to provide low-cost 
tape memory systems. The TM-7211 is a complete 
memory system enclosed in a 19 inch rack cabinet. 
And the TM-7212 is a complete shared system with 
four TM-7 transports in one cabinet. Write to the only 
company providing recorders, tape and core memory 
devices for every application: Ampex Corporation, 
Redwood City, California. Worldwide sales and service, 
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Hot-line for business data - the new IBM 1050 Data 

The new IBM 1050 communicates directly with a central computer or with other lo50S 

over regular communications lines. 

It takes punched cards, keyed input, paper tape or edge punched documents ... converts 

to code ... transmits 14.8 characters per second. A control unit regulates use of input and 

output components, provides 2-character address checking, parity checking, longitudinal 

record checking. The printer used with the 1050 produces a 13-inch line of IBl\I Selectric® 

Typewriter quality. 

A transmission control unit at the computer sequentially scans up to 112 communica

tions lines, processes high-priority messages immediately. 

Write or call any IBM branch office for complete information. 

/' ' 



Communications System. 

Each 1050 installation may include from one to six input/output 
devices, including printers, card reader, card punch, paper tape 
units, keyboard. These easily connected units may be used for local 
data handling as well as long-distance communication. 

DATA PROCESSING 
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Avery big 
transport 
in a Z-Ioot 
package 
This is Potter's MT-24, a new vacuum 
column, digital magnetic tape trans
port which is already proving big in the 
field. Packed into its mere 24/1 height 
(or length if you prefer to mount it 
sideways) is all the dependability and 
performance of tape drives costing 
over twice as much. Here are the facts: 

PERFORMANCE - Read /write tape 
speeds from 3 to 36 ips, data transfer 
to 28.8 kc, 200 commands per second. 
(50 ips and 40 kc performance avail
able in the MT-36 companion unit at 
very little increase in price I) 

RELIABILITY - Use of thoroughly 
field tested components in combina
tion with new vacuum column con
struction has resulted in improved 
transport dependability. Reliability 
warranted 1 in 108 bits read. 

COMPATIBILITY - The MT-24 is 
compatible with IBM's 7330, with pack
ing densities of 200, 556, and 800 bpi. 
One inch tape and other computer for
mats are readily accommodated. 

ECONOMY - MT-24 (and MT-36) 
costs less per effective bit transferred 
than any other transport on the market 
... and with greater operating de
pendability and data transfer relia
bility than tape drives costing more 
than twice as much. 

Potter is shipping MT-24's NOW. 
Delivery within 4 weeks. Want details? 
Write - Sa4es Manager. 

POTTER. 
INSTRUMENT CO.,INC. 

o 

151 Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, New York /--
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SOURCE ORIENTED DOCUMENT ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 

FROM UGC INSTRUMENTS 
r= 

SODA systems magnetic tape recorders 

save 'hours in recording, and days intrans

ferring, checking and reproducing digital 

data for computer processi ng. 0 Wherever 

document acquisition is performed-i n the 

field, factory or business office-there is a 

specially designed SODA system to do the 

job. 0 With SODA systems, no further proc

essing is required between the data ac

quisition and the computer processing cen

ter.D This new concept in data acquisition 

is faster, more reliable, and considerably 

less expensive than other data collecting 

systems. 0 For brochure write to UGC In

struments, developer and producer of mag

netic tape recording SODA systems. 
I 

INSTRUMENTS 

P. O. Box 6070-Shreveport, La. • Phone: 865-1438 
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What makes ASI's 2100today's 
outstanding computer buy? 

ASI's new 2100 is designed to satisfy. both small 
and medium scale computer needs, combining high 
operational speed, expanded inplJtjoutputcapa
bilities and low cost-to-answer ratios in a conven
ient to use, compact unit. Check just a few of 
the 2100's features: .. 

MEMORY --:-2 microsecond total memory cycle time 
. . . 21 bit word ... 4096 word core memory, ex
pandable in modules of 2,048 words. 

ARITHMETIC-AND CONTROL-Three index regis
ters ... double precision hardware ... fast indirect 
addressing ... convenient subroutine access .... 
in"structions to facilitate floating pointoperation .. ; . 
rapid instruction execution .. 

Add- 4 usec. 
Multiply-30 usec. 

. Double Add--12 usec. 
. UnGonditional Transfer- 2 usee. 

INPUT/OUTPUT-Up to eight complete, buffered, 
bidirectional· input-output channels . . ; 500 KC 
total word input-output rate ... channels will ac~ 
ceptinformation in 6 to 48 bitfields asspecified·by 
the program ... any channel maybe connected to 
as many as 32 external devices ... each external 
device has its own unique interrupt address to 
which program can be automatically transferred ... 
multiple priority interrupts, each with its own order 
of priority ... external device operations require 

program attention 'for initiation:only ... central 
processor may communicate directly with external 
devices withoutusing buffered channels. 
SIZE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS-A single up
right cabinetinciudesaJI electronics power supply 
and operator control and display panel ... over~all 
height 67 inches, depth 25.5 inches, width 72 
inches; power consumptionislessthan 1.8KW ... 
sta:ndard 110/120 volt 60 cycieAC. No special 
temperature or. humidity controls required. 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT-Available with the 
2100 is a complete line of proven peripheral equip
ment ... high and low density magnetic tape units 
· .. 800, 200 and 100 epm cardreader ... 250 and 
100 card punches ... incremental plotter systems 
· .. 500 character per second paper tape reader ... 
100 character per second paper tape punch .. < in-
. put/output typewriter ... 400 and 200lpm line 
printers ... A-to·DandD-to-Aconversion units. 
SOFTWARE-A complete package of programs, 
compil~rs and routines ... field tested FORTRAN IJ 
: .. sympolic assembler ... mathematical sub
.routines ... availableatdeliveryof 2100 systen1. 
PRICE AND QELIVERY-The prices of the 2100 
begin at $87,800 .. ~ .... monthly lease price $2,590 
· .. first deliveries in December 1963. 
For complete descriptive data on ASI's 2100, call 
or write today. 

.&.~IcI2100 
ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS/ DIVISION OF E~ECTRO MECHANICAL RESEARCH, INC. 

8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 
CIRCLE 8 ON READER CARD . 
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This machine is talking to a factory in Atlanta 

The typist at this Teletype machine is filling out 
a production order form-just as she would on 
any ordinary typewriter. 

But as she types, an extraordinary thing is 
happening. She is communicating with another 
Teletype machine miles away. The distant ma
chine is following every move she makes with 
robot-l~ke obedience. When she skips three lines, 
it skips three lines. When she types " ... 649K 
APPLY STOCKS ... ", the Teletype printer in 
Atlanta will type those same words in the same 
space on an identical form. 

And after production is programmed at the 
factory in Atlanta, you can use this same ma
chine to send and receive sales orders,payroll 
checks, personnel records, and·invoices Cas well 
as plain ordinary messages). Also, this single 

Teletype machine can send information to sev
eral destinations at the same time-cross office 
or cross country. 

Remember, too, that· when the day;s work is 
over, you have a printed record at each location. 
You also have a punched tape record which can 
be fed directly into your computer for further 
data handling. 

For more information, contact: Teletype Cor
poration, Dept.81M, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie. 
Illinois. 

This type of equipment is made for the Bell System and others who 
require dependable communications at the lowest possible cost. 

li~iJ TELETYPE" 
COR P 0 RAT ION SUBSIDIARY O.F West,," EI.ctric Company 
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testing aptitude 

Sir: 

00 

Regarding my, article, "Testing Pro
gramming Aptitude" (Oct., p. 28), 
references to Figures 3 and 5 are 
reversed. This error in the text appears 
on page 30. 
ASCHER OPLER 

New York, New York 

heretical comments 

Sir: 
The battle begins. It was inevitable 
that the nimble of new ideas would 
be heard inside the temple. And lo! 
Saint Patrick, patron of Bitland, leader 
of the people, sallies forth to deal the 
insurrection a mighty verbal blow 
("So You Want to Go On-Line," by 
Robert L. Patrick, Oct., p. 25). 

We adolescents, attempting to eval
uate the capabilities of on-line systems 
in the only honest way they can be 
evaluated (by trying to build and 
operate one) are bent, but not 
broken. We sincerely regret the ner
vousness we are creating among the 
Priesthood, but we see a true faith 
and are groping dimly. toward it. We 
must hurry because "the comp'uter 
field is beginning to mature." We 
must find our Grail before the last 
bug is discovered in SOSor, like a 
"lake of lava," the "boiling, frothing 
mass which we know as program
ming" will "congeal." 
, True, Mr. Patrick, this bit about 
on-line processing might be a fad. But 
then again it might not; just as might 
have been said about EDP in 1947-8. ' 
And where were you then? On which 
side of the fence? 

I feel compelled to point out that 
the confused thinking you so deplore 
is evident on both sides of the ques
tion. To judge a fundamentally dif
ferent operating philosophy on criteria 
appropriate to closed shop computer 
centers is to judge the value of aircraft 
in war on the basis of hundreds of 

. wars with no aircraft. To pose specific' 
questions: 

Have you looked recently at the 
ratio of compiling and debugging 
runs to production runs? Or the fre
quency of very short shots at the 
machine? Do you suppose that by 

10 

adding 10 per cent (your figure) to 
processing time the total problem
solving time (including the hands
dirty programmer's labors) might be 
reduced? Is it possible that new 
operating procedures based on con
versational capability (e.g., selective 
feedback vs. laborious memory 
dumps) or that interpretive accept
ance of programs (with the possibility 
of immediate correction of clerical and 
format errors) might offset the over
head factor you're so worried about? 
The only honest answers to these and 
many other questions being asked is, 
"I don't know." There are some who 
would like to know, and sacred cows 
beware. 

Space prevents discussion of your 
concern over reliability and accuracy. 
Since your concern is based strictly 
on conventional equipm~nt and closed 
shop procedures, I suspect even you 
don't attach real concern to it, real
izing that the pitfalls you present are 
easily avoided. One honest test is 
implied in your article, however, that 
will blow the top off the whole sub
ject. How many jobs per week are 
completed on a system designed for 
on-:}ine processing? What's the cost 
per job? Is it possible that certain 
types of applications will be materially 
more economical when done on-line? 
That there's room for both operating 
modes? We're betting so. If we can 
ever get our system checked out 
(which is a miserable undertaking 
under the existing Established sys
tems) we may prove our point. 

. We are trying something new; If 
the Established Faith is based on 
Truth, it wili withstand some honest 
probing. It has been a long time since' 
the last encyclical, Mr. Patrick. In the 
words of the prophet, "So wut've ya 
done lately?" (See Datamation, Jan. 
'63, p. 27.) 
R. E. NIENBURG H. A. KINSLOW 

M ahopa:c, New York 

Author's reply: One pair has stood up and 
offered testimony. I assume their effort is 
based on written objectives, a factual pub
lished plan, and a sincere concern for 
what they gain and what it costs. If so, 
bless them both. 

Sir: 

I must challenge the conclusion made 
by Mr. Patrick in the last paragraph 
of his article. It appears the installa
tion he criticizes has achieved some
thing my customers have wanted me 
to do for a long time-run 30 hours of 
work in a 24-hour day. He states that 

the installation runs 300 jobs per day, 
each averaging six minutes. Their disc 
file is tremendous-perhaps feeding 
negative maintenance into the system. 
In my opinion, Mr. Patrick's last-para
graph slip is consistent with the 
soundness of the entire article. 
E. D. REILLY 

General Electric Co. 
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory 
Schenectady, New York 

128K VS. 131K 

Sir: 
There seems to be some confusion in 
certain quarters on the question: "If 
you double the size of a 32K memory, 
is the result a 64K or a 65K memory?", 
This foolishness has been carried to a 
new high in your October issue ("The 
CDC 6600," p. 44) which carries the 
following absurdity: " ... memory of 
131K ... in 32 banks of 4K each ... " 

Being reluctant to learn this kind of 
arithmetic, I would like to urge that 
we all accept that K= 1,024 has been a 
fact of computer life for some time 
now. It is an unfortunate fact that 
K = 1,000also remains valid, but I feel 
that context always makes the mean-
ing clear. . 

Thus, quadrupling a 10K memory 
yields a 40K, and quadrupling a 32K 
memory yields a 128K-which might 
even be organized in 32 banks of 4K 
each. 
BARRY GORDON 

New York, New York 

Jeepers, a binary 32K memory has 32,768 
positions. Double that and you have 65,536, 
right? If we called that a 64K array, would 
everyone understand? Does your wife under
stand when you address your cute secre
tary as "Dear"? As long as we under
stand each other, okay. Henceforth, it's 
128K, understood by its context as 131,072 
words. 

merger-free 

Sir: 
To clear up any misunderstanding 
which maybe in the minds of some 

. of your readers, Ferranti Electronics, 
a division of Ferranti-Packard Electric 
Ltd., is not affected in any way by 
the recent merger of Ferranti and ICT 
in England. The Canadian company 
is autonomous. 
H. A. WATTlE 

Ferranti Electronics, 
Toronto, Canada 
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In other disk files, the read/write head moves to the informa
tion track on a phonograph-like armature. This takes from 90 
to 600 milliseconds. The new Burroughs random access disk 
file has an average access speed of 20 milliseconds-nearly 
five times faster than the fastest conventional disk file. Reason? 
Each track has its own read/write head, fixed less than a hair 
above it. This new concept eliminates head movement. 

This new system is also easy to use-in planning, program
ing and actual operation. Such techniques as rapid dumping 
and loading, sorting, use of the file as an extension of memory, 
and report generation minimize the need for time and per
sonnel. And that means cutting your data processing costs. 

All-electronic controls insure reliability. Example: Every seg
ment written on the disk file has a multiple character check 
code recorded along with it. During read-back, the check code. 
is regenerated and compared to the recorded check code 
assuring complete accuracy during reading and writing. 

This new third-generation disk file is built to complement our 
B 5000 and B 200 series computers. You'll find it highly 
responsive to your individual needs, present and future, as 
you move toward on-line data processing. We'd like to tell you 
more. Write us at Detroit, Michigan 48232. Burroughs-TM 

B~rroughs Corporation 
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• The annual meeting of the Ameri
can Mathematical Society will be held 
January 20-24, 1964, in Miami, Fla. 
• The Georgia Institute of Technol
ogy, Atlanta, Ga., will hold a short 
course in Methods of Operations Re
search, Jan. 20-24, 1964. 
• The annual IIT Research Institute 
Computer Symposium, scheduled for 
Chicago, January 30-31, has been can
celled. 
• The Sixth Institute on Information 
Stor~ge and Retrieval is being spon
sored by the American Univ., Wash
ington, D.C., Feb. 10-14, 1964. 
• The International Solid State Cir
cuits Conference will be held at the 
University of Pennsylvania and the 
Sheraton .Hotel in Philadelphia, Pa., 
February 12-14, 1964. Sponsors are 
the U of Pa., PGCT and IEEE, 
Phila. section. 
• The winter 1964 meeting of 
SHARE, the IBM 704/9/90/94/40/ 
44 Users Group" will be held at the 
Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, March 
2-6. 
• A conference on Industrial Appli
cations of New Technology, conducted 
by the Georgia Institute of Technol
ogy, will be held April 2-3, 1964. 
Conference sponsors are the Southern 
Interstate Nuclear Board and Georgia 
Tech's School of Nuclear Engineering 
in cooperation with the Atomic Ener
gy Commission and NASA. 
• The 1964 Spring Joint Computer 
Conference will be held at the Shera
ton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C., 
April 21-23. 
• The 1964 annual general meeting 
of POOL, the organization of users of 
General Precision computers, will be 
held May 12-14 at the Palmer House, 
Chicago, Ill. 
• The Systems Engineering Confer
ence and Exposition will be held con
currently at the New York Coliseum, 
June 8-11, 1964. 
• The Fifth Joint Automatic Control 
Conference, sponsored by the IEEE, 
will be held at Stanford University, 
Stanford, Calif., June 24-26, 1964. 
• The Fourth International Ana

, logue Computation Meetings will be 
held September 14-18, 1964, at the 
Technical College, Brighton, England. 
Sponsor is the British Computer So
ciety, under the sponsorship of the 
International Association for Analogue 
Computation. 
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~fIRST 
: FULL-CAPABILITY 
~COMPUTER 0 
: PRICED FROM 
~ $16,250 

• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • •• • ••• • • •• • ••• • 
The General Precision LGP 21 Now you can increase the productivity of your. ,...----------------, 

scientific or engineering staff with an LGP*21, first fu'll-capability, general-purpose: 

digital computer to sell for a basic price of $16,250. (A!ld $5250 for special inputl : 

output typewriter.) Or lease the LGP 21 under a variety of plans to fit your needs. • 

Use of 500-program library included. Large disc memory: 4096 words of 9' decimal: 

digits each (36,000+ decimal digits). Compact vocabulary: 23 commands covering: 

all arithmetic functions. Adaptable: 32 addresses for program control of input: 

\ 

COMMERCIAL COMPUTER DIVISION 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS GROUP 
101 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif. 

and output equipment. Easy to operate. Completely mobile. Send for full details! • '---____________ --l 

• 

*TRADEMARK, GENERAL PRECISION, INC. 
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We're not offering you a cozy little job in a cozy little corner in a great big company 

Collins is looking for experienced professionals. We're looking for hardware-oriented men. We're 

looking for men with theoretical and analytical capabilities, men who know their fields thoroughly 

and completely. If you are one of these men and you have a Bachelor's or advanced degree in 
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E.E., Math, Physics or Business Administration, you'll be interested in the computer programming " " i 
and engineering opportunities Collins can offer you. COZY LlTILE CORNER COZY LlTILE 8 

SENIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
SPECIALISTS 

( Newport Beach and Dallas) 
Broad responsibilities entail development 
of automatic programming languages 
arid other high le~el advanced languages 
for programmed logic computers. Candi
dates must be creative individuals with 
several years of programming experience 
preferably on several computers and.w.h.o 
are willing to accept. broad responstbtlt
ties in the Collins software development 
program. Responsibilities inherent in 
these positions demand extraordinary 
capability built on sound education and 
diversified experience. 

SENIOR APPLICATIONS PRO
GRAMMERS/COMMUNICATION 
(Cedar Rapids and Newport Beach) 

Involves programming and program 
. check-out of real time communication
oriented systems. Cedar Rapids position 
will involve travel. 

SENIOR APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMERS/FINANCIAL 

(Cedar Rapids and Newport Beach) 
Bachelor's degree and several years' ex
perience programming business applica
tions on medium and large scale com
puters. 

SENIOR APPLICATIONS PRO
GRAMMERS/MANUFACTURING 

(Cedar Rapids) . 
Bachelor or advanced degree in Math, 
Physics or Engineering. Experience re
quirements include 3 or more years' sci
entific programming with exposure to 
Industrial Engineering, machine shop 
fabrication, or numerical control of ma
chine tool problems. Experience on 
equipment such as UNIV AC 490, RC4-
501, or IBM 7000 series is desirable. 
Ability to carry projects from concep
tion through installation is a must. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMMERS 

(Dallas and Newport Beach) 
Develop software packages for business 
and scientific computer systems including 
translators, assemblers, executive and in
terpretive routines. Will also develop 
data com~unications software packages 
and utility programs for programmed 
logic computers. Should have Bachelor's 
or advanced degree in Engineering or 
Mathematics and at least one year's ex-

December 1963 

perience with computer languages and 
systems. 

ENGINEERING COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMER 

(Dallas) 
Requires experience in business systems 
programming as well as scientific pro
gramming application .. A background 
with 7070, 7074and PERT analysis fa
miliarity is desired. Must have Bachelor 
or advanced degree including statistics 
or math training and at least 3 years' 
related work experience. 

MANAGER, DATA REDUCTION 
SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT 

(Cedar Rapids) 
Involves developing software aids for 
business data reduction and scientific en': 
gineering-type applications; maintaining 
and improving programming standards 
and techniques; and to serve as systems 
design consultant to programmers. Re
quires B.S. degree in Math, Physics ~r 
Engineering with 5 years' related expen
ence. Some business programming expe
rience and management experience pre
ferred. 

PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTOR 
(Newport Beach) 

Involves the teaching of computer pro
gramming to customer and company 
personnel, as well as the development of 
new programming courses. Requires a 
degree in Math or a degree in Education 
and a mirior in Math plus 3 years' teach
ing experience, some of which must be 
in programming. 

APPLICATION ANALYSTS 
(Newport Beach and Cedar Rapids) 

Involves producing system specifications. 
Background should include wide experi
ence in the analysis of communication 
and information processing problems. 

APPLICATION PROGRAMMERS 
(Newport Beach and Cedar Rapids) 

Background and experience should be in 
business data processing, computer-con
trolled communication systems or tele
type switching. Project includes develop
ment· of detailed programming specifica
tions and application programs in these 
areas. 

PROJECT MANAGERS 
(Cedar Rapids) 

Over-all project management of auto-

CIRCLE 94 ON READER CARD 

matic message switching and processing 
systems. Includes analysis of customer 
requirements, preparation of plans, spe
cifications and cost estimates, providing 
technical liaison with customer, mainte
nance of cost and schedule control, etc. 
Requires B.S.E.E. or M.S.E.E. plus 2 to 10 
years' applicable experience. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYST 
(Cedar Rapids) 

Formation of operations research depart
ment offers opportunities for candidates 
who have broad industrial operations re
search experience. Positions available at 
all experience levels. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
. (Dallas) 

Bachelor's. degree and 4 years' experience 
in computer and communication systems. 
Analyze customer requirements for large 
scale real time au.tomatic message switch
ing and processing systems. Prepare and 
present sales proposals to customers. 

LOGIC DESIGNERS 
(Cedar Rapids) 

Background should include a B.S. degree 
in Electrical Engineering and 2 to 4 years' 
experience in logic circuit design. 

DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMMERS 
(Cedar Rapids) 

Requires a Math or Engineering degree 
plus 2 to 4 years' experience on large, 
general purpose computers. 
Openings are also available for digital 
circui t designers and memory systems de
signers. 
For complete information write in con
fidence to Manager of Professional Em
ployment, Dept. 114. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa • Dallas, Texas • 

Newport Beach, California 

a.~ 
COLLINS 

~~~ 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Until now, there were three ways 
to break the digital computer speed/cost barrier: 

SOS 910 16 J,Lsec. 248 J,Lsec. 
to 16,384 

$41,000 words 

SOS 920 16 J,Lsec. 32 p,sec. 
to 16,384 

$83,000 words 

SOS 9300 1.75 J,Lsec. 7 J,Lsec. to 32,768 
$215,000 words 

The new SDS 930 makes four 

The SDS 930 is the newest addition to Scientific Data Systems' 
line of high speed, general purpose computers. It has complete 
program compatibility with the SDS 910 and 920 (which are now 
operational in more than seventy-five installations). The 930 
instruction list is identical to-the 920's. The remarkable 930 speed 
includes 2 !lsec. cycle time and 20 !lsec. divide time. 

with computation. All SDS 900 Series Computers share these 
features: all-silicon semi-conductors, buffered input/output, com
prehensive software including FORTRAN II and floating point and 
multi-precision operation. For all the facts aboutthe 930, write ... 

The SDS 930 has one standard and seven optional buffered input/ 
output channels and all I/O channels can operate simultaneously 

sl'·ls 
SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS 1649 Seventeenth St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
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V. 

80 
86 
92 
98 

303 
307 

-I 

"""' ~::~ SYSTEMS (~ I ANALYSTS r 
~ 9 I ~:IP::~:a;~~~e~~:~~~~~~t II~ 
~:.~ and manufacture is under- ~.: I g~~?~;:~!~I~~{~i.7.~~; I 
~::~ Business and Scientific t~ 
Ill~ Systems with experience in ~11 
~::~ the following: f~ 

~ll~ • Accounting Systems ~~I 
III 0 Production Control ~!11 ~~~ Systems t I · Material Control Systems t' 
11~~ • Scientific and Research h 
~ Application ~ 

~~~ • ;~~~:n AP~i~~~:~~s Lan- 1::1 

~ 1 
• Real-Time experience for 

closed loop man-machine 
system 

Requirements include ex
perience on IBM 1401, 1410, 
700, S DC 910, 920, CDC 160, 
160-A, PB-250 series equip
ment and two or more years' 
experience in analysis of 

I.:·,:.f:!.i. ~~~.e~~;., c~~~~~ an~~f:~: II.:,· 

>' ing of coding for reliability. .~ 
~::§ A degree is desired. ~I: 

Additional experience is de-
sired in the design of clock 
controlled programs, execu
tive control techniques and 
minor cycle programming 
with a basic understanding 
of computer operations. 

For an expense paId visit, send 
detailed resume to: 

1.; JOHN A. HAVERFIELD 1.11 

~i~ Manager-Professional Placement filI 

I MELPAR Y.NC ~ 
3409 ARLINGTON BOULEVARD 

FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA 

(a suburb of Washington, D. C.) 

an equal opportunity employer 
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DIVERSIFICATION, LEASING 
PAY OFF FOR MCDONNELL 

Aerospace firms may do well to note the computing 
activity at McDonnell Aircraft~ which has parlayed a 
move to diversify into an expansion of capabilities 
which couldn't be justified by an internal workload. 

The St. Louis firm formed the McDonnell Automation 
Center in March of '60. Since then it's grown from 250 
to over 600 people using some $14-million worth of 
gear, including a leased 7094. Termed a "bold move" by 
general Manager Bob Harmon, the lease will save $2-
million, with the break-even point compared to rental 
coming after two years (Jan. '65). 

Looking for ways to extend its services, MAC is 
evaluating a new data recording device manufactured by 
Electric Information, Broomfield, Colo. It's the 303, 
which uses dial switches and a tape cartridge, which 
is then removed and put on a model 909 converter for 
transfer to computer mag tape. The 303 costs $995 
right now; the 909 is $1500, or $70/month. MAC's 
Denver Subsidiary Service bureau, Delcos, Inc., has 
purchased four 303's (for inventory control) and 
has one 909. 

MORE NEW GEAR -- -- ---
FROM GE COMPUTER 
Before announcing its new 400 series, GE had been 
privately previewing a new pair of large-scale scien
tific computers, the 625, and a faster verSion, 
the 635. Said to be in the 3600 class, the new gear 
is allegedly quite a bit faster than the 7094 and less 
expensive. Hardware is supposed to be designed and de
veloped cooperatively by GE's Computer Dept. and other 
GE department computer users. Software specs were 
also established by internal users, who will develop 
it as well. Highly modular, the new system offers 
multiple processors and separate multiple memory 
modules; one preview attendant called it most impres
sive. A prototype processor is supposed to be in 
operation this month. 
ADAPSO SPREADS, 

SPEAKS OUT 
One computer organization which isn't afraid to take a 
stand on legislation and activities affecting it is 
the Association of Data ProceSSing Service Organiza
tions. Formed in mid-'60, ADAPSO now has 75 members, 
has added perhaps one third of those in the last year. 
Now operating out of new quarters in Abington, Pa., 
ADAPSO is looking for "compatible societies" to share 
its space. It's also looking for new members -- es
pecially small independent service bureaus (tab and 
computer) -- from the roughly 600 not yet signed up. 

Attractions for new members include a simplified ac
counting system which members will use to prepare (in 
percentages) a snapshot of their activities -- machine 
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Precisely yours. The new Series 5 Printers permit you 
to virtually design the printer of your choice by using An~lex's unique 
Building-Block concept. You eliminate development costs ... design 
delay ... prototypes ... for every component is built by Anelex and 
proven in use. You select the number of columns, the printing speed, 
the language ... whether computer language, English or a foreign 
tongue ... even the cost. The number of combinations is unlimited. The 
printer you specify is precisely yours, exactly meets the requirements 
of your data processing system and you can buy one, ten or a hundred. 
An B-page brochure describes this new concept in detail. Write today 

!~ry:~r ~~~~~:~~~e:~:.tiO~ l~!SE~L§sJ:: "§2~ 
."',,",801.. 0" QUALITY 
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PROGRAMMERS 
ANALYSTS 
We have positions with outstanding 

",wth opportunities open for highly 
'"1..A.alified people in 

Engineering Systems 
Programming 
Apply the principles of numerical 
analyses to the solution of engineer
ing problems in the fields of flight 
mechanics, orbit determination, tra
jectory simulation, thermodynamics 
and gas dynamics, stochastic simula
tion, mechanized design of electrical 
devices, and operational analysis, 
using IBM 7094 computers. 

Administrative Systems 
Programming 
Analyze data processing systems asso
ciated with management of our large 
Aerospace Engineering Department 
in the areas of the Drawing System, 
Accounting System, and Management 
Information System, such as PERT, 
P JCWS, and Data Reduction and 
Analysis. 

Computer Programming 
Systems and Support 
The Engineering Department oper
ates a computing open shop presently 
using FORTRAN and SIMSCRIPT 
with the introduction of other lan
guage in the planning phases. In 
support of this, qualified people are 
needed to instruct the users in these 
programming languages. Other chal
lenging opportunities exist in evalu
ating new hardware configurations 
and software systems, supporting 
IBSYS/IBJOB, FORTRAN IV and 
WAVE, and in applied research in 
numerical analysis. 

Qualifications: Bachelor's or Master's 
degree with major in engineering, 
physics, or mathematics. Also, a mini
mum of two years of computer pro
gramming experience with at least 
one year's experience using the IBM 
7090/7094 computers. 

These select opportunities are avail
able at both our Santa Monica and 
Huntington Beach facilities. IBM 
7094 computers are in use at both 
locations. 

Please send resume to Mr. W. E. Ames 

/ 

DDUG~ 
'SSILE & SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

2700 Ocean Park Boulevard 
Santa Monica, California 

An equal opportunity employer 
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BUSINESS lk SCIENCE CC====================================::::J 

UNIVAC LEARNS 
THERE IS !. SANTA 

ACM = lEE 
IN AFIPS ----

TEXAS OUTFIT THINKS BIG, 
PLANS 6600 SERVICE BUREAU 

December 1963 

time, programming costs, etc. Filed with ADAPS01head- \ 
quarters, these will be combined in a composite 
picture which will allow members to measure themselves 
against the membership. The association is also work
ing out with Lloyds of London a special group 
insurance plan, similar to that for accountants' 
errors and omissions coverage. ' 

On the political front, ADAPSO has urged Senator 
Douglas to eliminate from a bill a section which 
suggests th~ establishment ofa federal dp center. 
Next target: "give-awayn dp services by banks. 

Joyous smiles wreathed faces at Univac as their Christ-
mas stocking was filled early with a really big , 
package: a 37-megabuck order for 152 computers for Air 
Force base-level inventory control around the world. 
The winning hardware~ the 1050 (designed as a 
satellite) plus Fastrand drum. Interesting aspects 
of the order: choice of a relatively little used 
machine, drums over discs, impressive evidence of 
increasing Univac penetration of the military market. 

The fleet deal has other implications: identical 
machines doing identical jobs gives the AF a single 
frame of reference for measuring individual instal
lation efficiency. And the size of the order should 
permit Univac to support their gear more than ade~ 
quately. With the honors, Univac wins the responsi
bility of showing Uncle Sam that fleet purchases are 
smart. 

The ACM has won equal representation in AFIPSwith the 
IEEE, which up to now has outwe.ighed ACM 2-1, due to 
hold-over representation by both 'IRE and AlEE, which 
merged to form IEEE. Thus,both ACM and IEEE will have 
four representatives on the AFIPS board; each will have 
one vote on the critical question of new members. 
Coming up for acceptance in April: The American 
Documentation' Institute and Simulation Councils. 
Neither is likely to make it this time around. The 
AFIPS board also named Dr. Ed Harder', Westinghouse, 
Pittsburgh, as Chairman-elect. He is thus eligible to 
replace 'current Chairman Don Madden t~is Goming spring. 

A letter of intent for a Control Data 6600 has been 
signed by Computer Laboratories of Houston. A sub-' 
sidiary of Scientific Computers, Inc., Minneapolis 
(22% of SCI is owned by CDC) which has service centers 
in Minneapolis and NYC, Computer Labs opened doors 
in August '61, moved from twin tape 1401's to an 
8-tape, 32K c9re 1604A last May. The company is now 
investigating the possibilities of customer terminals 
and communications lines for the 6600, tentatively 
scheduled for deliver~ in late '64 or early ~65~ 
The goal: a Southwest regional service pureau. 

Computer manufacturers hoping to fight the IBM re
movable disc pack nm6nopoly" (str~ngtheried by an
nouncement of rental availability ,of packs by IBM) 
may get a helping hand from Anelex, which is bringing 
out its version. Shown privately at the FJCC, the 
Model 80 claims a 75 msec average positioning time 
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FROM PHILCO, 
BARGAIN BASEMENT RATES, 

~ NEW COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

20 

RUMORS AND 
RAW RANDOM DATA 

and a maximum capacity of "3.9+ million" characters. 
To be offered as an EOM item, the Anelex Model 80 
will be for purchase only. No prices have been an
nounced, but Anelex promises it will be competitive 
"with files of this type." Also coming out:'the 4800, 
with 95-million characters and 50-60 msec positioning 
time. 

Beginning next July, the Air Force will start taking 
over the Pacific Missile Range from the Navy. In
itially, th~ AF will assume control of the naval 
missile facility at Point Arguello, including tracking 
radars, real-time impact prediction computers and 
range safety functions. In another year, the AF will 
assume control of down-range sites as well. The ,Air 
Force already runs the Atlantic Missile range, where 
a 3600 is installed. Sp~culation is that the Air Force 
will not buy the Univac computers installed and being 
planned by the Navy, but wi~l go IBM instead. There is 
no evidence thai any of the work now under way to 
implement the Univac computer-oriented system will be 
altered to adapt to any AF plans. 

Following up on its promise of pricing restructures 
after its recent reorganization (see July Datamation, 
p. 17), Philco has announced its second price cut in 
a year. Sale price of the 212 main frame with 32K core 
is down from 2.3 megabucks to $1,650,000; rental drops 
from $52K to $45K/month. A typical 1000 satellite sys
tem with 8K character.s, two 90KC tape units, 900 Ipm 
printer, and card read/punch sells for $289,250 (a 40% 
cut), and~ents for 20% less, $8,640. Maintenance 
costs have also decreased an average of 25%. Not af
fected: the 210 (no longer in production), and the 
211, now in limited production. 

Showing some of 'the legerdemain of, its FJCC magician, 
Philco showed in Las 'vegas a previously unannounced 
~essage and data switching system, the PCP-150. 
Announcement was held off until the company won an 
order for a system from parent Ford Motor, which will 
probably install it by January '65. The 150 features 
ASCII. 8-bit compatibility, and three sets of transmis
sion rates: 20-180, ~00-1600, and 300-2400 over 
75-wpm lines~ 

No prices have been announced, but Philco feels a 
"normal system" such as that being installed by Eo~d 
will run between $15-30K a month. 

Reports are that Dr. J.C.R. Licklider will leave his 
post at DOD's Advanced Research'Projects Agency for a 
job at IBM ••• FHA is looking for 1401 & 7074 pro
grammers in the $7-8K salary'range. Applications 
should be sent 'to J.W. Babcock, Personnel Div., 
Federal Housing Administration, 811 Vermont Ave. NW, 
Washington 25, DC •••• Hughes Aircraft/Fullerton is 
shifting its Computer dept. to a new Data Products 
Div., is still reportedly in the running for a Japanese 
tactical air warning command system with its 330 
computer •••• A magazine named The New Yorker has 
named "a magazin~ c~lled Datamation" in two articles 
on computers (Oct. 19 & 2~) •••• yuck of the Month: 
NY Times ad for a "Soft Wear Executive." 
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Technical, business and 
economic organizations, world wide, 

) 0 order· ©(Q)[M]u[g5(Q)[b [Q)~U~· ~@(Q)(Q)~~~ 
the international computer 

) 

• University Corporation for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR), U.S.A. 

• Norwegian Defence Research Establishment & In
stitutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway 

• Societe d'informatique Appliquee, Paris, France 
• Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, 

Bombay, India. 

• Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, U.S.A •. 
• Michigan State University, U.S.A. 

• Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research 
Organization, Canberra, Australia 

• Commonwealth Bureau of Census & Statistics, 
C;:anberra, Australia 

• Argonne National Laboratory, U.S.A. 

The CONTROL DATA® 3600 is setting a new standard of excellence in large-scale problem solving and data 
processing. 3600's now are in operation in the United States, and they are being placed in operation on an 
i.nternational scale with increasing frequency. 

The 3600 has been selected by leading nuclear and other scientific laboratories in the United States and 
abroad for the solution of the largest, most complex scientific problems. It also will be used for some of the 
world's largest economic and industrial operations-research problems; for processing data on population, trade 
and related statistics, and for socio-economic accounting. 

Control Data will be pleased to put you in touch with .scientists and economists 
all over the world who are engaged in applying the 3600 to economic and technical 
problems similar to your own. CIRCLE 17 ON READER CARD 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

AMSTERDAM, BAD HOMBURG, LUZERN, MElBOURNE, MINNEAPOLIS, PARIS, STOCKHOLM, TORONTO 810034IhAVENUESO •• MINNEAPOLlS20,MINN. 



Before you can say "Get me the facts" ... 

DATA-PHONE can say it 16 times 

That's because DATA-PHONE service "talks" 16 
times faster than people can talk. It can turn out 
up to two million words a day, in fact. 

DATA-PHONE messages travel over regular tele
phone lines-at regular telephone rates. It sends 
any data that can be punched on card or tape
inventories, orders, schedules, waybills, memos. 

Your business locations have all the information 
they need - all of the time. No costly delays. No 
postponed decisions. No duplicated effort. 

Our Communications Consultant will· show you 
how DATA-PHONE service can meet your special 
needs. Just call your Bell Telephone Business Office 
-and they'll put him in touch with you. 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
Sel'ving you 
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PRAYER OF A COMPUTER SPECIALIST 

On Friday last a gunman assassinated our 35th President. Through our free 
press the electrifying news was flashed instantly throughout our great land. 
Gathered with others of similar talent and background we were stunned by 
the dastardly deed. In our sobriety we started the great down count. The 
ballistic flight time is about thirty minutes ... We were in a major population 
center, surely a prime target area. Had we less than thirty minutes to live? 

The thoughts that transpired are worthy of recording. Had the Air Force 
aide gotten immediately to a phone? Was SAC, at that time airborne? Was 
the hot line in use? Did the Russian Embassy properly sense the stunned 
shock and use their own diplomatic channels to say, "Don't anyone move!" 
Were clouds of SAC bombers appearing on Russian radar scopes? Had our 
missiles proceeded through the preliminary readiness and were on hold? Were 
we then re-targeting to adhere to plan even though not all of the first strike 
forces shone green? 

It was noon i~ Los Angeles. We had only a few minutes to go. We were 
sitting at a sidewalk cafe and silently watching the traffic pass. The tempo 
seemed a bit slow, or was that merely due to the raging thoughts in our 
heads? Was it caused by an international plot, domestic politics, or some 
deranged nut? Would it escalate? What time was it now? 

Thanks to the wisdom of our founding fathers the accession to the Presidency 
is preprogrammed. With our sound currency there would be no bank panic. 
Since we are basically peaceloving and law-abiding there would be no riots. 
With the military admittedly subservient to the civil government we could 
count on their obedience and discipline as a stabilizing force. Would their 
training pass this crucial test? Only one mistake could cause it to escalate. 
Was it already beyond control? Now what time was it? 

The traffic was moving slowly now. The luncheon crowds were impeding it. 
Assuming we were, at that very moment, displaying a controlled show of force; 
could the Russians control theirs as well? Would one trigger-happy dogface 
make an error from which they could not recover? GOD, give them training 
and excellence to match ours. 

The time is past. It ha sbeenan hour since the first news. Our President is 
dead. We have an automatic replacement. Soon they will issue him the Oath. 
It didn't escalate! 

We who introduce the military to the developing technology sometimes fail 
to properly weigh the benefits of stability, training, and discipline. 0 Lord, 
bless them for their judgment when our peril was great, 

Lord GOD, may your wisdom descend on us as we design our new systems 
for command and control, 

May we control the response and retain such judgment in our computer
based systems, 

o GOD, MAY IT NEVER ESCALATE .... 
R.L.P. 

11/25/63 
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FILE 
MANAGEMENT 
by JOHN A. POSTLEY 

D 
The task of managing large files is the backbone 

. 6f many, if not most, of today's computer 
applications. This file management problem 

encompasses the areas of file creation and maintenance as 
well as the mechanized aspects of information retrieval. 
Very often the entire field is thought of as "information 
retrieval." 

Equipment applicable to this field has recently under
gone a substantial increase in capability, variety, and 
availability. Significantly, this change has occurred in both 
random access and sequential file equipment. Random 
access file equipment can be divided into two major types: 
fixed media equipment, including drums, discs, and tape 
strips; and removable media. equipment, including disc
packs, CRAM, and Magnacard. Sequential file equipment 
consists primarily of various types of magnetic tape units. 

As a result of these improvements in available equip
ment, the task of determining the "best" equipment for a 
given application or set of applications has become more 
difficult. In those cases where it is even possible to identify 
and describe the problems in which the files will be 

. employed, a number of equipment and problem parameters 
must be evaluated. Although many special parameters may 
have to be considered for specialized problems, the more 
general ones may be listed for reference in appropriate 
situations. 

Equipment parameters are perhaps the more discussed 
and easier to evaluate. These include the total amount of 
information which can be stored and, as a special con
sideration, the total amount of information which can be 
stored on-line. The amount of information which can be 
retrieved in a single access, and whether this amount is 
fixed for the equipment or is variable (up to a given 
maximum), can also be determined. Equipment param
eters relating to speed include the peak and average 
transfer rate of information from file storage to central 
processor. The time required to access the "next" record is 
important, as is the average and the maximum time" to 
access a record randomly located. It should be noted that 
all of these parameters can be meaningfully interpreted 
both for sequential and random access equipment. 

Problem parameters tend to be somewhat more diverse. 
For different problems, different sets of them may take on 
varying degrees of importance. The. "required" response 
time is the problem parameter most often considered; both 
the average and the maximum requirement must be deter
mined and it may be that several different problems to be 
run on the same equipment reflect several different average 
and maximum response time requirements. 

The volume of transactions in a given period (batch) 
must also be determined. If batching techniques are used, 
this may determine the average time to process a trans
action. If the file is extremely large and the collation ratio 
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relatively high, then sequential techniques are likely to 
result in lower average response times than random 
techniques. Whether or not a given transaction can result 
in several related or independent accesses to the file can 
also be an important problem parameter. 

The question of indexing is a formidable one, ranging 
from a simple I-to-l relationship between each record 
and its location, to an un-indexible file or one in which 
records are identified according to their dynamic content. 
The amount of retrieval information required by each 
transaction must be estimated as well as whether and to 
what degree this amount varies. 

Several somewhat "softer" problem parameters which 
must be investigated include a determination of the system 
bottlenecks which exist independent of whatever file 
management technique is used, and· an estimate of the 
relative importance of such functions as selective file 
maintenance and information retrieval, processing, and 
output, and the variability of each. 

I have attempted to mention only some of the most 
important equipment and problem parameters which relate 
to im efficient solution of the file management problem. It 
would seem obvious that no optimal procedure can ever 
be devised since it is apparent that some compromise 
among these requirements must be achieved for each 
problem or set of problems. The importance of random 
access equipment vs. sequential equipment is increasing. 
Although it seems unlikely that random access equipment 
will ever sweep its adversary from the field, it would be 
well to consider all reasonable alternatives in the context 
of each new requirement. Toward that end, this issue of 
Datamation attempts to describe the alternatives presented 
by several kinds of random access equipment. • 
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INTERCHANGEABLE 
RANDOM ACCESS DISCS 

the IBM 
1311 

by C. M. HESTER and G. V. HARRIES 

D 
The accepted methods of processing data have 
increased from the basic manual approach to 

" include mechanical pro~essing, data processing 
in batched form, and random access processing. This is 
not to say that these methods have been evolutionary, 
since each of the above systems can 'function well in 
specific instances. 

Why, then has a need occurred for random access 
devices? The answer is that many management groups 
want to continue to get closer and closer to a position 
where the status of their business can be reflected on an 
up-:-to-the-minute basis: Month-end reports often have 
given way to interim trend reports or analyses, or frequent 
snapshots of key items. C' 

Dynamic business needs dynamic accounting methods, 
and for this 'reason these coinpanie~ are striving to place 
their business operation in "real time." A "real time" system 
is one in which inquiries or transactions are received and 
processed, and replies or responses are made while the 
person making the inquiry is still there waiting "on line" 
with the system. 

A real-time goal points to more than mere management 
benefits. In the areas of public utility and banking, it 
points to better service to their customers. In a real-time 
system, the person operating a small station or a window 
can inquire into the entire data processing complex and 
receive an answer (usually in less than a' second). This 
person operating the terminal can, in fact, then speak for 
his company. It is a. much more effective way of doing 
business than receiving a personal request at a window 
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station and replying by mail. "Real time" creates a public 
image of a company's efficiency and its personalized 
service. 

What of the typical user who is making a decision to 
ins tail new data processing equipment today? It is quite 
likely that he will consider for the first time the use of 
random access devices as a means of performing at least a 
portion of his work. In many instances, the user will find 
that the large size of his master files and the tremendous 
volume of activity that occurs against them might make a 
complete' random processing approach unfeasible with 
present equipment. If he cannot store his data files in a 
random device where he can get at them at will, then he 
cannot form a real time system. Recent development 
trends, however, indicate that this will not be true for
ever-since capacities of random access devices have 
increased by at least an order of magnitude in the past 
five years. ' 

It is possible that the "typical" user has' had some 
experience with tape processing, feels. that he must choose 
between files and tape, and, because of the above circum
stances, makes a choice for tape. 

It is important to note, however, that although the, 
decision possibly might have been workable, the alterna
tiveswere wrong. The user should not consider a system 
configuration based solely on files or tapes. What he 
should consider, in many cases, is a system which involves 
both files and tapes. 

Both' tapes and random access devices have advanced 
in technology and application to a point where they now 
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can be effectively utilized together on the same system on 
the same application. Since this is true, the user can begin 
to utilize random access files on a portion of his work and 
expect to expand it later. 

Previously, it was stated thqt it is perhaps incorrect to 
plan an application for data processing by having to 
choose files or tapes. It is likewise improper to plan the 
application on the basis of its being a sequential or 
random mode of processing. Early tape processing was 
sequential in nature. The master file was ordered sequen
tially, and transactions were saved, grouped into batches, 
and processed against these master files, in a sequential 
manner. 

When random access processing was introduced, it 
became possible to organize the file at random and then 
process the transactions against this file as they occurred
randomly. What is not commonly realized, however, is that 
in a great many cases the "random" access file can be 
made to store the user's data in a sequential manner. This 
fact can' change the whole approach to file usage. Orga
nizing the records in a file device sequentially opens up 
the possibility of utilizing both random and sequential 
methods of data processing-on the same application. The 
main . processing run of transactions can be sorted and 
brought to the file in a straight sequential manner, as is 
done with punched cards or magnetic tape. Inquiries from 
outside the system can be brought in at once as they 
occur-singularly or out of sequence. The master file is 
simply indexed. The incoming interrogation is matched 
against the index, is told where its particular record is 
located, and the file moves. directly to that access setting 
for the immediate reading or updating of, the desired 
record. The result is a sequentially batched system with a 
sensitivity which permits fast response. , 

File design innovations are making it possible to operate 
them much faster on sequential processing, One will find 
that in many cases, when the activity rate in the master 
file is low, the speed of the random access device in a 
sequential mode is faster than could' be achieved on most 
tape systems. This happens because the file does not have 
to read and write every record in order to get to the 
record requ~red for the next transaction. The file merely 
processes one record by updating it and then jumps 
sequentially to the next active item without regard to any 
of the intervening unwanted master records. This concept, 
called "sequential jumping," allows for greater sequential 
speed of processing and theoretically could allow a less 
powerful computing system to be utIlized in producing the 
desired throughput. Sequential jumping was initiated with 
the "cylinder concept"-which is simply a file design con
cept that places many reading heads (or stations) at 
every access position setting. This reduces the number of 
motions and . allows files to achieve a high sequential 
performance without using a '~brute force" approach to 
pass records faster. 

maximizing the cylinder concept 

Large amounts of data at one reading position (or 
cylinder) provide an immediate assist to the problem of 
storing programs, subroutines, and programming systems 
residence. These often-referred-to data demand the high 
data rate and rotation speed of disc files. Programs can 
start to be read into the processor in milliseconds instead 
of minutes. 

Recent disc storage innovations-such as flexible data 
formatting (for variable record length), the cylinder con
cept, disc scan, removable and interchangeable disc packs, 
and input-output control systems programs-are only a few 
of the features now available with disc storage units. These 
features alone, however, do not provide performance. 
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Systems performance comprises a' combination' of four 
factors: availability, reliability, flexibility and maintain
ability. During the past decade, technological advances 
have been made which permit more effective realization of 
these factors. The newer files (though larger, faster, and 
with more function) require less service. 

random access for small users 
Present trends in engineering and systems planning 

point toward efficiency not only in material, time and 
manpower, but also in cost. To meet the needs of the 
smaller systems area, a developme'nt program was initiated 
to provide a file-oriented, low cost system. The objectives 
of the program were to bring a workable file capacity with 
efficient data handling capabilities into a price area which 
would provide random' access processing to smaller 
businesses. 

The IBM 1311 was designed for this lower cost entry. 
It introduced removable disc packs with a capacity of two 
or more million characters. If the data file is larger, it can 
be organized sequentially and blocks of it placed on 
succeeding disc packs. 

Although the 1311, with its removable disc pack, rep
resents a low cost entry into the field of data processing, 
it is not a crude or non-precise mechanism. The magnetic 
bits of recording it contains (eight of which go together to 
comprise a character of data) are recorded so small that 
there are 1,000 of them in one linear inch. These bits are 
arranged in rows (or tracks) which are only 0.02-inch 
apart. This provides a storage density of 50,000 bits (or 
6,250 characters per square inch). With all these close 
tolerances, the disc packs are completely interchangeable, 
a pack written on a 1311 in Maine can be shipped across 
country and placed on a completely different file drive in 
California and be read without any difficulty. 

The interchangeability feature required that many new 
parameters be considered in the design of the recording 
system. Such parameters as mechnical and electrical 
tolerances in addition to human factors were considered in 
the design phases. An access mechanism was designed to 
position the 10 magnetic heads to the 100 data track 
positions. An alternative examined was the use of a 
separate magnetic head for each data track. A head-per
track version of the 1311 would have resulted in the use 
of 1,000 magnetic heads and created considerable difficulty 
in the disc removability feature. The net evaluation of the 
performance and cost factors resulted in the present 1311 
configuration which yields the best availability, reliability, 
flexibility and maintainability consistent with the program 
objectives. ' . 

Devices cannot just fall out of development laboratory 
engineering programs-if they do, they are likely to have a 
short life in the field where they are used. This is true 
because technology seems always to keep advancing. If 
you "drop out" a product without considerable planning 
for its technological growth, you may find that you are 
causing people to go down a "blind alley" in data 
processing. 

That precisely is the underlying reason for file planning. 
One must assure first that the design allows for future 
growth in technology and also that concepts are intro
duced . in data organization and handling which can be 
easily carried forward by the users as they advance to 
succeeding devices. If the plans are laid correctly, the job 
of education becomes eased-and the very acceptance of 
the concept more widely assurred. 

We are confident that the use of random access devices 
is destiped for growth, and are hopeful that the planning 
done. thus far will make it easier to achieve. • 
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CARD 
RANDOM ACCESS 
MEMORY 
by HERBERT L. GROSS 

D 
Random access devices, as we know them today, 

. 
fall into two categories: the earlier units, in 
which the recording medium is an integral part 

of the device itself and cannot be separated from it; and 
the more recent units which have begun to appear within 
the past few years, in which the recording medium is 
removable, replaceable, and interchangeable, like a reel of 
magnetic tape. 

The wide usage of the fixed-medium devices is eloquent 
testimony to their success in furnishing solutions to many 
data processing problems. But they have certain inherent 
limitations that spurred the search for a new dassof 
devices with greater flexibility. 

limitations of fixed-file devices 
If two or more different jobs are to be done at different 

times by the processor, but the aggregate of all the files 
exceeds the capacity of a single storage unit, then two or 
more complete fixed-file random access units are required 
to do the day's work, even though perhaps no one of 
them is needed for more than a few hours a day. 

Also, it is difficult to make efficient use of a very 
powerful batch processing technique that random access 
devices make available. In this technique, the selective 
abilities of these devices are used, rather than their random 
abilities. 

It is often preferable to sort the input before posting, 
and then proceed. sequentially through the file, reading 
and writing only those portions of the file where activity 
occurs. This way of minimizing the number of "seeks" 
often saves far more time than is spent in sorting, and can 
yield a very high performance in file processing. 

In this kind of operation, it would be most desirable to 
present the processor with only one section of the file at a 
time (as with reels of magnetic tape). But the permanent 
marriage of the recorded information to the recording 
device prevents this successive replacement of file sections, 
and demands enough units to hold the entire file-so that 
again one storage unit (holding the presently active sec'tion 
of the file) is working while all the other storage units are 
idle. 

The sorting itself is a problem, unless magnetic tapes 
are part of this type of system. Since there is no other 
way of making the necessary working storage available, 
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interchclI'igeable decks 
in random sequential systems 

sorting can only be done on separate mechanical sorters, 
even though the processor might have sufficient idle time 
to do the sorting, and might be capable of doing it at high 
speed. 

It is also very difficult and time-consuming to reorganize 
a file, to eiiminate the excessive "chaining" 'that is even
tually caused by insertions and deletions. Unless magnetic 
tapes are available, the entire file has to be punched ·out of 
the random access memory and then read back in again, 
at the expense of a great deal of time. 

An analogous problem is that of rescue. No magnetic 
file is immune to a power failure that occurs during a 
writing operation, nor to fire or other catastrophe, nor to 
mechanical damage. But in view of the time required to 
punch out a copy of the entire file for rescue purposes 
(and in fixed-file devices there is no other way to make a 
copy without auxiliary magnetic tapes) this operation can 
economically be performed only at long intervals. Then, in 
case of file destruction, several weeks' -or even months'
work must be ~epeated in order to recreate the up-to-date 
file from the last available copy. 

Or some contingency might shut the processor down for 
a period, without damagirlg the files. It is then impossible 
to remove the files from the processor, and take them to 
a backup installation for processing. 

Finally, there are relatively few applications that can be 
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is recorded, the read/write time is automatically shortened, 
and the free time is lengthened accordingly. 

file processing with cram , 
When used as a random access device, assuming as 

worst case that each access is to a different card, CRAM 
can reply to inquiries (without updating) at the rate of 
over four per second, and can perform random postings at 
the rate of over 3~~ per second. (This is on the reasonable 
assumptions that the file records are not over one track 
long, and that processing can be completed in the available 
one-third revolution.) With a reasonably random distribu
tion of input transactions, several CRAMs in a system can 
be programmed to yield throughputs nearly proportional 
to the number of CRAMs, up to 10 or 12 postings per sec
ond. 

The power of any random (i.e., selective) access device 
is greatly augmented by presorting the input, so that any 
one area of the file is accessed only once for all activity 
occurring there. CRAM permits the sorting to be per
formed by the same processor that will do the file posting, 
without needing additional components (such as magnetic 
tapes) for working storage during the sort. 

A single CRAM can be used to sort a complete file of 
up to about 4 million digits (proportionately reduced for 
any alphabetic information). In sorting, the deck of 256 
cards is logically divided into "compartment," analogous to 
individual magnetic tapes. The familiar repetitive merging 
process is performed, just. as with tapes, except that the 
process is not limited to a two-way merge; the order of 
merging is as high as the individual processor memory size 
will accomodate. The same techniques are used in sorting 
with two or four CRAMs. 

Depending on the number of CRAMs used, and the 
processor's memory size, CRAM sorting- times are com
parable to those of magnetic tapes in the 30 to 60KC 
range. 

The simplest file posting operation is one in which input 
transactions are to be posted to a file, and output items 
created. Fixed-file random access devices require enough 
units to hold the entire file at one time, and also require 
external sorting of the transactions if the additional per
formance given by sequential posting is to be achieved. 
Magnetic tape systems do not have these drawbacks, but 
require a minimum of four tape handlers for this job if 
reasonable performance is to be obtained, and external 
sorting avoided (while if rewinds are to be shared, six 
handlers are needed) . 

The same operation requires two CRAM units, regard
less of the size of the file. 

A "scratch" deck is mounted on CRAM A, the trans
actions are read into the processor and stored in a portion 
of this deck, and then the transactions are sorted by 
repetitive merging between portions of the deck. 

Meanwhile the first deck of the file is mounted on 
CRAM B. As soon as the sort is complete, the processor 
proceeds through the transactions in sequential order, 
posting them against the file, and producing output which 
is stored in the portion of the CRAM A deck that had 
previously been used for the sorting. 

The program alternately accesses the transaction portion 
of the A-deck to read a track, and the output portion of 
the deck to write a track. Of course, if nothing further 
need be done with the output, it would be sent directly to 
a punch or printer as it was produced, and not stored at 
all. But CRAM permits the output of one run to be 
retained within the system for further processing, with no 
additional file units required. 

When the first deck of the file is complete, the' program 
stops while the operator changes decks on CRAM B, just 
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as 'he would change reels of magnetic tape. Since there is 
no time spent in rewinding, the system is stopped only 
for the actual deck-changing time (which is comparable 
with the time to change a reel of magnetic tape) and it 
then immediately resumes the posting operation. This 
procedure continues until all the decks of the file have 
been posted. 

This system is truly modular. About 2.8 million char
acters (over 4 million digits) can be sorted on one CRAM, 
but if the quantity of input is greater than this, both 
CRAMs are used for the sort, while mounting of the first 
file deck on CRAM B is deferred until after the sort is 
complete. The sorted transactions are now on CRAM A 
again. If the total of input plus output is greater than the 
capacity of one deck, an additional CRAM is made part of 
the system. If the file is very large, and deck-changing 
time becomes significant, two file CRAMs can be used, 
with alternation between them so that the system never 
stops. 

In proceeding sequentially through the file, the program 
accesses only those cards, and those tracks within a card, 
where. transaction activity occurs. With moderate file 
activity this selective posting process yields performance 
equal or superior to that of any conventional magnetic 
tapes. 

The system requirements might, on the other hand, call 
for the entire file to be read. For example, action might be 
generated by a'flag or by a next-action date stored in a file 
record. Even though the entire file is read, performance is 
still very high, since only those tracks whose accounts are 
active today need be re-written. 

At any convenient periodic interval, successive decks of 
, the file are mounted on CRAM A, and successive scratch 

decks. on CRAM B. The entire file is then completely 
duplicated for rescue purposes at a cost (including deck 
change time) of less than five minutes per deck. If desired, 
the file can be re-organized at the \ same time, in order to 
eliminate any "chaining" that may have been built up. 

The result is that a procedure which would require four 
to six tapes has been performed with two CRAMs, even 
though the file may be many times larger than the capacity 
of one CRAM deck. Even if the second run (the copy) 
were performed daily, the time to pass the entire file 
twice would be equivalent to the file posting time with 
magnetic tapes in the 45 to 50KC range. 

On the other hand, system considerations (such as 
extensive expansion and contraction, insertion and deletion 
of records) might dictate father-son posting, with the 
direct creation of a new file as the result of the file run. 
In this case a third CRAM is added: CRAM B then holds 
each successive deck of the father file, and CRAM C 
holds each successive deck of the son file. In this applica
tion, the CRAM decks are treated exactly like continuous 
reels of magnetic tape: the successive tracks on successive 
cards are exactly analogous to the successive blocks on a 
tape. Now three CRAMs have done the work of a com
plete tape system. 

trading performance for dollars 
While one portion of the computing fraternity is seeking 

higher and higher performance, even at higher cost, a 
much larger portion is seeking lower and lower cost, even 

'with lower performance. Among members of this majority 
group, the following procedure is quite common, and, 
performs a complete 'father/son file posting with only two 
CRAMs. . 

When the master file is recorded on CRAM cards, and' 
appropriate small number of the cards in each deck are, 
not used. 

When . th~ day's transactions have been' sorted, they are 
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distributed-deck by, deck-into the unused portion of the 
file, 's6 that each file deck now contains its own sorted 
transactions. Then the transaction deck is replaced by a 
scratch deck. 

Now, deck by deck, the file is posted, and the new file is 
produced on the other CRAM. Output items are stored 
in the reserved portions of the new file decks. 

Obviously, the mounting of each deck of the father file 
twice, and the multiple card-drops involved- in going back 
and forth between transactions and file records in the 
same deck, are time-consuming. But the small-volume 
user of EDP equipment is delighted to find ways of trading 
off operating time against hardware cost; he still gets his 
day's work done in a day. 

A low-volume user might find that the relatively large 
block size (3,100 characters) used by CRAM requires 
more internal processor memory than he otherwise needs 
to get adequate performance. He can easily reduce his 
memory requirements by using only a part of the track 
length for recording, in order to deal with a much smaller 
block of information at one time. This does, of course, 
increase the number of decks required to hold his file, but 
it does not increase the number of CRAM units. 

It is interesting to note that, under some circumstances, 
the recording of less than full-length tracks may actually 
increase system performance in random or sequential
selective operations. The CRAM normally allows 13 milli
seconds free for computing between a Read performed 
during one revolution, and a Write performed during the 
next revolution. If the computing time required by the 
amount of activity in a track exceeds 13 ms, the writing 
takes place during the third revolution. 

When a large amount of computation is required, a 
judicious reduction in the amount of available track-length 
actually used will reduce the read/write times and in
crease the available computation time between them, and 
insure that the majority of postings can be accomplished 
in two revolutions. 

on-line real-time applications 
It is coming to be more and more clearly recognized that 

any random access application is a potential on-line real
time application. It is in these areas that CRAM shows the 
greatest flexibility in using the same device and the same 
file medium, both for random access applications and for 
magnetic-tape-like applications. ' ' 

Among the on-line applications for which CRAM sys-
tems are presently being installed are: 

Savings banks and savings & loan associations 
Airline and hotel reservations 
Mortgage service company, with remote inquiry 
Industrial production control 
Consolidated group medical benefits, with remote 

inquiry 
The On-line savings bank application may be taken as 

typical of many of these jobs. In this system, every teller in 
every branch of the bank is at all times on-line, through 
leased telephone lines, to the complete Depositors' File, 
which is continuously maintained by the computer at a 
central location. Thus each transaction is posted to the 
individual depositor's ledger as it occurs, with immediate 
verification of balances, notification of "holds," and fur
nishing of accrued interest ;md other transactions not yet 
entered in the depositor's passbook. 

The bank maintains its Depositors' File in two forms: 
a skeleton file, which is available to the tellers for their 
on-line operation during the banking day, and a complete 
historical file, which is posted at night when the banking 
offices are closed. 

It would be expected that the on-line skeleton file would 
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be recorded on a random-access medium, while the off
line historical file would be recorded on magnetic tape. 
With CRAM, however, both files are recorded on the 
same file medium, and both files are posted on the same 
devices. 

During the day, the system requires as many CRAMs 
as are necessary to contain the entire on-line skeleton file. 
During the night, those same CRAMs are used to post 
successive decks of the off-line historical file by the father
son method. Then the same CRAMs are used again to 
perform the bank's other processing jobs, posting the files 
by either random or sequential techniques, as appropriate 
to the individual file and the individual application. 

mixed cram-tape systems 
It is an indication of the flexibility and versatility of 

CRAM that mixed systems have, in general, been found 
appropriate only in highly specialized situations. Some of 
them are: 

All of the processing is performed on CRAM. How
ever, it is required that extremely voluminous histori
cal files must be kept for many years, even though 
they are infrequently referred to. The cost of mag
netic tape for this "dead storage" is lower than the 
cost of CRAM decks, and one magnetic tape handler 
is included in the system to record this historical file. 

All of the processing is performed on CRAM, but one 
magnetic tape handler is used for interchange 'of 
information with other computers. 

All of the processing is performed on a high-per
formance tape system. However, one or two CRAMs 
are part of the system to provide random access to a 
great number of exception-subroutines and rate
tables. Here too a removable-file device is preferable 
to a fixed-file device, since each of the many files to 
be processed requires its own subroutines and its own 
tables; the same CRAMs serve them all. 

conclusion 
It would appear, from much of the foregoing discussion, 

that there are no applications for which removable-file 
random access devices like CRAM are not superior to 
fixed-file devices, and to magnetic tape. This is not 
quite so. 

There are fixed-file random access units that exceed 
CRAM in one or another operating parameter-such as, 
for example, sheer quantity of bulk storage that can be 
provided. A user whose sole EDP requirements involve 
random access to a single large file may find a unit of that 
type preferable. 

High-performance magnetic tape, on the other hand, 
remains preferable for very large sorting jobs, and for 
extremely large files that are subject to very high activity, 
in an installation with no requirement for random access 
or on-line applications. 

Card Random Access, however, provides a single prac
tical unit for both' random and sequential processing, 
within an extremely broad performance range. This 
flexibility, applied to the actual requirements of data 

. processing installations, has repeatedly demonstrated high
ly efficient operations in the more than 18 months since its 
first deliveries. • 

EDITORS' NOTE ... 
A lower-cost model of CRAM has recently been announced. 
Its characteristics are: 

6.3 million alphanumeric characters per deck 
886 alphanumeric characters per track 
Information transfer rate: 28.5KC 
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RANDOM 
ACCESS 
FILE 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
by ROBERT J. BUEGLER 

D 
The solution of a data-processing problem 
through the application of random access files 
must be guided by the basic objective of 

achieving the optimum design within the limits of justifica
tion and stated requirements. Briefly stated, economic 
system design is achieved by maximum utilization of the 
minimum amount of equipment with a minimum of pro
graming effort and operating expenses. A full statement 
and understanding of the problem is a prime requisite to 
reaching the appropriate solution. The reader may consider 
such a requirement as obvious, but in the design of a 
system using random access files, the problem is usually 
of a dynamic, real-time nature. Underestimating the size of 
a batch-processing job may lead to longer running times 
or the necessity for' adding equipment. In a real-time, 
random access problem, an underestimate may result in a 
system design which is fundamentally inadequate to the 
job. Additional running time is not permissible, and 
equipment additions will not necessarily increase the sys
tem throughput capacity. 

problem area 
The ~mount of data, the size of records to be stored 

and the reference requirements defi~e, most basically, the 
magnitude of the. problem and, at the same time, narrow 
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application vs. hardware 
considerations 

the search for file units of appropriate storage capacity and 
accessibility. For example, a storage requirement for 
50,000 records of 50 characters each and a random access 
rate of 30 per second points in the direction of fixed head 
drum storage. However, 500,000 records of 50 characters 
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each, accessed at the rate of three per second, would 
indicate that a head positioning type of drum or disc 
could be used. Further investigation of the problem will 
provide additional parameters permitting the selection of a 
random access file storage medium which meets all 
requirements. As will be demonstrated, the file problem 
area cannot be considered independently from the other 
portions of the system, and, to some degree, it depends on 
and influences the system solution. 

problem factors 
Problem investigation and analysis provide the details 

which influence the system design and choice of com
ponents. Typically, in the selection of a suitable file, items 
to be examined include: 

Types of records to be filed 
N um bers of record types in each file 
Information fields and dheir sizes in each record 
Means of referencing each file 
Processing requirements for each file reference 
Maximum rate of access to each file 
Time dependency of records activity in each file 
Response time requirement in reference to each file 
Immediate or deferred return to file of modified record 
Expansion requirements 
Reliability requirements 
Accuracy requirements 
Fallback and data recovery requirements 
Off-line processing requirements for file search, up

dating, and reorganizing 
Full or restricted system access to files 

The following example illustrates a few of the con
siderations. A file of 50 million characters requires random 
accessability to records of 20,000 characters at the rate of 
one per record. In addition, the 20,000-character records 
are composed of sequentially ordered sub-records of 100 
characters each which require an average of 10 accesses 
for each access to the main record. Allowable processor 
throughput time is approximately two records. This 
requirement points in the direction of a large disc file (50 
million characters), head positioning time of 200 milli
seconds or less with at least 20,000 characters access able 
per arm position (perhaps multiple heads per positioner), 
and a rotational time of 50 milliseconds or less ( 10 
accesses per position). Note that the total access time per 
reference is approximately 200 plus 10 x 50, or 700 milli
seconds. This would be an average 70 per cent load factor 
on the file, resulting in a waiting time equal to the access 
time. If a longer access time is permitted, the file reference 
rate of one per second would lead to a long queue in the 
processor and the throughput time would exceed two 
seconds. 

problem solution 
With detailed answers to the above factors, a workable 

concept emerges for a method of solution permitting the 
selection of file units .. Having developed for each file the 
rate of access, method of retrieval, accuracy, etc., it now 
is possible to calculate for a given file unit: 

The number of records per file unit 
The number of file units required including expansion 
The average time of each access 
The amount of data transferred per access 
The maximum rate of access per file unit and per 

entire file, including expansion 
The occupancy of each storage 'unit and entire file 
The number of control units for accessing the file 

A wide variety of random access storage devices is 
available to the system designer, although in specific 
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instances, his area of choice may be limited. The range of 
access times is from a few milliseconds to times in excess 
of 500 milliseconds. The range of storage capacities is 
from a few thousand to tens of millions of characters. In 
general, fast access is associated with relatively small 
storage capacities, and slow access is associated with larger 
stores. Single head per track storage units provide access 
times related to rotational speed. Multi-track per head 
storage units include both positioning and latency times 
in their access. Storage units with positioning mechanisms 
are inherently less reliable than single head per track 
storage units but in general are less costly per digit of 
storage. 

Comparison of a few commercially available storage 
devices is made below to illustrate the relationship among 
access time, capacity, and cost. 

Storage Access Time Capacity Cost 
Device Milliseconds Megabits Cents/Bit 

Drum 5 0.5 1.5 

Drum 17 5 0.7 

Drum 25 25 0.4 

Disc 150 150 0.07 

The costs are for the device, itself, and directly 
associated electro~ics. No attempt has been made to 
represent per-bit system cost which must include such 
factors as' dual processor accessibility, fallback provisions, 
processing time as related to access time, etc. An important 
system cost factor relates to the type of recording used in 
the device. High capacity devices are usually not single
bit changeable, requiring the transfer of a large number of 
bits to read or write data. The lower capacity devices are 
usually less densely recorded and, dependent upon address 
structure, a single bit can be read or recorded. This can 
be of major significance in considerations of transfer time 
and processor core storage reserved for data surges. 

The selection, or tentative selection, of a given storage 
unit (s) is only the first step and consideration must next 
be given to incorporating the file (s) into an .integrated 
system. Such factors as reliability, fallback, expansion, 
programming complexity, maintenance, and operating 
schedules must be included in this process. 

The types of decision which must be made in arriving 
at a system configuration relate to: 

Single-processor versus multi-processor system 
Single versus multi-level processing 
Single or multiple types of storage devices 
Single or multiple storage units of the same type 
Duplication of equipment and switching arrangements 
Backup files for record recovery and reconstruction 
Provisions for system and file maintenance 

In general, an ideal solution with ideal components 
would be: the use of one processor programmed at a single 
level of processing, and one type storage unit. The realities 
of the problem, however, are such that available hardware, 
both processor and storage, is less than ideal. In fact, there 
are limitations in speed, accessibility, size, reliability and 
accuracy. Backup, duplication, and maintenance time must 
be considered in meeting the problem requirements of 
reliability and accuracy. Multiple units or operations must 
be considered where there are limitations of speed, access 
time, and size. A few general observations in this decision
making process are presented. 

The selection of a single processor is preferable to a 
multi-processor arrangement for carrying the operational 
load because the switching equipment required in a multi-
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processor system to provide accessibility to common files 
can. be a costly item. 

Single-level processing requires less processor working 
storage and a lesser programming effort than multi-level 
processing but, on the other hand, makes less efficient use 
of the processor. If the problem is such that processor 
throughput times are storage access limited and a single 
level of processing cannot handle the maximum transaction 
rate, then a decision must be made for either multi
processor or multi-level processing. 

Single versus multiple types of storage devices may be 
decided by such factors as time dependency of record 
activity or relative activity of different types of records 
together with considerations of multi-processor and multi
level processing. A typical problem of this type might be 
an airline reservation system. A flight is available for sale 
as much as one year in advance of departure. However, 70 
per cent of the sales on the flight are made in the last 
seven days before departure. In addition, the flight 
inventory record is referenced more frequently than are 
the individual records of the passengers booked on the 
flight. 

As a particular example, if an entire record file were 
stored in a pair of large, mechanically accessed type of 
storage units, the rate of access to the file might be such 
that two processors, each operating at three levels would 
be required for handling the call rate. If, however, detailed 
analysis of the file reveals that five per cent of the file is a 
record type which requires 70 per cent of the accesses, 
and another five per cent relates to a time period which 
requires 15 per cent of the accesses, a different solution 
becomes possible. Consider that the 10 per cent of the 
file which requires 85 per cent of the activity is placed in 
fast, muHi.:.head, magnetic drum storage. The remaining 
90 per cent of the file which requires 15 per cent of the 
accesses could remain in the original storage. It would then 
be possible, with the same processor, to handle the work 
load with one processor, programmed to operate at one 
(possibly two) level ( s). The elimination of one processor, 
simplified programming,. arid simplified switching probably 
realizes a cost saving against the addition of a second type 
of storage unit. 

The consideration of single versus multiple units in a 
storage type must be made in the light of such factors as: 
normal capacity in a given type; safety factors in spreading 
file over more than one unit; and transfer time and/or 
recoverability and reconstruction time in the event of full 
or partial failure. The temporary loss of an entire file 
through failure of a single storage unit may be tolerable 
in a system not operating in real time. However, in an 
on-line system, loss of an entire file can mean complete 
loss of service until recovery is made. With 'multiple 
storage units, the failure of one may not completely disable 
the operation. ,Further, recOVery or file reconstruction time 
would be less in a system of smaller multiple storage units 
than in a system with a single large storage unit. 

The general area of file duplication, backup files, and 
fallback procedures is largely dependent on problem 
requirements. Full duplication of random access files 
requires additional accesses and processor time in addition 
to the cost of duplicate devices but provides for immediate 
and 100 per cent fallback. 

Backup files .may be c~:msidered generally as magnetic 
tape images of the random access files, established at 
some cut-off point in time, supplemented by magnetic tape 
transaction files of all activity since the cut-off time. In the 
event of random access file failure, a spare storage unit 
may be reconstructed at the expense of some delay in 
regaining access to the random file but at a considerably 
lower cost thari in the case of file duplication. 
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Provisions for system and file maintenance are largely 
dependent upon the operational requirements of the sys
tem. If the system' is not iri use around-the-clock, less 
spare and duplicate equipment is required than for a 
system in 24-hour operation. A random access unit re
quiring a weekly service routine must have its file contents 
transferred to a spare unit if the information is to be 
continuously available. In 24-hour operation, a spare 
processor must be available during low-activity periods to 
conduct file service routines without interfering with oper
ational routines or data. 

Similar problems of different magnitudes may follow the 
same functional solution but the hardware configuration 
can vary widely. As an example, a passenger reservations 
system for a small airline may have a system call rate 
which can be adequately processed with a single computer 
and with all random access records contained in a magnetic 
disc file. A larger airline, with the same functional char
acteristics but a proportionately higher call rate may in
volve two computers, both high- and medium-speed 
magnetic drums, and magnetic disc files, in order to 
provide the necessary accessibility to records. 

In large-scale applications, the use of multiple types of 
storage devices can prove to be a distinct advantage, 
particularly when considering future expansion. Initially, a 
system may be well balanced with a combination of drum 
and disc storage. However, with growth of system activ~ty, 
the disc storage system may become too heavily loaded 
and a serious increase in queues and response times 
results. A solution to this problem might be the addition 
of another magnetic drum and the transfer of highly 
active re~ords from the disc to the drum file. This would 
reduce the throughput time of transactions requiring 
access to those records and result in an improvement in 
both processor loading and queuing of transactions. 

optimizing the solution 
Throughout the process of arriving at a solution, efforts 

should be made to cut and fit the problem to the hardware 
available for use. If the processor occupancy or loading 
is considerably less than the occupancy of the random 
access files, full advantage has not been taken of a possible 
reduction in the size of the file. For example, a file may be 
reduced in size by record compression. This compression is 
done at the expense of additional processor time and 
additional instructions in programs in order to decompress 
retrieved information. However, the compression is partial-:
ly compensated by the reduced amount of data transferred 
in the process of retrieval. 

In a cross-indexed reference system; the retrieval of a 
basic record in file is dependent upon prior access to more 
than one associated reference records. . If one of the 
associated records has a higher probability . of reference 
than the others, the basic record should be stored with that 
reference record to minimize its retrieval time. 

A random access. record is often required for fast ref
erence only, and the modified value may not have a 
requirement for immediate updating in file. Accumulating 
such modified records for batching of file re-entries may 
provide the advantage of sharing access times and re
ducing computer load at the expense !Jf additional working 
storage in the processor. 

These and other similar techniques are the prerequisites 
to achieving a balanced system design which optimizes 
performance against cost. 

In summary, the successful application of random access 
files to the requirements of a problem is contirigent upon 
both a full understanding of the problem and a considera
tion of the interdependence of the files tl> the other 
components of the system. • 
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RANDOM 
ACESS 
STORAGE DEVICES 
by NORMAN STATLAND & JOHN R. HILLEGASS 

D
In the ideal data processing system, every data 
record would be instantaneously accessible, 
making possible a systems concept in which any 

single transaction would be followed immediately by 
entries into each affected· file. For example, an order 
request might affect inventory, production scheduling, 
materials control, billing, dispatching, accounts receivable, 
credit control, salesman's commission, and other files. Ran
dom access storage units make possible an on-line informa
tion flow that represents a return to the philosophy of a 
single data processor. Our forefathers knew this type of 
business data processing in the form of the solitary book
keeper, with his green eyeshade and high rolltop desk, 
who handled all. of the firm's paperwork. 

As record-keeping functions changed in order to keep 
pace with increased volume, job specialization, and 
government requirements, the lone bookkeeper was re
placed by departments of people whose function it was to 
collect,· transcribe, post, and evaluate information. Today 
these departments handle significantly larger volumes and 
produce more complex reports and analyses. With the 
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arrival of the Information Revolution (i.e., the uSe of 
computer systems as . management information tools) , 
businessmen and data processing specialists are endeav
oring to regain the versatility and centralization of control 
exemplified by the total systems concept enjoyed over 120 
years ago. 

types of ra·ndom access units 
Literally defined, "random access" simply refers to the 

ability to locate any arbitrarily chosen record in a relatively 
equal amount of time. In normal usage, file storage media 
are spoken of as either random access or sequential access. 
Core memory, for instance, is random access memory in 
the most effective sense since all data is accessible in a 
matter of microseconds, but the cost per character stored 
is too high to make core memory practical for on-line 
storage of large files. On the other hand, magnetic tape, 
which holds information in serial form, may require that 
hundreds of feet of tape be read to locate a specific data 
record. Thus, tape units, by their very nature, are not 
considered random accesS units since the time to retrieve 
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any given record is highly variable. Other units commonly 
classified as random access memories are magnetic drums, 
magnetic discs, and magnetic tape strips, where each 
record is readily available after the proper. address is 
selected from an index or directory of record addresses. 

Magnetic drum storage offers more storage capacity at 
less expense than core storage, but involves slower access 
times. Drum devices consist of a revolving magnetically 
coated drum with information arranged in tracks around 
its circumference, allowing read/write heads to pick up 
and record data as the desired items pass under the 
heads. Thus, a rotational delay of up to one drum revolu
tion can be incurred in accessing a particular record. Disc 
file devices can be viewed as a direct adaptation of the 
magnetic drum storage concept; A disc is a flat surface 
containing information recorded on concentric circular 
tracks. Read/write heads are mechanically positioned to 
a specific location above the revolving disc and then wait 
for the desired record to pass. Multiple flat surfaces or 
discs can be mounted on a single shaft to provide larger 
storage capacity than is commonly found in drums-usually 
at a significantly lower cost per character stored. Generally, 
however, the mechanical motion of head positioning, in 
addition to the rotational delay (or "latency") while 
waiting for the desired record, makes the disc slower than 
the drum. 

Various other random access devices utilize magnetic 
tape strips (e.g., the Burroughs Data File which is no 
longer in production), magnetic cards (NCR's CRAM), 
and removable "Disc Packs" (the IBM 1311 Disc Storage 
Unit) . Random access devices such as CRAM and the 
IBM 1311, in which the storage medium can be con
veniently removed, stored off-line, and reinserted, are 
designated "cartridge units" in this article. The relation
ships of speed, cost, and capacity for various random 
access units are illustrated in the chart shown in Fig. 1. 

the comparison chart 
The accompanying comparison chart (Page 44) sum

marizes the significant characteristics of representative 
random access storage devices. The entries have been 
selected to pinpoint specific advantages or disadvantages 
of each device_ from a user's point of view .. 
• Category-The storage devices included in this chart 

can be grouped into three major categories: Magnetic 
Disc Files, Cartridge Units (in which the storage 
medium is conveniently replaceable), and Magnetic 
Drums. 

• Device-Identifies each device by manufacturer, model 
number, and the name by which it is commonly known. 

• Representative Computer System-It is difficult (if not 
meaningless) to evaluate a random access storage device 
independently of the computer, system to which it is 

Figure 1 

Cost 
(Thousands 
or dollars) 

December 1963 

1,000 10,000 

Storage RequIrements (Milliol1~ or Ch,1r:1cters) 

connected. We have selected a single, representative 
computer syst~m to serve as a basis for all the com
parison chart entries for a particular storage device. The 
capacity and performance characteristics of some storage 
devices are significantly different when they are asso
ciated with other computer systems. The characteristics 
of the Honeywell 400 and RCA 301 adaptations of the 
Bryant 4000 Disc File are, in. fact, so dissimilar that 
both versions are shown in the chart. 

• Storage Medium-The physical medium upon which 
data are recorded. 

• Storage Capacity-The six entries in this general cate
gory define data storage capacity in terms of: 

( 1) The number of data discs or drums per physical 
random access storage unit (often a variable 
quantity, in which case the range is indicated). 

( 2 ) The number of tracks on each disc surface or 
drum upon which data can be recorded. (Where 
a logical track is composed of two or more 
parallel bit channels which are always read and 
recorded at the same time, the fact is noted 
under "Features and Comments"). 

( 3) The maximum number of alphameric characters 
that can be recorded on a single track. 

(4) The . maximum number of characters that can be 
read or recorded without any repositioning of the 
read/write heads (i.e., the volume of a "cylinder" 
in the Bryant 4000 and the IBM 1301 and 1311, 
or the total storage capacity in devices which 
have a fixed read/write head serving each 
track) . 

( 5) The maximum number of alphameric characters 
(usually 6 bits per character) that can be stored 
in each physical random access storage unit. 

(6) The maximum number of physical units (Le., 
cabinet modules) of random access storage that 
can be connected on-line. This figure is highly 
dependent upon the particular computer system 
with which the random access device is to be 
associated. Maximum on-line capacity for each 
type of random access storage (with the repre
sentative computer system with which it is 
associated in the chart) can readily be derived 
by multiplying "Maximum Character Capacity 
per Physical Unit" by "Maximum Number of 
Physical Units On-Line." 

• Head Positioning Time-For' storage' devices with mov
able read/write heads, the time required to reposition 
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these heads is reported in terms of: 
( 1) The minimum time required to move the heads 

to the next adjacent track position. 
(2) The average time required to position the heads 

to read a randomly placed record. 
(3) The maximum' (worst-case) positioning time. 

• Average Rotatiomi.l Delay-The average time (inmilli
seconds) required for the start of the selected data 
record to reach the read/write heads after the heads 
have been properly positioned (us~ally one-half a 
revolution in the case of magnetic disc and drum 
storage devices). The total average "access time" for a 
randomly placed record is, of course, the sum of 
"Average Head Positioning Time" and "Average Rota
tional Delay." 

• Peak Data Transfer Rate-The maximum rate at which 
data is read from or recorded upon the random access 
storage medium after the desired record has been 
located, expressed in characters per second. When large 
blocks of data must be read from or recorded in con
secutive storage locations, 'the overall effective data 
transfer rate will, in some cases, be significantly lower 
than the peak rate due to rotational delays . between 
records and/or the need for head repositioning. 

• Transfer Load Size-The number of alphameric char
acters that can be transferred to or from the random 
access storage device in· a single read/write operation. 
The load size is fixed in some cases and variable in 
others. Where the minimum increment for a variable
length load is greater than one word, the increment is 
stated; e.g., "100 to 20,000 by 100." 

• Read/Write Checking-:-The type of checking performed 
upon the accuracy of data recording and/or reading. 
The most commonly employed method is to generate 
and record a parity bit for each character, word, or 
record, and to check the recorded· data for correct 
parity when it is reread. "Check characters" usually 
implies a similar but somewhat more powerful system' 
for detecting et:r()rs (and, in some cases, correcting 
them). "Read 'after wrIte" parity checking or separate 
(and time-consuming) "write check" operations permit 
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detection of most recording errors at the time of 
occurrence-a highly desiraqle feature. 

• Representative Cost-To complete the picture, a cost, 
expressed in dollars per character position (based on 
purchase cost), is listed for each type of random access 
storage. This· cost is based upon the price of a single 
physical storage unit of the largest available capacity, 
together with any control units that are required to 
connect it to the specific computer system ~hown in the 
chart. (The costs of general-purpose computer data 

, channels and multiplexors are' not included.) It is im
portant to note that the cost per character for a 
particular type of random access storage may vary 
significantly when it' is associated with a different com
puter system, or when more or less storage capacity is 
required. . 

magnetic disc files 
The IBM 1405 Disc Storage Unit is representative of 

"first generation" random access data storage devices. The 
same basic unit, with less storage capacity, was used in 
IBM 305 RAMAC systems. A stack of 25 or 50 discs is 
mounted on a single vertical shaft and served by asipgle 
access arm. The arm moves vertically to the selected 
disc, then horizontally acrOss the disc to the selected band. 
This extensive mechanical motion leads to average access 
times of over one-half second. . . , 

Second gen~ration 'magnetic disc files are exempFfied by 
the Bryant 4000 (used in Honeywell, ~CA, and other 
computer systems) and' the IBM 1301. The key imprOve
ment is the use of a "comb" o{access arms, (:)'oe for each 
di,sc. All the arms move in unison, and mechanical motion 
is Hmitecf· to the plane parallel to· the disc faces. The 
resultirig average head positioning times are lower by a 
factor of four to six than the' corresponding time for the 
earlier IBM 1405. In the IBM 1301, a single read/write 
head serves all 'of the 250 data 'tracks on each· disc 
surface. In the Bryant units, each disc surface is divided 
into six "zones" of 128 tracks each, with' a separate read/ 
write head for each zone. ' 

IBM 1302 Disc Storage, announced in September 1963 
for delivery in 1965, is an upgraded version of the IBM 
1301. Increases in the number of characters per track 
and the number of tracks per disc surface will more than 

~BM 1405-2 
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quadruple the, data storage capacity and double the peak 
data transfer rate, at a significantly lower cost per character 
stored. 

The advent of the comb-like access mechanism has 
prompted a change in disc file organization concepts. Be
cause all the read/write heads move in unison, they are 
always at the same track position relative to one another. 
The data tracks that can be accessed by all the read/ 
write heads at anyone position of the access mechanism 
constitute a "cylinder." The number of cylinders in a disc 
file is equal to the number of discrete positions of the 
access mechanism (128 in the Bryant units and 250 in the 
IBM 1301). Since all of the considerable volume of data in 
any given cylinder (up to 936,000 characters) can be 
processed without any head repositioning optimum orga
nization of the user's data files in disc storage can eliminate 
a sizeable portion of lost time due to access delays when 
processing sequentially arranged records. 

TheGE M640A Disc Storage Unit (manufactured by 
General Electric from a design developed by Telex, Inc., 
which has since been bought out by Data Products Corp.) 
represents a subtle but significant departure from the 
comb-like access mechanism. The GE unit incorporates a 
separate, individually positioned access arm with eight 
read/write heads (four per disc face) for each of the 16 
data discs. This system permits more flexibility in disc file 
organization, but only one of the 16 access arms can be 
repositioned at a time. A two-way (word and record) 
parity checking scheme makes possible programmed cor
rection of most single-bit read/write errors: 

The recently announced Burroughs On-Line Disc File 
System has a read/write head for each individual data 
track. This arrangement eliminates all lateral head move
ment and limits the total access time to the rotational 
delay time of from 0 to 40 milliseconds-less than one-fifth 
of the random access time required by the second genera
tion disc files with movable access arms. Significantly, 
costs per character of storage are competitive in spite of 
the large number of read/write heads used. 

Anelex Corp. has announced a family of three random 
access disc files. All three models utilize comb-like access 
mechanisms in which all the read/write heads move in 
unison. Model 80 utilizes interchangeable cartridges called 
"disc kits;" each kit contains six discs and can store up 
to 3,900,000 characters. A constant head positioning time 
(exclusive of rotational delay time - 12.5 msec) of 75 
msec is achieved through the simultaneous operation of 
seven binary clutches and division of the disc surface into 
two zones of 100 tracks each. These tracks are accessed by 
an arm containing two heads (one per zone) per disc' 

Anelex 800 
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surface. The Anelex model 800 accomodates up to eight 
non-interchangeable discs and stores up to, 23 million 
characters; there are four heads per disc surface, and 

, average head positioning time is 100 msec. Model 4800 
employs from eight to 24 discs and stores up to 95 million 
characters; four heads serve each disc surface, and esti
mated head positioning time averages 50-65 msec. 

Addressing of record locations on magnetic disc files is 
usually handled by dividing each track into sequentially 
numbered sectors. With the notable exception of the IBM 
1301 (which features variable sector lengths, defined by 
the user by means of patterns recorded on a special format 
disc), each sector has a fixed data capacity. The tracks on 
each disc surface are usually numbered sequentially, 
starting at the inner or outer perimeter. Finally, identifying 
numbers are assigned to each disc or disc surface and to 
each physical unit of disc storage. The resulting disc 
record addresses are too long (20 to 30 bits in most 
cases) to be incorporated directly into the computer in
structions that initiate disc file positioning, reading, or 
writing operations. Instead, the computer instruction 
usually specifies a location in core memory which, in turn, 
contains the address of the selected disc record location. 

Two major mechanical problems have been encountered 
in the development of high-performance' magnetic disc 
files: achievement of, the desired speed and precision in 
positioning the read/write heads, and prevention of dam
aging physical contact between the heads and the 
recording surface. A variety of complex, ingenious, electro
mechanical techniques have been employed in the design 
of the head positioning mechanisms, permitting rapid, 
dependable performance with data tracks packed as 
densely as 64 tracks per inch. High recording densities are 
essential for high data transfer rates and high data 
capacities, and this demands that the read/write heads 
be kept within' a few ten-thousandths of an inch of the 
magnetic recording surface. But actual physical contact 
between the heads and the rapidly revolving surface can 
be disastrous. Extensive use has been made' (in both disc 
and drum units) of the "flying head" principle, in which 
the read/write heads "float" on a layer of air generated by 
the rotational friction of the disc or drum. Some units 
employ solenoids to retract the heads and prevent physical 
contact in power-failure situatIons. 

cartridge units 
Cartridge units, with their replaceable data storage 

media, represent an intriguing combination of the random 
access capabilities of magnetic discs and the essentially 
unlimited total storage capacity of magnetic tape. In 
utilizing cartridge units, considerable attention must be 
devoted to the fact that relatively long delays are incurred 
whenever cartridges must be inserted by the operator 
because required records are not available on-line when 
needed. 

The first-generation RCA 361 Data Record File features 
128 data-discs -arranged in a circular cage. Individual discs 
can be inserted into and removed from the cage by an 
operator. The cage rotates to position the selected disc 
when~ it can be extracted from the cage and placed on a 
turntable, under the arm containing the read/write heads. 
This complex (but relatively economical) arrangement 
leads to average access times of approximately five seconds. 

The NCR model 353-1 CRAM (Card Random Access 
Memory) unit uses flexible magnetic cards as its data 
storage medium. A cartridge containing 256 cards can be 
quickly removed, replaced by another cartridge, stored 
off-line, and reinserted when necessary, in the same manner 
as a reel of magnetic tape .. Each CRAM cartridge can 
store over 5.5 million alphanumeric characters. One 
selected card at a time is dropped from the on-line cart-
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ridge and wrapped around a revolving drum, after which 
any or all of the seven 3,100-character data tracks on that 
card can be read and/or recorded upon. The recording 
mode is similar to that of many magnetic tape systems: 
eight-bit channels (six for data) per track, with lateral 
and longitudinal parity checking and a "read after write" 
check that detects most recording errors at the time they 
occur. 

NCR has recently announced the model 353-2 CRAM 
unit for use in its new 315-100 EDP system. The new 
CRAM model utilizes bit-serial recording (one bit channel 
per data track). This change results in a higher data 
capacity per cartridge, a lower data transfer rate, and a 
lower equipment cost as compared to the model 353-1. 

The IBM 1311 Disc Storage Drive (announced in 
October 1962) combines the comb-like access mechanism 
of the IBM 1301 with lower on-line storage capacity and 
a lower price tag, and adds the advantages of cartridge 
loading. Each "Disc Pack" storage cartridge consists of a 
stack of six physical discs (of which 10 faces are used for 
data storage), weighs less than 10 pounds, can be removed 
from the Drive Unit and replaced by another cartridge in 
one minute, and can store a maximum of 2,980,000 
characters. 

One of the key questions concerning cartridge units is 
their daily performance reliability under normal operating 
conditions. At this time, virtually no data on mean time 
between failures statistics is available for these units. 

magnetic drums 
The "conventional" magnetic drum employs a fixed 

read/write head for each track, so that the only access 
time factor that must be considered is the rotational delay 
until the selected record reaches the head (usually an 
average of one-half a revolutiori). Two magnetic drums of 
this type-the IBM 7320 and the Univac FH-880-are 
shown in the comparison chart. Both are characterized 
by relatively fast access times and transfer rates, relatively 

IBM 1311 
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low storage capacities, and relatively high costs per 
character stored. This type of drum storage is particularly 
suitable for systems programs, segments of currently 
operating programs, address directories for larger-volume 
random access units, and on-line applications where fast 
response is more important than high storage capacity. 

Two Univac drum units employ movable access mecha
nisms which (as in disc files) .decrease the number of 
read/write heads necessary to serve large volumes of 
stored data, but increase the access time whenever 
repositioning of the heads is required. The Randex Drum 
Unit, used in Solid State 80/90 systems,employs one or 
two drums in- a single physical cabinet. The single access 
mechanism, with one read/write head per drum, moves 
horizontally to the selected data track. In concept and 
overall performance, the Randex Drum is comparable to 
the IBM 1405 "RAMAC" Unit, even though one employs 
a drum and the other uses multiple discs. 

Fastrand Mass Storage, a recent announcement for use 
in Univac 490 and 1107 systems, also uses a single access 

Univac FH-880 
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mechanism to serve the two physical drums in each 
cabinet. Fastrand, however, employs 32 read/write heads 
per drum. Each head serves 96 adjacent tracks, and all of 
the heads move horizontally in unison, resulting in an 
average head positioning time of only 57 milliseconds. 
Furthermore, up to 688,128 characters (analogous to a 
disc file "cylinder'~) can be accessed at any given position 
of the access mechanism. A . longitudinal data check char
acter is used to detect read/write errors and reconstruct 
up to 11 bits of missed data. 

random or sequential processing? 
The business executive usually becomes enthusiastic 

about the capabilities 'provided by a random access system 
that will permit direct inquiry into the file records. Since 
random access processing can eliininate the time delays 
involved in sequential batch processing, as used in a 
punch card or magnetic tape system, one can assume that 
the files are current and reRect an up-to-date situation. 
Also, it is possible. to use a "one-pass" or integrated 
applications approach, since related records can either be 
stored together in one track or rapidly accessed from 
different parts of a disc or drum file. In a sequential or 
batch processing system, separate passes of the transaction 
data may be necessary before the processing cycle c~m be 
completed. 

Use of random access storage for master files facilitates 
application of the concept of management by exception. 
A review of all the existing records can be made at any 
time, with printouts of only those records that fail to 
satisfy certain prescribed criteria, indicating the need for 
attention and action by management. Random access 
storage units are necessary for on-line business systems 
operations where diverse types of file data may be needed. 
On-line business systems, in turn, are a primary medium 
for effectively producing properly selected information for 
management. 

Another point in favor of random access systems is· that 
by processing· transactions as they occur, one can avoi9 
the creation of work scheduling problems within the instal
lation. No longer need reporting for end-of-month closings 
be delayed two or three days nor weekly reporting cycles 
all fall on the same production day. These points all favor 
continued increase in the use of random access processing 
and on-line systems. On-line applications can be supple
mented by those processing tasks that require a "rapid 
response;" that is, tasks in which the output of results 
must be forthcoming within a limited period, but immediate 
on-line action is not required. 

An important point to consider when contemplating the 
use of disc or drum files is the problem of destructive 
updating of records, whether they are sequentially or 
randomly arranged in the random access storage unit. 
Unlike magnetic tapes, where the previous master file tape 
can be retained as the "father" of the current master file 
tape reel, the disc or drum surface area containing each 
master file record is normally erased when the updated 
record is written back. System concepts using random 
access equipment must guard against recording errorS and 
assure that sufficient historical information is available to 
satisfy auditing requirements arid permit error recovery. 
Available safeguards include separate "write check" opera
tions (which verify that the data recorded on the disc 
or drum are the same as the data in core memory),. daily 
dumping of all master file data on magnetic tape, 
simultaneous recording of the data on tape and in random 
access storage, and writing of a journal record of each 
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transaction. 
Attempts to record data in tracks containing "bad spots" 

(imperfections in the magnetiC recording medium) must 
be avoided. In some random access storage devices, this 
can be accomplished by hardware substitution of a good 
track for each track found to be bad. Otherwise, the 
avoidance of bad tracks must be accomplished by pro
gramming-usually by means of a directory of disc or 
drum record addresses which is updated whenever a bad 
spot is detected. 

When random access storage units are used in sequential 
processing, the principle usually followed is to read a 
complete track, post the transactions, and write the up
dated data records on either the same track or another 
track. Since the largest time component in accessi~g the 
data is the head positioning time, it is good practice to 
read the entire contents of each track. A core storage 
capacity large enough to permit the use of relatively long 
~bcks of data is desirable, in order to have input, computer 
processing, and output overlap each other insofar as the 
simultaneity features of a given computer system will 
allow. 

Random access processing looks less attractive, on the 
basis of cost per record processed, when the size and 
daily activity of the file (i.e., the number of master file 
records that must be accessed and updated) becomes 
fairly high. In this case, the higher cost of random access 
storage and the repeated accesses to the disc or drum file 
increase the relative processing cost as compared to the 
sorting of the transaction records on magnetic· tape and 
subsequent matching of the corresponding records in the 
master and transaction files. 

To summarize these points, random access systems can 
be justified by: 

(1) Need for rapid service by users 
(a) On-line service concept-requests for infor

mation can be answered in a matter of 
seconds. 

(b) Rapid input. to management decision proc
esses can be provided. 

( c) Data processing can be made available to 
more people in the organization through use 
of a data store which is always available 
and up to date. 

(2) Potential cost reductions 
(a) Integrated operations make possible, 

through integrated data processing and "on 
the spot" information, better decision-mak
ing by executives. . 

(b) Data processing scheduling problems and 
idle time of data processIng equipment can 
be reduced. When peak loads build up, all 
types of inputs can. be batched for random 
access systems without necessitating sub
sequent sorting and dispersion runs. 

economic considerations 
The Use of large magnetic drums, magnetic tape strips, 

and magnetic discs for random access purposes was 
introduced as early as 1955. However, there have been 
many limitations on achieving even an approximation of 
the ideal system uSIng the devices that have been available. 
These limitations center around three major areas: speed, 
capacity, and cost. In each of these areas, it is interesting 
to compare the use of available random access equipment 
and its natural ally, on-lirie data processing techniques, 
with the use of magnetic tape and sequential, batch data 
processing techniques. 

The principal difference between on-line and batched 
processing is in the method of access to stored data 
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records. In batched systems, access involves sorting the 
transactions and merging them with or matching them to 
the sequenced file records. In on-line systems, random 
access to the file is required. Once the data is in the 
processor, the same processing must be carried out in 
both types of systems. The differences between the two 
methods, therefore, can be determined by comparing the: 
• relative speed of access . 
• relative cost of storage 
• overall throughput cost, measured in number of trans

actions processed per dollar. 

relative access times 
To study the respective access times of on-line and 

batched data processing systems necessitates an indirect 
comparison. Disc or drum access times must be compared 
to transaction file sorting times, since once the transaction 
record is matched or merged with the master file record, 
the processing can be assumed to be identical (if we 
temporarily neglect variations in file content, which is 
really a system design consideration). 

Most "second generation" disc files (with the exception 
of the significantly faster Burroughs system) have quoted 
random access times of 100 to 250 milliseconds, while 
their drum storage counterparts have access times ranging 
from five to 100 milliseconds. As a reasonably representa
tive time, let us use 150 milliseconds. As opposed to this, 
sorting times for representative system configurations of 
medium scale magnetic tape computer systems ayerage 
about six minutes per file of 10,000 80-character records, 
or 36 milliseconds per record. 1 

If we assume that two-thirds of the access time to a 
random access file medium can be overlapped with com
puter processing, and that effective transfer rates for disc, 
drum, and tapes are relatively equal (although this can 
be disputed), then access times can be compared as in the 
example below. 

Total time to locate active 

Random Access, 
On-Line 

Processing 

master file record: 150 msec. 
Time overlapped: 100 msec. 
Access time actually paid for: 50 msec. 

Tape Sort, 
Sequential 
Processing 

36 msec. 
none 
36 msec. 

This example is designed solely to illustrate a simple 
technique for comparing access times for on-line and 
batched systems. The actual figures can vary greatly with 
changes in file size, record size, type of random access 
storage used, computer system configwation, and ratio of 
access time to central processor time required to process 
each transaction. As random access times approach or 
become lower than sort times per transaction, the use of 
random access storage clearly becomes more desirable for 
most data processing operations. 

relative storage costs 
The second consideration involved in comparing on-line 

and batched data processing systems is the cost of storing 
the data in the respective auxiliary storage units. Fig. 1 
shows the cost of storing data as a function of total 
storage requirements (basically, master file storage re
quirements measured in millions of six-bit alphanumeric 
characters). The indicated ranges are based on actual 
purchase costs for a wide range of currently available 
disc, drum, cartridge, and tape units. The purchase costs 
include all input and output control units necessary to 
connect the storage units. to the central processor, plus 
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the storage media, such as reels of tape or cartridges. (The 
"disc" category in Fig. 1 includes large-capacity drums.) 

The conventional, non-cartridge-Ioaded disc systems be
come unwieldy when large storage capacities are required, 
because a large number of disc units are needed on-line, 
and maintenance and facility requirements become un
reasonable. For storage requirements of up to 100 million 
characters, the disc file compares favorably with cartridge 
and tape systems. Perhaps the most striking conclusion is 
that cartridge systems, when properly used, seem to offer 
a significant data storage cost advantage over both tape 
and disc for storage requirements of up to several billion 
characters. 

For extremely large total storage requirements, tape 
systems are by far the cheapest because of the low cost 
of a reel of tape and the volume of characters that can be 
stored on a single reel (up to 20 million characters). 

Mixed systems; using both serial and random access 
storage media, are likely to become the rule in a majority 
of data processing installations of the future. A combination 
of discs or drums for smaller files and magnetic tape for 
the large volume files is indicated by the cost breaks seen 
on the chart. Files of up to 100 million characters might 
be stored on discs, and any files larger than this on tape. 
Usually the more active portions of records are stored on 
the disc file in order that they may be readily accessible 
while the less frequently used portions of the records are 
stored on magnetic tape where they are periodically 
updated. Combinations of cartridge systems and tape sys
tems would also be feasible for very large data storage 
requirements. 

overall throughput cost 
In regard to total response time to process a givel) 

transaction and update all affected files, a well-designed 
on-line system has obvious advantages over a batched 
system: seconds versus hours or days. But in order to 
process peak loads without resorting to batching tech
niques, an on-line system may require significantly greater 
throughput capacity than a batch system designed to 
handle the same total workload. 

With the currently available hardware, a computer 
system configuration designed for efficient batch processing 
will, in nearly all cases, cost less and be able" to process 
more records per day than the corresponding random 
access configuration of the same computer· system. The 
higher cost of the random access configurations results 
from the costs of the random access storage units them
selves plus the enlarged core storage and on-line inquiry 
equipment that are usually required for efficient .proces
sing. 

Therefore, we must conclude that a comparison of direct 
data·. processing costs, in terms of number of transactions 
processed per dollar, will generally show a significant 
advantage for the batch processing system over an on-line 
system designed to do the same job. In applications where 
rapid response and integrated control are necessary or 
highly desirable, however, the system advantages of on
line processing may far outweigh its higher direct costs. 

If you are seriously considering a real-time or rapid 
response system, you should thoroughly explore this ques
tion: Is random access really needed, or can the system 
requirements be met with less expensive batch processing 
techniques by producing better reports or by processing 
m~gnetic tape files several times daily? A senior manage
ment representative of a large, multi-plant, multi-product
line company recently asked the same basic question: 
"Even if we had all the information available in real-time, 
would we know what to ask for and what to do with the 
reports we could get?" • 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE DEVices 

CATEGORY MAGNETIC DISC FILES 

Device Bryant 4000 Bryant 4000 Burroughs B 472 Data Products GE M640A Disc IBM 1 301 Disc 
(Honeywell 460) (RCA 366) On-Line Disc 5024 Discfile Storage Unit Storage 

0 r' 
System (CDC 818) 

\ ...... / 

Representative Computer System Honeywell 400 RCA :301 Burroughs CDC 1604-A FE 225 IBM 7074 r B 5000 

Storage Medium Discs Discs Discs Discs Discs Discs 'I 

Data Discs or Drums 3,6, 12, 6,12, 18, 4,8, 12, 16 4,8,12, 20 or 40 
per Physical Unit 18, or 24 or 24 16, or 20 or 16 

Data Tracks per Disc 768 768 50 256 256 250 
Surface or Drum 

Maximum Characters 4,096 1,600 24,000 5,120 3,072 2,780 
per Track 

Storage 
Capacity, Maximum Characters Total 
per Accessible Without 786,432 691,200 Capacity 524,288 294,912 222,400 
Physical Head Repositioning 
Unit 

Maximum Character 
Capacity per 100,663,296 88,473,600 48,000,000 33,554,432 18,874,368 55,600,000 
Physical Unit 

Maximum Number of 2 20 28 32 5 
Physical Units On-Line 

Minimum 60 70 0 35 70 50 

Head Po-
sitioning Average (Random) 95 105 0 120 199 160 
Time, msec. 

Maximum 130 150 0 200 305 180 

Average Rotational Delay, msec. 33.5 25 20 26 26 17 

Peak Data Transfer Rate, 27,500 to 32,000 100,000 58,800 or 35,500 or 90,000 
Characters per Second 75,000 98,000 71,000 

96 to 30,240 192 to 3,072 
Transfer Load Size, Characters 512 1 to 1,600 by 96, 8 to 32,768 by 192 1 to 11,200 

240 to 480 

Check Chars., Word & Record Check Chars., 
Read/Write Checking Parity Parity Write Check Check Chars. Parity, Write Write Check 

Check t, 
I. 

Representative Cost, 0.0026 0.0040 0.0053 0.0062 0.0065 0.0041 
Dollars per Character 

Features and Comments All read/write All read/write Fixed heads, Individually Individually Variable rec-
heads (6 per heads (6 per 1 per track positionable positionable ord lengths, 
disc surface) disc surface) access arm access arm defined by 
move in unison move in unison for each disc for each disc format disc 

'C (' 
........ ...~ 

*Denotes that an optional feature is required to achieve the indicated figure. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE DEVICES 

MAGNETIC DISC FILES (conl'd) CARTRIDGE UNITS MAGNETIC DRUMS 

IBM 1302 IBM 1405 IBM 1311 Disc NCR 353-1 NCR 353-2 RCA 361 Data IBM 7320 Univac Univac Univac 

:) 0 
Disc Disc Storage CRAM CRAM Record Drum Fastrand FH-880 Randex 

Storage Storage Drive Unit Unit File Storage Drum Drum Drum 

i IBM 7010 IBM 1401 IBM 1.4,01 NCR 315 NCR 315-100 RCA 301 IBM 7090 Univac 1107' Univac 1107 Univac SS 80/ 
and 1440 90 Model II 

I 

1,1 Discs Discs Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic Drum Drum Drum Drum 
Discs Cards Cards Discs 

20 or 40 25 or 50 5 One 256-card One 256-card 128 2 1 or 2' 
Cartridge Cartridge 

500 200 100 7 per card 28 per card 2 400 3,072 128 2,000 

5,850 1,000 2,000 or 3,100 886 9,000 2,796 10,752 36,864 3,840 
2,980* 

2~000 or 20,000 or 21,700 24,808 Total Total 
936,000 4,000* 29,800* (1 card) (1 card) 9,000 Capacity 688,128 Capacity 7,680 

2,000,000 or 
234,000,000 20,000,000 2,980,000* 5,555,200 6,350,848 4,608,000 1,118,440 66,060,288 4,718,592 15,360,000 

5 5 16 16 6 5 120 120 10 

50 90 75 or 54* 235 235 3,100 0 30 0 125 

165 600 250 or 154* 235 235 4,300 0 57 0 333 

180 800 392 or 248* 235 235 5,500 0 86 0 540 

17 25 20 23 23 2,100 8.6 35 16.7 35 

184,000 '22,500 77,000 100,000 28,500 2,500 202,800 150,900 368,760 9,280 

100 to 
2 to 3,100 1 to 234,000 200 or 1,000 20,000 2 to 886 1 to 9,000 6 to 111,840 6 to 344,064 6 to 393,216 320 

by 100 

Check Parity, Parity, Two-Way Two-Way Check Parity, 
Chars., Write Check Write Check Parity, Read Parity, Read Parity Chars., Parity Character Parity 

~, 
Write Check After Write After Write Write Check Count 

0.0018 0.0030 0;0234 or 0.0068 0.0048 0.0046 0.1520 0.0044 0.0348 0.0091 
0.0163* 

Two access Single Changeable Changecible Changeable Individually Fi~ed Movable Fixed Movable 
"combs" access arm "Disc Pack" CRAM cart- CRAM cart- changeable heads, access heads; access 
serve 250 serves all cartridges ridges of ridges of discs In 1 per mechanism 6 bit mechanism 
track posi- disc (sec- of 5 data 256 cards 256 cards "carousel" track; has 64 channels has 

0 0 tions each; and arm is discs each each; 8. bit each; 1 bit arrange- variable read/write per track 1 head 
variable rec- optional) channels channel ment record heads per drum 
ord lengths per track per track lengths 
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"Then we found out General Electric had already built them in its Datanet 60s." 
Problem solved. Eighty per cent of the custom engineering he needed was already complete in 
this new series of special controllers. The remaining 20 per cent was done by General Electric 
and the equipment delivered in plenty of time. 0 These buffered controllers can handle up to 
55,000 20-bit words per second. Data can be reduced and results displayed while sample data 
is being accumulated. 0 Typical examples of how the Datanet 60 series controllers are being 
used include static testing of Saturn missiles, reduction of radar-gathered flight data on the 
X-15, and human brain disorder studies at MIT, using data from owl-eye light stimulus reac
tions. U General Electric can supply a Datanet 60 series controller and GE-225 or 235 computer 
with or without the A to D converter. DOur Datanet 60 brochure tells the story in rnore detail. 
Write General Electric Computer Department, Section J-12, Phoenix, Arizona. 

Progres!; Is O(lr Mos! Imporlant Proc/I/cf 
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PROGRAMMER 
TRAINING: 
A 
WORKABLE 
APPROACH 
by JAMES A. SAXON 

0
,', The phenomenal growth of the computer in

dustry in the past decade has caused a very 
• '. serIous training problem both for computer 

manufacturers and for industrial users of computers. The 
growth of the industry is such that the problem, will 
continue to become more and' more acute in spite of the 
best efforts of manufacturers and users. A small number 
of educational institutions have become concerned with 
programmer training and as more and more secondary 
schools install computers, they will join the training effort. 
All of this will still not be enough to keep up with the ever 
growing need for basic training. 

The manufacturers are most vitally concerned because 
their sales depend on the availability of competent people 
to program their machines. Many industrial firms are 
involved in full scale training efforts, not because they 
want to do it, but because they have found it to be an 
absolutely necessary adjunct to the operation of their 
businesses. Large industrial and governmental computer 
users spend tens of thousands of dollars every year in an 
effort to train a sufficient number of programmers to meet 
their needs. 

Since the need far surpasses the supply, it is obvious 
that something should be done about the programmer 
training problem. A number of articles have been written 
about this subject, but practical solutions or recommenda
tions have not been forthcoming. 

In 1961, a large industrial firm, employing hundreds of 
programmers, decided to attack the problem directly. An 
experimental study was conducted on the feasibility of 
utilizing automated training techniques for computer 
programmers. The study had the following objectives: 

1. To eliminate formal training courses and instructors. 
2. To allow students to proceed at their own pace. 
3. To require no previous training or experience. 
4. To permit experienced trainees to skip basics. 
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self-instruction 
for the 1401 & 7090 

5. To eliminate unproductive waiting time between 
course schedules. 

6. To keep failure to a minimum. 
7. To provide a means of early qualification of trainees. 
8. To be inexpensive. 

A self-instructional workbook was developed to teach 
the fundamentals of programming the IBM 1401 com
puter. The objective was not to, develop expert program
mers, but to teach the same basics that were usually 
taught in a lecture-type classroom course for beginners, 
keeping in mind the eight points above. 

The last two classes taught (29 people) were used as a 
control group. They were taught in the traditional class
room manner, utilizing lecture and blackboard techniques. 
Both final test scores and time for completion were com
pared with an experimental group consisting of the next 

An industrial psychoiogist with 
a masters from the Univ. of 
Red/and~ in Calif., Mr. Saxon 
is president of Scixon Research 
Corp., San Diego,Calil., de
velopers of automated train
ing texts for programmers .. He 
is also project direCtor, U;S. 
Navy Personnel Research Ac
~ivity, San Diego, and had 
been engaged in personnel re
search and systems analysis at 
Norton and Wright-Patterson 
AFB, and programmer training 
with Lockheed in Sunnyvale. 
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26 people scheduled for the course. The experimental 
group had no instruction, but simply studied the self
instructional text, each man progressing at his own rate of 
speed. Without exception, the experimental group scored 
higher on the identical final test, and time for completion 
of the course was cut nearly in half. The table below 
shows the comparative scores. 

Control group 

Test Score 
Average 

( classroom) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Experimental group 
(self instruction) 

82.5 

94.8 

Time for 
Completion 

60 hours 

36' hours 

After a tryout of six months, it was obvious that the 
training text was accomplishing its objectives; trainees 
were being turned out faster and better trained, and there 
were fewer failures. No classroom space was needed, and 
part time instructors were returned to full productivity. 

A cost reduction study (Fig. 1) indicated a sizeable 
monetary savings per year. This did not include the in
tangible savings of early qualification for productive work 
and. the elimination of unproductive waiting time between 
classes. . 

The following year, a workbook was developed to teach 
IBM 7090 programming. This proved to be as successful 
as the 1401, in spite of the fact, that the 7090 is a great 
deal more complex machine. 

The technique used in these texts is quite simple. The 
principal concept is "learning by doing." The trainee can 
start to study immediately after he is hired; he paces 
himself instead of attempting to compete with a group 
which is highly heterogeneous with respect to background 
knowledge; he retains. more knowledge because he must 
constantly participate by working problems on nearly 
every page of the book, and he gets immediate reinforce
ment of the knowledge gained by having the correct 
answer quickly available. 

Before discussing the details of this teaching method, it 
may be of value to mention briefly the technique of 
programmed instruction. The terms programmer and 
program in this context refer to the development of self
instructional teaching courses in which information is 
imparted in small, easy to digest bits (called "frames"), 
each step building on those that came before, developing 
the topic very gradually so that the student is hardly aware 
of the increase in difficulty. Such a teaching course is 
called a program and the person who develops it is called 
a programmer. 

Programmed texts, at the present time, are of two 
major varieties: linear and scrambled. Linear, also called 
the Skinner technique, refers to teaching in a straight line, 
one item logically following another from page to page. 
Scrambled, also called the Crowder method, refers to a 
technique where each problem may take the student to 
anyone of several pages in the book. 

The majority of modern teaching programs are linear in 
design. Within this framework, there are two types: 
horizontally programmed texts and vertically programmed 
texts. 

Horizontally programmed texts are read from the front 
of the book to the back, across all the pages at one level. 
After 'completing the top level, the student goes back to 
the beginning of the book and reads across the text at the 
next lower level. This is continued until the entire text 
is read. This technique involves a great deal of page 
turning, and restricts the programmer in the amount of 
space he may u~e in a single teaching fragment (frame). 
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The advantage is that the correct answer is always found 
on the next page and is' never on the same page with the 
question. 

Vertically programmed texts are read from the top of 
the page to the bottom. The number of "frames" on a 
page may vary from one to a dozen. With this technique, 
a mask is usually used and the student exposes one frame 
at a time-at the same time exposing the answer to the 
previous frame. 

The art of programmed instruction, although not new, is 
not too well developed at the present time. A great deal of 
experimentation is being accomplished, but much is yet to 
be done. (See "The Computer & Programmed Instruction," 
by Werner Koppitz, Nov. Datamation) One of the ac
cepted techniques today is that.the frame (bit of informa
tion) should be very small. Training programs that utilize 
this technique become extremely bulky because it takes 
many thousands of frames to complete a program on a 
fairly complex subject. For some subjects and for a certain 
class of students this technique works very well, but for 
computer programmer instruction, it was felt that a some
what different approach would be more practical. 

Both workbooks utilize features of both horizontal and 
vertical programming and. avoid' some of the problem 
features of both methods. The technique is vertical, but it 

Fig. 1 

COST REDUCTION 
Attainable with Self-Instructional Text 

(Assuming there will be 100 trainees a year) 

I. COST - CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION 
A. Facilities: Classroom space @ $.64 

per student $ 64.00 
B. Instructor: (2 to 1 ratio, prepara

tion to instructon. Duration, 3 
weeks @ 2 hrs. a day) @ $4/hr. 
avg. salary for 5 classes a year 900.00 

C. Clerical time: (Approximately 4 
hrs. for scheduling, typing, etc.) 
@ $2.15 hr. for 5 class sessions 43.00 

D. Student time: (2 hrs. class and 2 
hrs. study each day for 3 weeks) 
@ $4/hr. per student. Cost for one 
student $240 times 100 students 24,000.00 

TOTAL COST $25,007.00 

II. COST - SELF -INSTRUCTIONAL TEXT 
( First Year) 

A. Cost of Self-Instructional Text 
Development $ 8,950.00 

B. Reproducton: (of 100 books) 
( 1) 200 plates (Xerox) 

@ $.80 $160.00 
(2) 20,000 sheets paper 

@ $.007 $140.00 
(3) 100 loose-leaf binders 

@ $.20 $20.00 
C. Student time: (approximately }~ 

classroom time) $12,000.00 
TOTAL COST $21,270.00 

III. SAVINGS 
A. First Year (prorating entire cost of 

development and plates) $ 3,737.00 
B. Savings each year thereafter $13,007.00 
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uses the horizontal method in that the correct answers are 
not available on the same page and no mask is needed. 

Each "frame" is a lesson covering an idea or concept 
susceptible to concise (one or two-page) treatment. The 
lesson consists of a discussion, extensive examples and a 
group of free-response problems (Fig. 2). Answers to the 
questions are on the reverse side of the page containing 
the questions (Fig. 3). The correct answers are accom
panied by "remarks" designed to reinforce the principles 
covered by the questions. 

The lessons are grouped into logical "families" of con
cepts, called units. The unit is concluded with a Unit 
Quiz, which recapitulates the materials already covered. 
Frequent tests offer the possibility of many successful 
attempts on the part of the trainee, serving as an incentive 
to further effort. 

Discussions minimize the use of technical terms and 

Fig. 2 
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UNIT I Lesson 3 

Word Marks: The IBM 1401 is a variable word 
length computer. This means that a computer word 
may be as long or as short as needed to contain a 
unit of information. The word mark makes variable 
word lengths possible. A word mark is not a charac
ter in itself, but is associated with the high-order 
(left-most) position of the word. A word mark may 
be shown symbolically by underlining the character 
with which it is associated. The word mark tells the 
computer that the position so designated is the begin- . 
ning of a word. When the computer senses another 
word mark" as it scans each character, it recognizes 
that a new word is beginning and that the previous 
word has ended. 

EXAMPLE: \ 5 9 2. 5 SEN D I 5 6 II 0 L D T 1 

101 102 103 104 lOS 106 107 108 IOU 110 III 112 II3 II4 lIS lIB 

The storage positions shown above contain five 
computer words. The word marks in positions 101, 
105, 109, 112 and 116, indicate the beginning of 
each word. 

PROBLEMS: Write your answers 'to the following 
questions in the space provided, referring. as neces
sary to the text. After you have written and checked 
your answers, refer to the correct solutions on the 
following page. Do not proceed to the next lesson 
until you, fully understand the questions and their 
correct solutions. 

9. 
II 23432I05H235STUV 41 

200 217 

Indicate the high and low
order positions of each 
word shown in the stor
age cells above. 

10. Symbolically represent 
the word PRICE in stor
age positions 501-505, 
placing the word mark in 
the proper position. 

9. 

10. 

11. With respect to computer 11. 
words, the IBM '1401 is a 

(a) (b) (c) com-

puter. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

High Low 

----
----
----
----
----

are directed at the beginner. Reference to electro-mechan
ical theory, "shop-language" and process speeds are 
avoided. Although the student is initiated with actual 
machine coding, the texts introduce "software" program
ming tools as early as possible. Emphasis is placed on 
symbolic programming and assembly systems as the 
working language of the programmer. 

A primary goal of the text is to develop competent 
coders capable of following a fairly detailed problem 
statement. However, basic considerations of problem 
definition are covered to provide a foundation for devel
oping the insight that marks a skilled computer program
mer. The trainee, therefore, is introduced to the technique 
of stating and flow charting problems preparatory to 
coding. 

Emphasis is placed on the "straight forward" approach 
as opposed to the more sophisticated techniques that 

Fig. 3 

UNIT I Lesson 3 

CORRECT ANSWERS 

PROBLEMS: 
High Low 

9. (a) 200 202 
(b) 203 ·206 
(c) 207 210 
(d) 211 215 
(e) 216 216 

. (f) 217 217 

10. o 
501 505 

11. (a) VARIABLE 
(b) WORD 
(c) LENGTH 

REMARKS 
The word mark always indi
cates the high order position. 
The last two words are only 
one character in length, there
fore the single character in each 
case is both the high and low 
order position . 

The word ma)::k should be asso
ciated with the "P" or high or
der position. ' 

Since a word may be of any 
length in the IBM 1401, it is 
called a variable-word length 
computer. 

utilize machine characteristics to shorten processing time 
or to minimize the number of instructions used. It is 
hoped that these skills will develop through experience and 
individual initiative after the trainee is on the job. 

Discussions with managers of computer installations 
indicate a keen interest in any new training technique 
because the problem of programmer training is a constant, 
never ending requirement for all computer users. The 
self-instructional workbook is a workable solution to the 
acute training prob~em in that a large number of people 
may be trained in a short period of time at a very 
moderate cost. • 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1. Control Data Corp., FORTRAN Auto-Tester, Control Data Corp., 1961. 
2. James A. Saxon, William S. Piette, Programming the IBM 1401, 

Prentice-Hall Inc., 1962. 
3. Theodore G. Scott, Computer Programming, U.S. Industries Inc., 1962. 

(35 mm single-frame film, usable only in AUTOTUTOR, Mark II.) 
4. S. C. Plumb, Self Teaching FORTRAN, Programmed Instruction Cen-

ter, IBM Corp., 1962. 
5. James A. Saxon, Programming the IBM 7090, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1963. 
6. COBOL, A Self-Instructional Manual, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1963. 
7. Auerbach Corp., Required COBOL-1961, Basic Systems Inc., 1963. 
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TROUBLE TRACKER ... 
New magnetic tape viewer lets you actually see recorded signal instantly! 

New patented development! Now you can have a 
fast visual check on digital recordings without damaging 
tape. The new SCOTCH® BRAND Magnetic Tape Viewer 
makes recorded signal visible instantly. Tells you whether 
a tape is recorded or not. Lets you check placement, 
spacing, and width of tracks. Lets you see pulse definition, 
interblock spacing, dropout areas. Simplifies making cor
rective adjustments. 

No chemicals, no iape preparation, and no risk 
taminating tape. Just rub 
viewer to remove any pre
vious image, place tape on 

"SCOTCH" Magnetic Viewer No. 600, 
complete with durable wooden ca5e ... $50. 

viewing pad with oxide coating up, set viewer on tape, 
tap viewer with finger and watch the image appear. 

Viewer also. shows the pattern of recorded sound in 
audible range applications. Even determines whether tools, 
heads, or guides· are magnetized. 
'SCOTCH" IS A REG ISH R ED TRAD, MAR K Of M I" N ESOTA MI NI NG & MA N U fACTU RI NG CO .. © 1963, 3M CO. 

r-------------~~----------~ 

I magnetiC: Prm:Juc:ts Division 3m I Dept. MDW·123, St. Paul 19, Minnesota 

I 0 Please send additional information. 
I 0 Please give me a demonstration of the "SCOTCH" 
I . BRAND Magnetic Tape Viewer. 
I I Namel ___________________________________ _ 

I Title Firml ______ _ 

I StreeLt ---------------------------

I City State. ________________ _ L _________________________ ~ 
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FAST 
LOW-COST 

DATA 
PLOTTIN6 

MAKE 
THIS 

WITH 
THIS 

The improved Dymec DY-2030 Series Digital Data Plot
ting Systems provide economical, time-saving conversion 
of digital data to easy-to-read X-V charts. Data stored on 
perforated tape or punched cards or tabular data en
tered manually on an accessory keyboard is quickly 
plotted as meaningful X-V graphs for easier interpreta
tion, rapid and accurate appraisal, permanent records 
and presentations. The DY-2030B /D systems incorporate 
fast, quiet, reliable photo-electric tape readers and ac
cept virtually all standard-format computer tapes, thus 
minimizing the need for special computer programming. 
Punched cards may be read on customer-supplied read
ers and translated to graphical form by the DY-2030A/C 
Plotting Systems. 

These Dymec systems are ideal for rapid translatio~, con
version and graphical presentation of data in such areas 
as stress analysis-verification of numerically controlled 
machine tool program tapes-business situations, proflt
loss and trend data-thrust analysis-fluid flow and aero
dynamic studies-space vehicle trajectory and orbit infor-

" YIVI E'C 
A DIVISION OF HEWLETT- PACKARD COMPANY 

EASY 
TO READ 

mation-real-time analog parameters acquired digitally 
-in any application where large amounts of digital data 
can be more easily understood in graphical form. 

This' is what the systems offer: Card, perforated tape 

or keyboard input • Up to 120 points/min. plotted with 
tape • Up to 50 points/min. with cards • Zero sup
pression for convenient placement of' plot • Continu
ously variable scale factor adjustment for maximum 

image size • Plot accuracy better than 0.15% • Reso
lution: 4 digits and sign accepted for both X and Y 
axes. Write or call your nearest Dymec/Hewlett-Packard 
representative or Dymec for full information. 

2030A 2030B 2030C 2030D 

Input 
Punched Perforated Punched Perforated 

cards tape cards tape 

Output 11" x 17" 11" x 17" 30" x 30" 30' x 30" 
plot plot plot plot 

Price $6975 $7975 $11,360 $12,360 

Data subject to change without notic~. Prices f.o.b. factory. 

8486 

DEPT. A5, 395 PAGE MILL ROAD, PALO ALTO, CALIF .• PHON E (415) 326-1755 TWX 415-492-9363 
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COSTING 
PROCESSED 
DATA 
by F. J. DAHLHAUS 

D It is frequently necessary in a systems design to 
identify a cost per unit of product. In the case 
of a data processing application it is the cost 

per document unit or record handled. A "work sampling" 
technique has been found ideal for this purpose. The 
applicability of this technique to data processing systems 
analysis may first be shown by the definition of Work 
Sampling, i.e., a collection of observations taken at ran
dom intervals for the purpose of time, cost or quantity 
variables. Thus, it is unnecessary to make the total 
"exact" counting of all direct and indirect costs to identify 
the many time, cost or quantity variables. 

The first rule in applying this technique would be to 
determine the percentage of occurrence of a cost condi
tion, or of an observable category, which forms the base 
for the distribution of the variables within the category. 
For example, a certain manual and EAM office operation 
has outputs which are: DD 750's, SF 82's and Shipping 
Requests. It is required to learn the cost of processing 
each of these documents. 

Exact category definitions must be made for identifica
tion of each· document in the process. A pencilled note of 
a telephone conve!sation relative to a shipment is not a 

TABLE I 

Document Number of Proportion of Documents 
. Observations Processed by Work Force 

DD 750 502 0.417 
SF 82 569 / 0.471 
Shipping Request 131 0.108 

Total 1202 0.996 

December 1963 

determining unit cost 

Shipping Request, unless it is a document upon which 
actions can be taken throughout the chain of procedures. 

From the category definitions and a schedule of random 
observations, one can determine the time dis~ribution. 
shown in Table 1. 

It is now necessary to derive cost values against these 
functions. There are two approaches available: either 
hourly charges against the function, or yearly costs of 
people in the function, depending on what kind of data is 
most readily available. In either case, care must be 
exercised that the hour or cost values include both direct 
and indirect labor, the latter being a total of supervision 
and services. The hourly charges against the function may 
be either earned hours or paid hours. 

In the case of earned hours, care must be exercised to 

Mr. Dahlha~s is an operations 
analyst performing special 
cost and operating studies for 
th~· Army Materiel Command 
in Washington, D.C. He previ
ously ~as on the staff of the 
Army Management Engineer
ing Training Agency in Rock 
Island, III., where he was en
gagecl in instruction, course 
development, and consultation 
with the Applied Mathematics 
& Statistics and Automatic 
Data Processing departments. 
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adjust the' costs upward to allow for payments to indi
viduals not acting in, but paid by, the function. Proper 
costing requires that vacation and sick leave be charged 
against the function. . 

For the sake of illustration, say that yearly cost data 
is available and that $61,329 was paid out for direct and 
indirect labor' to support the function. Further assume 
that volumes processed per year are as shown in Fig. l. 

Fig. 1 
SF 82 
F-Yearly 
V-SOO 

. Cost per Document? 

The total labor cost of the function has been given as 
$61,329 and the volumes given in Fig. 1 now make 'it 
possible to expand Table I into Table II. . 

The reader will observe' that Column 5 of Table II is 
the kind of data that is collected in the desk audit and 
flow charting phase of the systems analysis, and is shown 
on generalized grid charts which summarize Item entries 
of data by document or record. Column 3 is derived froin 
Column 2. Column 4 is generated' from Column 3 and the 
total cost of processing within the function ($61,329, in 
the example). Column 5 is generated from the flow chart 
and the data sheets: Column 6 is a ratio of Columns 4 
and 5. 

For conceptual development, the problem above is 
deliberately oversimplified. In actual practice, the flow 
diagramming would generate a structural picture by 
department, organization and machine processing group, 
in which the documents are ,at varying interval frequencies 
-daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly. Obviously a docu
ment produced F-yearly, V-3000 requires less labor and 
labor cost by a factor of 12 than one of F-monthly, V-
3000. . 

$61,874. The computations would develop in the same 
manner. 

In most office and machine room operations, the docu
ment flow occurs in more than one function as specified 
above so that a more typical picture would be as shown 
in Fig. 2. Here Department B processes DD 750's, SF 82's 
and Shipping Requests, as well as a new record, Rl, 
which enters the flow, while Department C processes 
SF 82's and L2's. A table similar to Table II would be 
generated for costs in Band C, identifying all documents 
in the flow. The cost of processing a unit document would 
then be the sum of the unit costs per document in 
Departments A, B, and C. The costs shown on a grid 
chart summary are so determined. 

In the above, no loss of technical generality is expe-

Fig. 2 

rienced by considering a combination of clerical, machine 
room, and computer processes. There is only a problem of 
definition. Similarly, no attempt is made to explain the 
work sampling technique, including the conditions neces
sary for randomness, confidence interval, error allowance, 
sample size~ and training of observers. These aspects are 
completely explored in the literature, and are well known 
to industrial engineering and statistical groups in most 
organizations. (See especially Barnes, Ralph M., Work 

TABLE II 

Document Processing Costs-Department A 

(1 ) (2) (3) 
.... 

Proportion 
Document Number of Documents 

Observed Being Worked 

DD 750 502 0.417 
SF 82 569 0.471 
Shipping 

Request 131 0.108 

Total 1202 0.996 

In the case in which the F intervals in Fig. 1 are not 
equal, the Number of Documents per Year (Column 5, 
Table II) has to be increased by the appropriate factor to 
convert to total Number of Documents per Year. -

(4) (5) (6) 

Yearly Cost Number Cost 
Relatable to Documents per 
Document per Year Document 
(thousand) 

$25.6 10,000 $2.56 
28.9 500 57.80 

6.6 ·3,000 2.17 

61.1 

Sampling, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1957, and 
Heiland R., and Richardson, W., Work Sampling, New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1957.) 

The majority problem in generating such data is the 
mechanical difficulty of keeping track of the unit of 
measure-documents per year, documents per day, cost· 

1 

If there are' other costs such as material and supplies, 
maintenance, . and equipment rental or depreciation, these 
would be added to the cost of the process within the 
described functional area. For example~ in the problem 
described, if $510 per year were paid out in rent for 
equipment, and $35 is the estimated cost of supplies, the 
total cost figure used to generate Table II would be 

per unit, cost per 3000 units, etc. Accurate cost data can r._ .. . '" ( _', 
be generated at minimum expense by a careful documen- ", 
tation of the flow of records, an identification of the 
associated costs, and both of these coupled with work 
sampling. . • 
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THE GE 
COMPATIBLES / 400 

four for business 

D The second family of computers by General scatter read/gather write capability places blocks of data 
Electric's Computer Dept., termed the Compat- in memory and retrieves it in random order, in a program-
ibles/400 and comprised of the GE-425, 435, prescribed pattern, thus eliminating unpacking time. 

455 and 465, was announced early this month. The only Software includes COBOL '61 and an assembly program. 
specs released on the 455 and ~65 are two and one usec Peripheral equipment for the 400 series: a 900 cpm 
memory cycle times, respectively, operating on 24-bit card reader, 100 cpm punch, 1,200 lpm printer, 500 cps 
words. Both use auxiliary thin-film memories. With each paper tape reader and 140 cps punch (for 5, 6, 7, or 8-
step up through the family, processor performance is said level tape), 1,200 cpm MICR reader-sorter, and 41 or 
to increase 80 per cent. 831):C mag tape unit. Eight tape drives can be connected 

Memory access times for the 425 and 435 are 5.1 and to each control unit, which is available in both single and 
2.7 usec, respectively, and add times for four plus four dual-channel models. Also available are the Datanet-30 
decimal digits are 15.9 and 8.8 usec. Features common to communications processor and disc files. 
both systems include a four-character, 24-bit (plus parity) Lease prices for the family range from $5,800 to more 
word length; 16, 32, 64, and 128K characters of core; an than $30K, and purchase prices from $275K to 1.5 mega-
instruction format of 24 bits binary and a 15-bit address buck. Delivery is in seven months for the 425 and 435; 
field, and a repertoire of 70 commands. Additional specs: fisrt delivery of the 455 and 465 is scheduled for mid-1965. 
eight I/O channels, automatic program interrupt, and Reportedly intended to supplement the firm's 200 series, 
simultaneous read/write/compute. Any word in memory the 400's have been designed for relatively large scale data 
can be treated as an index word for address modification processing and data manipulation. Markets include manu-
although six fixed index words are also supplied for con- facturing and finance firms, the billing end of utility com-
ventional indexing. . panies, agencies such as Social Security and Internal 

A "relocatable accumulator" speeds data manipulation Revenue. Competitors: the + 1410 hardware. By contrast, 
by taking the accumulator to the data, instead of' vice the 200's are said to be for, say, the manufacturing firm 
versa. The four plus four digit add time, for instance, is cut doing combined data processing and research/engineering 
by about half. The accumulator is located iIi memory and computation. • 
is changeable under program control. Additionally, a 
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:)0 Over the years 1V!00re researc~ has contributed important facturing equipment; (5) process research to take advantage 
'firsts' to business forms. And now, to keep on with its improve- of technological developments in the graphic arts field; (6) 
ments, Moore is constantly at work ... (1) developing better pioneering in modern, high-speed forms-handling equipment; 
raw materials;' (2) controlling manufacturing costs without (7) developing new forms constructions, such as Speediflex. 
sacrificing quality; (3) studying data processing equipme~t to Moore Business Forms, Inc .• Niagara Falls, N. Y .• Park Ridge, III •• Denton, 

obtain peak forms performance. Tex. • Emeryville, Calif. Over 500 offices and factories in North America • 

. Other areas are (4) mechanical research to improve manu- MOO REB U SIN E 5 5 FOR M 5 ~ 
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RECENT ACM 
REGIONAL 
SYMPOSIUMS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

D
An overHow crowd of more than 700 preregis

. trations was reported by the Washington,D.C., 
chapter of the ACM for its fourth annual one

day technical symposium. Co-sponsor was the Univ. of 
Maryland, where it waS held under the theme, "Informa
tion Processing in the Nation's Capital-1963." 

Luncheon speaker .... ·and Illirrois Congressman Roman C. 
Pucinski said: "It is my hope ... to help chart through 
Congress a program which will establish the most efficient 
method possible for making all scientific data and research 
quickly available to any scientist in the U.S." Chairman 
of the House ad hoc subcommittee on a National 
Research, Data Processing and Information Retrieval 
Center, Pucinski stated that the goal of his bill (H.R. 
1946) to establish a central clearing house of scientific 
information was not intended to usurp services presently 
performed by documentation and abstracting groups, but 
to complement them by making the results of their work 
available to the total scientific community. 

Dr. Alan J. Pedis, president of ACM, discussed in his 
keynote. address the experimental time-sharing system re
cently developed at Carnegie Tech. Two papers on the 
retrieval of chemical information, by Ascher Opler of 
Computer Usage Co. and Ethel C. Marden of National 
Bureau of Standards, placed strong emphasis on the 
growing national interest in this area. Other papers were 
on languages, list processing, automatic indexing and 
classification of documents; satellite dp, and character 
recognition. 

Highlighting the technical sessions was a panel discus
sion on "Our Resources in Information Processing-Where 
are the Gaps?" Members discussed resources in terms of 

. today's educational and research facilities and tomorrow's 
needs, found that human communications in information 
handling are still uppermost on the list of unsolved 
problems, and urged more research in the efficient use of 
present capabilities. Panelists were R. A. Kirsch of the 
NBS, J; Moshman of CEIR, Pedis, F. Riley of the Post 
Office Dept., and H. E. Tompkins, Univ. of Maryland. 
Moderator was W. C. Rheinboldt of Maryland. 

An award for service to the chapter was given to 
Solomon Rosenthal, HQ USAF, chapter head for the past 
three years. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ... 

D 
Present efforts in the area of computer learning 
are justified only if the work of computers is 
useful. "Here, more than anywhere else, will 

rise a tool for the most good to mankind." This thought 
by MIT's Oliver Selfridge concluded his luncheon talk at 
the "Creativity in Computing" technical symposium, the' 
sixth annual in Southern California. Sponsored by five local 
ACM chapters (Arrowhead, L.A., Orange County, San 
Fernando Valley, and San Diego), the symposium drew 
more than 425 to Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim. 

Peter Mumford of Ferranti-Electric Inc. discussed on
line interrogation of the time-shared Atlas at Manchester 
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PROGRAMMERS 
& ANALYSTS 

BTL 
The broad capabilities of TRW Space Technology 
Laboratories range from research and development 
through hardware production, to launch supervision, 
tracking and evaluation of Hight data. Today, more 
than 6,500 engineers, scientists and support person
nel are working on major NASA and Air Force Pro
grams. STL is building OGO and Pioneer spacecraft 
for NASA, and Program 823 spacecraft for the Air 
Force. STL is also developing special engines for 

. Apollo's Lunar Excursion Module and other space
craft, and coritimiing Systems Management for the 
Air Force's ATLAS, TITAN and MINUTEMAN' 
Programs. ' 

These many activities create th~se immediate open
ings at the Computation and Data Reduction Center 
and the Systems Analysis and Design Laboratories 
of STL's new advanced Space Technology Center in 
Redondo Beach, near Los Angeles International Air
port. 

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
TEST EVALUATION PROGRAMMERS 
MANAGEME~T SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
SYSTEMS TEST ANALYSTS 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSTS 
GUIDANCE ANALYSTS 
MASS PROPERTIES ANALYSTS 
ASTRODYNAMICISTS 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN WEIGHT ENGINEERS 

For interview in your area in the near -future, act 
NOW! Forward your: resume to STL Professional 

. Placement, Department DA, One Space Park, Re
dondo Beach, California. TRW is an equal opportu
nity employer. 

TRW;;;~~U:S~~~~~?h:~P~~ :::~~~o~d~i~g~I/:: 
/ \{j;' 0 N ESP ACE PAR K • RED 0 N D 0 B E A C H • CAL I FOR N I A 
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t r it' 
1 r 1, 

every Brush 
magnetic head 

is 100% tested 
I r t 

rf rm 

Detailed mechanical and electricaI test data is oil file for every head manufactured. Complete production 
drawings allow duplication at ariy time. Modern q~ality control and pr9duction facilities are u~equaled 

. in the Industry. Couple this with the largest ftill time 'techriical staff c'onceritratirig on magnetic heads 
and you'll understand why Brush cannot be matched in. the sum total of capabilities. necessary to stay 
in advance of your system requirements. Visit Brush and see for yourself, or write for full details. 

---/:'rush INSTRUMENTS 
DIVISION OF I CLEVITE I 37TH AND PERKINS. CLEVELAND 14. OHIO 
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Univ. Short, high-priority interrogation routines punched 
on tape 'have access to parts of the supervisor and 
scheduler, enabling the operator to question the status of a 
job or system and to make alterations: Routines enable 
assignment, for example, of different priorities to programs, 
suspension and resumption of jobs, and batch compiling to 
avoid the repetitive calling down of a compiler. 

Other papers were on microelectronics, visual input, 
parts breakdown technique, small computer multiprocess-:
ing, sheriff' and hospital information systems, and com
puterized typesetting. 

A "flowering" of languages, mostly problem-oriented, 
as a result of time-sharing was predicted by John C. Shaw 
of the RAND Corp., one of a panel of four discussing the 
Impact of On-Line Techniques on Programming and 
Problem Solving. Others were Glen J. Culler of Space 
Technology Labs, Jules Schwartz of SDC, and Selfridge. 
Moderator was Richard Hill of Informatics. 

SAN FRANCISCO ... 

D The third annual technical symposium spon
sored by the San Francisco Bay Area chapter 
of ACM was held Nov. 1 in San Francisco. 

Attended by 225, the symposium presented five speakers 
on the theme of "Problem Formulation, Systems Analysis 
and Systems Design." 

Ascher Opler, Computer Usage Co., differentiated prob
lem-oriented analysis from computer-oriented analysis and 
reviewed developments aimed at facilitating the former. 
Among such developments are: the work of Lombardi, of 
Bosak and of Iverson in formalizing file structure and file 
transformations; decision table usage; generalized system 
simulators, nonprocedural la'hguage processors; and goal
seeking, heuristic techniques. 

O. T. Gatto, RAND Corp., described an automated 
data system analysis technique known as Autosate. The 
technique is comprised of three phases: data gathering, 
translating information specifications into a machine read
able form, and preparing analysis reports by computer. 

Michael Montalbano, Daniel Teichroew and John P. 
Seagle discussed work they are doing at Stanford U niv. 
They emphasized that programming does not solve a 
problem but mechanizes a procedure. Mechanizing a 
procedure consists of three stages: formulating a solution 
procedure in terms of the basic problems to be solved, 
reformulating the solution procedure in digital terms, and 
programming the procedure. Both FORTRAN and 
COBOL are useful only in the third, least costly and least 
difficult, stage. The Iverson language and decision tables 
have been tested to see if they will provide the basis for 
useful formal systems which help in the formulating and 
reformulating stages. 

George Montillon, Procter and Gamble Co., discussed a 
programming system that performs a variety of analyses 
rapidly and in more detail than has been possible' in the 
past. The system uses the concept of a data bank and 
depends heavily on matrix algebra. Examples of its 
application in advertising and other areas were presented. 

Herbert Hellerman, IBM Research, has developed an 
experimental system which provides a logically powerful 
method of communicating with a digital computer. The 
Personalized Array Translator System consists of a subset 
of the Iverson language in which numeric and Boolean 
operations on arrays of bit or numeric operands are 
specified as easily as single operands. An initial system is 
operational and is implemented by an interpreter program 
on the IBM 1620. • 
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l - COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT OF 1962 I 
,-----------------~----_/ 
To assist NASA in evaluating a variety of feasible types 
of satellite communication systems, from the viewpoint 
of interactions of physical system characteristics with 
national policy goals, TECH j OPS System Scientists are 
creating a new SMALL WORLD ... a computer simula
ti~m which includes numbers, altitudes, orbits and phys
ical descriptions of various satellites; number of sites, 
tracking antennas and receivers and transmitters for 
ground stations; traffic demand patterns and launch 
schedules. The simulation will help to assess cost-effec
tiveness, quality, economic and policy implications for 
each type of system. 

TECHjOPS work on COMSAT is typical of the, Com
pany's work in the System Sciences ... CO~G, OMEGA, 
473L, TRAG, V ALO R ... to name a" few other programs. 
Programs which hav~ a direct influence on military and 
government planners and decision makers. 

If you would like to work in an environment where your 
individual contributions count, we would like to hear 
from you. Positions are available at TECHjOPS in 
the" Washington, D. C. area for experienced Operations 
Analysts and Computer Programmers. 

TECHNICAL, ( 
OPERATIONS 0 Chjopv 
Research 3600 M Street, ,N. W., ~ashington 7, D. C. 

An Equal Opportunit)' Employer 
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THE DAY 
MARKETERS FLIPPED 
by BURTON G. MENDELSON 

0
' The day dawned gray and Rannelly as corporate 

work days usually do, especially Mondays. 
It was a day when, coincidentally, all of the 

outstanding market research projects in all computer com
panies and their advertising agencies were received in 
final report form. In further coincidence, which no one 
seemed to notice that fateful day, all of these reports 
suggested negative market acceptance or inadequate 
market potential, or unfamiliar distribution channels, or 
inappropriate manufacturing facility . . . confirming the 
positive recommendation that no action be taken. These 
recommendations were received by various managements 
with varying degrees of relief or concern, but all the 
recommendations were accepted. Management decisions 
had been finalized. 

Every market" researcher, statistician, product planner 
and all contiguous levels of management and subordinates 
in 3,074 counties and the District of Columbia had been 
so busy at work on these reports that they had not 
noticed the blank pages of their calendars ahead. It was 
with a certain amount of amused relief and laughter on 
this otherwise normal Monday that they began to plan 
their week's work without the pressure of an impending 
deadline on a management report. 

Many exclaimed that this was a wonderful opportunity 
to accomplish the desk and file cleaning so long neglected, 
and promptly set to work doing this. To the surprise of all 
concerned, this clean-up job was accomplished by the end 
of the work day on Monday. 

On Tuesday many of these people who never made it a 
practice to arrive at work on time were found to be sitting 
at their desks promptly at the beginning of the work day. 
Many of them probably noticed some of their co-workers 
for the first time and even conversed with them about the 
sundry jobs which they had been working on, and sought 
clues from each other about their next project. The 
majority found themselves attacking the piles of reading 
material which had been collecting for many months. 
Probably due to the unusual intensity of attack, they 
found that the reading material was dispensed with by the 
end of Tuesday. ' 

On Wednesday, as a demonstration of their well de
served independence, all our friends came in a little late 
again. But the old camaraderie was gone and for the most 
part people avoided each other, and when contact was 
unavoidable it was usually accompanied by frowns and 
even some guilty looks. 

Thursday saw an extension of Wednesdais frowns 
into active distrust, certain unfounded and misdirected 
accusations, and the, beginning of an air of wonderment 
which everybody carefully refrained from articulating. The 
drifting thoughts were periodic~lly dispersed by frantic 
scouring of follow-up files to see if any projects were left 
undone. Certain persons of this select group of new 
product researchers and planners were even found to be 
making up to managers of established product lines on 
the sly-a class of people heretofore thought of as un
touchables. 

Friday, with the reassurance of the pay check, started 
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more brightly. Certainly a factor in this brighter outlook 
was the monthly management conference luncheon where 
hundreds of their counterparts from various agencies and 
companies would gather to hear, once again, the problems 
and progress to be made in the new products field. 
Luncheon, at a prominent midtown hotel, started with a 
little more than the usual number of cocktails. 

It was not long before the cloud of uncertainty that had 
been unvoiced but 'increasingly obvious to them as in
dividuals engulfed this eminent group as a whole. Ne;lr 
the end of the luncheon, after a short period of silence, it 
was timidly suggested by one of the conference speakers 
that perhaps there were NO MORE NEEDS TO 
CREATE. The conference chairman, rephrasing this ( in 
the form of a question, of course), asked: "Does this 
mean that the needs of all mankind (and its best friends) 
ha ve been fulfilled?" 

The shock of hearing this expressed by the conference 
chairman stunned the luncheon guests brieRy, but this was 
a group composed of positive thinkers and doers, and any 
action, as every executive knows, is better than no action. 
After a babble of suggestions and counter-suggestions, it 
was unanimously voted "to recommend to top manage
ments that a long necessary move .be made to include in 
the corporate and agency structures a new department. 
(This department would, of course, report to the top 
operating executive or at least to the Marketing Vice 
President or Director of Marketing-or possibly to the 
Product Manager-but under no circumstances. to the 
Sales Manager) ... to be called, of course, OLD 
PRODUCT PLANNING." 

Since the time of this now' historical luncheon con
ference, this move has swept the top 500 and is moving 
rapidly into the ranks of all corporations and agencies-in 
complete disregard of the unfortunate coincidence that 
the title OLD PRODUCT PLANNING was already in 
use-on the label of a little knoWn eight-year-old straight 
bourbon.' • 

As director of New Product 
Planning and Market Research 
for the Communications Div. of 
Motorola Inc., Chicago, Mr. 
Mendelson is currently en
gaged in industrial electronic 
product planning, and man
agement of the firm's preci
sion instrument and commer
cial high-speed teleprinter ac
tivities. He holds a BS in 
engineering from Caltech and 
an MBA in marketing from the 
Univ. of Chicago. 
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I ALBUQUERQUE I 
DIVISION 

ACF INDUSTRIES 
INCORPORATEO 

A Prime Contractor for the Atomic Energy Commission 

Now is the time for you to move into the 

NUCLEAR PROPULSION FIELD 
We have openings for: 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
who have a BS in Mathematics or Physics and 
three years experience including one year with 
Fortran lion IBM 700-7000 series data proc
essing machines or equivalent. 

MATHEMATICIANS 
with experience in conformal mapping, theory 
of probability, the mathematical design of ex
periments and multi-regression analysis; also 
have openings for Mathematician with three 
years experience including experience on data 
processing equipment and data reduction. 

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 

Albuquerque, a city of 260,000 provides an attractive working 
environment with excellent schools, two universities (we have 
a liberal educational benfits plan for those who wish to con
tinue their studies), numerous churches, a complete range of 
cultural and recreational activities and a sunny, dry, health
ful climate that remains pleasant and mild winter and summer. 

General Supervisor, Professional Recruiting 
Send resume to: Albuquerque DiVision, ACF Industries, Inc. 

P. O. Box 1666, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

ALL APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION FOR 
EMPLOYMENT WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR, 

OR NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
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ACTUARY 

A medium size mid-atlantic (Not 
NYC area) Mutual Life Insurance Co. beginning the 

, process of converting to EDP on a consolidated func
tion basis, requires the services of a Fellow of the Society 
of Actuaries with specific CFO design and implementa
tion experience. Primary assignment will be full respon
sibility for CFO design and installation. Concurrent 
assignments will include extension of systems to re
search and other actuarial responsibilities. 

Advanced benefits program including incen
tive plan completes this career opportunity. 

Send Complete Resume Including' 
Salary Requirements To: 

Box 202, Datamation 
141 E. 44th St. 
New York 17, N.Y. 
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DRTRMRTION 

BINDERS 
5.95 

POSTPAID 

FOR SET 
OF TWO 

Here is the easy way to protect your back copies of DATAMATION. Each 
of these attractive, durable binders, made of washable, simulated Morocco, 
will accommodate six copies of DATAMATION. The binders are the an
swer to fast, easily-obtainable reference material. 
Complete coupon at right indicating number of sets desired and amount of 
check enclosed. 

December 1963 
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FORTRAN II was fine as far as it went ... but FORTRAN IV 
and this thin·film computer take it farther than first 

thought possible: cut compiling time up to 90%. 

Quick! .What company offers both 
advanced hardware and software? 

. The answer in one word: UNIVAC. 
FORTRAN programming is, of course, 

riot entirely new. 
Yet, until now, savings like this in pro

gramming time were unheard of. The 
singular explanation for this advance in· the 
FORTRAN IV 'system is the very singular 
UNIVAC@ 1107 system,. a computer with 
unique and inherent advantages. 

By use of high speed drums and over
lapping core and thin-film memories UNIVAC 
1107/ FORTRAN IV consistently compiles 
three· times ~aster (even up" to nine times 
faster) , and permits execution of object pro
grams up to twice as fast as any competitive 
system in the field. 

Faster compiling, faster testing, faster 
turn-around, and faster training all result 

in substantial savings of time and money_ 
Equally important, this unparalleled coor
dination of hardware and software sets a' 
new standard of capability wherever logical 
organization, concurrent operations facili .. 
ties, large memory capacity and vast inter
rupt provisions are needed. (Seventy-four 
different interrupt conditions alone are pro .. 
vided in the UNIVAC 1107.) 

And if you happen to be working with 
FORTRAN II, transition to the new system is 
smooth and orderly. UNIVAC provides a spe
cial purpose translator called LIFT which 
readily converts FORTRAN II to FORTRAN IV. 

Can we tell you more ... about how to dQ 
more in less time? C C· 

Write UNIVAC. Quick! 
UNIVAC DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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IN 
DATAMATION 

• R. W. Lee, formerly executive vp 
and general manager, has been ap
pointed president of the Information 
Systems Group, General Precision 
Inc., Glendale, Calif. He replaces W. 
E. Bratton, who has resigned. From 
1959-63, he was president of the firm's 
GPL Div.· The Info Systems Group 
includes the Librascope and Commer
cial Computer divisions. 

• Robert V. Head, former senior 
systems engineer with IBM's Systems 
Research Institute, has joined Security 
First National Bank, Los Angeles, as 
vp-Planning & Development Dept. He 
has also served with GE Computer 
Dept. as manager of deposit account
ing systems. 

• E.. R. Glaser, formerly manager, 
Systems Dept., Burroughs Research 
Div., Paoli, Pa., is joining the MIT 
faculty, and will be associated with 
that institution's time sharing develop
ment program, Project MAC. 

• R. E. McDonald, Univac general 
manager in St. Paul, Minn., has been 
named. vp. He remains as" chief 
operating officer of the firm's R.&D and 
production facilities in the Twin 
Cities. 

• Stephen L. Cook has been ap
pointed visiting prof of OR at Case 
Institute of Technology, Cleveland, 
Ohio. He is on leave from Richard 
Thomas & Baldwins Ltd., London, 
where he is manager of the OR Dept. 

• James E. Kelley Jr., co-developer 
of the Critical Path Method, has 
joined the Information-Management 
Sciences Div. of Auerbach Corp., 
Philadelphia. He was formerly vp
mathematical research for Mauchly 
Assoc. 

• Mack A. Christian Jr. has joined 
Ashland Oil & Refining Co., Ashland, 
Ky., as general manager of the newly
formed DP Dept., once a function of 
accounting. He was formerly with 
Texaco in Houston, Texas. 
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MAGNETIC ... 

OPTICAL ... 

CHARACTER RECOGNITION IS CLEARER 
WITH COLUMBIA EDP RIBBONS 

Columbia EDP ribbons ... magnetic or optical ... deliver sharp, un
mistakably clear characters ... to a degree of uniformity that is your 
assurance of highest readout and lowest rejection rates of input docu-
ments. Get the most out of your _~ _______________ -, 
character reader and protect that 
sizeable overall investment with 
the ribbons that read best. There's 
a Columbia Ribbon for every 
electronic data processing appli-

" cation a~d machine. 

~ 
DATA PROCESSING RIBBONS 

FREE DEMONSTRATION 
Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Mfg. Co., Inc. 

303-12 Herbhill Road, Glen Cove, New York 

Please have your representative arrange demonstra
tion of Columbia EDP ribbons at our convenience. 

Name __________________________________ ___ 

Title _______________________________________ _ 

Company" _____________ _ 

Street _________________________________ ___ 

. City __________ State _____ ~ 
L ________________ ~ 
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FOR PENNIES, YOUR COMPUTER CAN PLOT DATA DIRECTLY 
IN EASY·YO·READ GRAPHIC FORM 

Why try to visualize the significance of ma.sses of digital data -or plot it laboriously by hand? The new EAI DAT APLOTTER~ 
Series 3110/3120/3130 automatically plots digital information on-line from almost any digital computer or from punched cards 

or punched tape. It will plot lines, points or symbols with extreme accuracy at speeds up to 120 points per minute on charts up 

to 10" x 15u
• YOU CAN RENT IT FOR $3.50 AN HOUR. 

If you want to get more out of your computer-generated data, write for information on the new EAI DATAPLOTTER today. 

EAI~---"""""------------ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., LongBranch) New Jersey 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG COMPUTERS/HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAl COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS/ 
SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS/ INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS/PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST 
AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES/FIELD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES. 
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~®NEWS BRIEFS 

1,248 COMPUTERS 
IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

The latest inventory of dp equipment 
in the federal government shows 
1,248 computers operating during 
fiscal year 1963, and expenditures of 
705 megabucks for personnel, hard
ware, etc., excluding those in classi
fied uses. Computer rental fees ac
count for a third of expenditures by 
dp units using computers, e'xceeded 
by personnel costs (42 per cent). Six 
per cent went for card equipment 
rental, and seven per cent for equip
ment purchase. 

As expected, DOD spent most of 
the 705 megabucks, 63 per cent. The 
Air Force rang up a 179-megabuck 
bill, followed by the Army's 133, 
Navy's 94 . .Among civilian agencies, 
the AEC spent 61 megabucks, NASA 
39. The report includes a BuBudget 
projection of 2,100 computers in the 
federal government by the end of FY, 
'66. 

The percentage of purchased com
puters shows a slight increase over 
FY '62, up from 17 to 17.7 per cent. 
If civilian agencies purchase a th~rd 
of the hardware they acquire during 
the current fiscal year, as they re-' 
portedly intend to, the proportion in 
those agencies will increase to 30 per 

cent. The report, Inventory of ADP 
Equipment 'in the Federal Govern
ment, dated Oct. 25, 1963, is avail~ 
able from the Government Printing 
Office for 40 cents. 

AERONUTRONIC MARKETS 
1 K-WORD, 10 MC MEMORY 

A non-destructive readout, 1,024 (48-
bit) word BIAX memory with a read 
cycle time of 100 nanoseconds was 
demonstrated at the FJCC by Aero
nutronic Div. of Philco. First delivery 
has been made for inclusion in a 
large-scale military computer. 

Of the 100 nanoseconds, 90 is spent 
in the transmission lines, and only 10 
in the array. Word access time is 85 
nanoseconds, writing is accomplished 
in 3.5 usec, and write-read cycle time 
is 10 usec. An engineering prototype 
with input address and data buHers, 
output register, internal timing cir
cuits, and power supplies is priced at 
$135K. Delivery is in nine months. 

RCA INTRODUCES SPECIAL 
TYPESETTING COMPUTER 

Aimed at the medium-sized daily 
ne~spaper and larger weeklies is the 
RCA 30 Newscom, a cut-down 301 
with 20K positions of core and the 

TULANE & IBM REPORT ON COMPUTER BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 
Tulane University and IBM are enter- t~chnique X-rays can be enlarged' to 
ing the second year of a computer ' permit more detailed analysis ofa par-
biomedical research partnership. ticular segment. Future scanning equip-
Specialists from IBM's Advanced Sys- ment can also take over the task of 10-
tems Development Division and the cating and measuring lesions. 
staH of Tulane's Bio-Medical Com- The team has also developed an 

experimental technique for analysis of puting Systems Center reported re-
physiological data' from electro-

cently on results of work in medical rec- encephalograms (EEG) and electro-
ords research, physiological data han- cardiograms (ECG) . Adapting a 
dling and X-ray image processing. speech pattern recognition technique, 

The latter work has involved elec- Dr. R. E. Bonner of IBM has devel-
tronic scanning of a 3x3-inch section of oped a method in which the computer 
an X-ray, which is converted into digital analyzes samples of "normal" EEG 
form and stored within the computer. and ECG patterns to establish its own 
Two digits from 00 through 99 repre- definition of normality and rules for 
sent ascending degrees of lightness, recognizing abnormalities. 
and are used to prepare a new, clearer Established in February 1962 with 
image on a cathode ray tube (CRT) a five-year NIH grant of $1,674,854, 
for further study by radiologists. The the 17 -man Tulane center includes a 
computer-prepared image may lead to 40K-core 1410, a 1401, plus periph-
more rapid, accurate pinpointing of eral gear. The center is under the 
lesions and other pathology. By this direction of Dr. J. W. Sweeney. 
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Los Angeles Times typesett~ng pro
gram. It produces justified and hy
phenated lines on paper tape for 
direct feeding to linecasting machines. 

Hardware includes the mainframe 
and paper tape I/O. With 100 cps 
I/O, rental is $1,985, and price is 
$99K. This will produce tape at 
5.400 column-width lines per hour. 
Faster paper tape units have speeds 
of 1,000 cps in/100 out, and 1,000/ 
300 cps. These systems rent for 
$2,320 and $3,065 respectively, and 
produce 7,800 and 17,400 lines per 
hour. 

Competitive IBM hardware include 
1620 systems which produce 4,000 
lines per hour ( $1,850 monthly) , 

,12,000 lines using up' to 20 paper 
tape I/O devices (about $2,410 per 
month), and the same configuration 
with the 1311 disc file added, pro
ducing 12,000 lines per hour. The 
latter rents for some $~,250. 

MARKETING OF FP 6000 
TO 'BEGIN IN U.S. 
The marketing in North America of 
the first Canadian-designed and built 
digital computer has been announced 
by Ferranti Electronics, a division of 
Ferranti-Packard Electric Ltd., Toron
to. Reg'iomi.l sales offices in the U.S. 
are among plans for the FP 6000, of 
which eight sales are reported-three 
to the parent company in England, 
none in the U.S. 

The time-sharing 6000 is a medium
scale, binary computer with 4-32K 
(24-bit) words of ',core with a cycle 
time of two, four, or six usec. Add 
time is seven usec, multiply 40 usec, 
and divide 43 usec. Programmed 
floating point (38-bit) add is III 
usec. Although there is no theoretical 
limit to the number of programs it 
can handle at once, the practical limit 
presently is four. 

Among peripheral devices available 
are 300 and 1,200 IPlil printers, 66KC 
mag tape units, and drum and disc 
files. Software includes FORTRAN, 
ALGOL, and Auto-Coder. Typical 
price is said to be $750K. 

IR SYSTEM WITH EAM, 
COMPUTERS GOES ON-LINE 
An information retrieval system with 
configurations ranging from electronic 
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ANSWER TO 

TODAV'S PAPERWORK PUZZLE 

MAC H 10 

lNG 

The daily mass of paperwork handled in your business amounts to a significant expense. How can you cut 
paperwQrk costs and speed up efficiency at the same time? The answer to this paperwork puzzle is the 
Dura MACH 10, the automatic typewriter that gives you ttsystems control" over your business data. 

First, punch all pertinent data in MACH 10 master tapes or edge-punched cards. Next, place your 
forms in the MACH 10, select the proper tape or cards, tap a single button and the MACH 10 automati
cally picks out, positions, and types the ~nformation at 175 words a minute without an error. In addition, it 
can simultaneously punch a by-product tape for further data processing. 

The compact, efficient MACH 10 solves a wide variety of today's paperwork puzzles. Perhaps it can 
solve yours. For complete information on the amazing MACH 10 and the full line of Dura Business Machines, 
write: Dura Business Machines,~ Dept. P-l, 32200 Stephenson Highway, Madison Heights, Michigan. 

* Subsidiary dura corporation 
*Trademark Dura Business Machines. Inc. 
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NEWS BRIEFS • • • 
accounting machine/punched card 
equipment to computer/display hard
ware is operational at various depart
ments of System Development Corp. 

SATIRE (semi-automatic technical 
information retrieval), developed by 
John Roach of the SAACS Dept. in 
Paramus, N.J., has a six-second re
sponse time to a single question, and 
can answer, for example, some 100 
contract-related questions in five min
utes. Microfilmed documents are said 
to be accessed in 60-90 seconds, from 
keyboarded interrogation to hardcopy 
output. A remote subsystem for opera
tion between SDC facilities -in Para:.. 
mus, N.J., and Falls Church, Va., is 
being planned. Linkage will be by 
phone lines. 

RCA 3301 SOFTWARE TO GO 
WITH 1 ST HARDWARE 

Although its FORTRAN IV is not 
scheduled for delivery until January 
1965, the RCA 3301's FORTRAN II, 
COBOL, and new Operating and 
Sort/Merge Systems are being readied 
for shipment with the first hardware 
delivery, according to the company. 
The machine is program-compatible 
with the 301. 

The Operating System is an execu
tive which obviates separate programs 
for the four basic uses of the com
puter-business, scientific, real-time, 
and communications computing. The 
Sort/Merge System uses an oscillating 
technique in which the computer 
alternately sorts data on mag tape 
inputs and merges this data on a 
master output tape. 

• Computer-control operations at 
three American Oil Co. refineries have 
been announced. At the Whiting, 
Ind., facility, an IBM 1710 is central 
in a closed-loop process control of a 
21,000-barrel-per-day Ultra former. An 
RW 330 is controlling a 5,000-barrel
per-day alkylation unit in Salt Lake 
City. An operating-management infor
mation system is being readied at 
Texas City, Texas, using a 1710-1401. 
The system will SC!1n instrument read
ings, with less frequent input data 
entered manually. Hardware expan
sion for future closed-loop application 
is said to be possible. 

• A 1.8 megabuck, university-wide 
computation center has been estab
lished by the Univ. of Hawaii. Hard
ware includes an IBM 7040 and 
1401 which supplement a 650 being 
retained for computer education use. 
Some 80 per cent of machine time 
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This is the 0 
computer.y()" "'.:-_ .... : .. ::" 

to figure your 
on exports via 
BOAC ,Air Cargo 

Exporting adding machines, typewriters, computers, cash registers or data processing sys
tems to Britain? Direct BOAC flights to London, Manchester lLiverpool and Glasgow put your 
shipments next door to any business or industrial center in Britain. 

Jot down the new BOAC Specific Cargo Rates for office machines - for example, you 
can ship typewriters, adding and duplicating machines from New York to London, Manchester I 
Liverpool or Glasgow for as little as 22¢ per lb.; office machines and electronic computers, 
36¢ per lb. 

Subtract what you'll save with lighter packaging, lower insurance rates, faster inven
tory turnover, minimal warehousing expense, more efficient use of working capital, and no 
costly refurbishing of mishandled goods. 

Then add the advantages of speedy delivery, conscientious handling, and the fastest 
air cargo clearance and transfer in Europe through BOAC's new cargo facilit,ies at London 
Airport. You'll find that BOAC's combined fleet of Rolls-Royce 707 jets and CL-44 swing-tail 
freighters provide the most frequent and comprehensive service from the U.S.A. to Britain. 

Ask for your free copy of our new Air Cargo Digest. It pinpoints the rates for world 
trade via BOAC Air Cargo. ~ 

FOR TOTAL B.O.I.( SERVICE TO 
AIR CARGO H BRITAIN 

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION 

530 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 36 • MU 7-8900 
Air Cargo Offices in all principal cities 

On-line Air Cargo service from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Washington, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Honolulu, Toronto, Montreal. 
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ANSWERS . . . with CRAM and Remote Inquiry 

provided by 
the NCR 315 

Computer System 

The NCR 315 CRAM (Card Ran
dom Access Memory) Computer 
System is more than just another 
back-office electronic accounting 
machine. . 

In industry, for example, Inquiry 
Units can be located at dozens of 
remote locations, enabling people 
to communicate with the computer 
files ... even from hundreds of miles 
away. With the NCR 315 you will 
be able to keep a "current finger" 

on the pulse of your business ... to 
get immediate answers to questions 
about inventories, production, sales 
... and a host of other timely facts 
people must have to effectively 
manage ... and to act while the 
"iron is hot." 

For more information, call your 
nearby NCR representative or write 
to The National Cash Register 
Company, Data Processing Systems 
and Sales, Dayton 9, Ohio. 

\ 

NCR PROVIDES TOTAL SYSTEMS - FROM ORIGINAL ENTRY TO FINAL REPORT
THROUGH ACCOUNTING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS OR ADDING MACHINES; AND DATA PROCESSING 

The Nation.al Cash Register Co .• 1,133 offices in 120 countries' 79 years of helping business save money INlclRI 
CIRCLE 32 ON READER CARD 
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NEWS BRIEFS . . . 

will be for academic research, in
cluding an estimated 1,600 hours by 
the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics in 
the first year. This is reported to be 
the second 7040 delivered to a U.S. 
university. Some of the software is 
being supplied by the Western Data 
Processing Center at U~LA. Heading 
the UH center is Dr: Robert W. 
Sparks. 

• The first of a three-phase project 
leading to the development of elec
tronic address-reading hardware has 
been completed with delivery to the 
U.S. Post Office Dept. of an engineer
ing model by Philco. An intermediate 
model is due in 1964, and a prototype 
reader in 1965. The present scanner, 
which controls a letter-sorting ma
chine, reads several printed and type
written faces, and recognizes 50 states 
and 25 cities. The prototype will be 
designed to. read 500 addresses and 
direct a sorter machine at the rate of 
36,000 envelopes per hour. 

• An experimental woven screen 
memory, demonstrated at the FJCC, 
has been developed by TRW's Com
puter Div. Experimental laboratory 
models of 2,500 and 4,000 bits indi
cate that planes can be operated in a 
coincident-current mode with signal
to-noise ratios of greater than 10-1. 
With improvements, TRW feels the 
10-usec cycle time of the lab model 
can be stepped up to four usec. 
"Large" planes have been operated at 
105°C; small planes have been tested 
at 195°C. The plane is evidently 
insensitive to shock, and shows prom
ise of amenability to mass production 
techniques. Testing and evaluation 
may pose headaches, however. 

• Development of techniques en
abling character recognition devices 
to read blurred or garbled text has 
been undertaken by RCA Data Sys
tems Center, Bethesda, Md., for the 
Army Electronics Research and De
velopment Lab, Ft. Monmouth, N.J. 
Linguistic and statistical characteris
tics of a language and the local char
acteristics of the text being generated 
will be used in a computer-simulated 
device designed to determine logically 
what the garbled word should be. 
Results of the study are said to be 
applicable to automatic proofreading 
and word-hyphenation systems. 

December 1963 

When the Samsonite Luggage Divi
sion of Shwayder Bros. Inc., Denver ~ 
Colorado, decided to automate its 
order-writing operation, it. took the 
problem to Friden, the specialist in 
paperwork automation. 

Samsonite's order-writing system is 
built around the Friden Flexowriter® 
-the automatic writing machine that 
works from punched tapes or cards. 

Says Samsonite: 

"The Flexowriter does four jobs for 
us. It automatically types a major 
portion of each order. At the same 
time, it commands a solenoid adding 
machine to figure shipping weights 
and number of cartons needed for 
each bill of lading. It automatically 
prepares a by-product punched tape 
which we feed into a computer for 
automated billing. And it reduces 
delay between writing an order and 
shipping the merchandise. 

"The Friden Flexowriter speeds up 

the entire order-writing operation, 
eliminates practically all typing and 
mathematical errors, and it saves us 
money, too." 

The Friden Flexowriter is the basic 
machine of office automation. It 
captures data in a language other 
machines understand. And, since it 
does this at the start of the paper
work cycle, when data first enters 
your office, the rest of the paperwork 
cycle is done automatically. 

Put the Flexowriter to work in your 
organization. For complete' details, 
call your local Friden Systems man. 
Or write: Friden, Inc., San Leandro, 
California. 

This is practical automation by 
Friden - for business and industry. 

Friden 
Flexowriter is a Registered Trademark 01 Frjden, Inc. _ Sales, Service and Instruction Throughout the World 
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5-WIRE COINCIDENT 64 X 64 MATRIX 
(ACTUAL SIZE) 

It takes big minds to think this small 
... good, sound engineering minds with that 

/ added spark of boldness that frequently solves 
the seemingly unworkable problem. The core 
memory frame above is a case in point. A 5-wire 
coincident, 4,096-core matrix less than 2 inches 
square seemed impossible to make on a pro
duction basis. But Fabri-Tek engineers devised 
special production aids and techniques, and we 
now produce them in volume.' 

Fabri-Tek engir;leers fit core memory frames 
and stacks to your systems. Cores from any 
quality manufacturer can be used to match your 
speed and environmental requirements. You 
get exact electronic and physical fit. 

Complete memory systems from Fabri-Tek 
have been designed with simplified, standard 

circuits for reliability, ruggedness and easy 
maintenance. Other features include solderless 
connections on all inner wiring, test points on 
printed circuit modules, address and data infor
mation indicators, matched input, output and 
control levels, and optional self-te~ting features. 

New color brochures describe printed circuits, 
memory frames, memory stacks and complete 
memory systems. Write today for your free 
copies. Fabri-Tek, Inc., P. O. Box 8046, Minne
apoli.s 16, Minnesota. 

~AB~II==TIEI~® 
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Who put the flexibility into Data Processing at I CRUCIBLE I®? 

the only continuous tabulating card 1!Jitl~ NO 1nedial ~oaste strilJS 

Crucible Steel Company of America 
needed continuous tabulating checks for 
its accounts payable ... checks that could 
be processed at high speeds ... checks that 
would eliminate· the need for carbons by 
having vouchers at both· side and bottom. 
A tall order? Not for FORMSCARDS! 

FORMSCARDS' exclusive continuous 

tabulating cards offer unlimited flexibility, 
unlimited versatility. 

That's why Crucible Steel uses eight different 
FORMSCARD tab checks for vario,us pay
roll and accounts payable checks ... why 
you should consider' the advantages 
FORMS~ARPS can bring to 
your firm's systems. 

.. . 
• Efficient operation on any printer at any speed 
'. Easily separqted manually or on any burster 
• A vailable pre-punched and with vouchers of anv size at side, top or bottom 
• Can be part of multiple part sets MANUFACTuRER-MEMBER 

Manufactur,ers of line-hole continuous business forms. Samples on request-Sales represe'ntatives in principal cities 

CIRCL~ 37 ON READER CARD 
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Don't sulk, you both' can use it .. sirnultaneo.uslyl 
Because this data products mass 
random access DIscfILE '*' has dual 
accessibility from two separate 
computers - simultaneously. Because 
it's designed with a positioner for each 
disc; and any two selected positioners 
can be operating, moving to a 
selected position or transferring data 
on a channel- simultanequsly. 

This feature, unique in disc~type 
data storage equipment, is just one of 
the many "extras" available in the 
versatile, reliable DIscfILE. For 
example, a variety of storage capacities 
is offered on a compact, modular 

basis - from 40 million bits and single 
access through 920 million bits and 
simultaneous dual access - to provide 
both flexibility and economy. Choose 
the DIscfILE according to your' 

, immediate needs and then expand the 
, system as your requirements increase. 

Reliability? DIscfILE is the 
industry's most thoroughly "on·1ineH 

proven mass random access memory, 
with several score already installed and 
more going in every week 

The dpjf-5035 ,(shown~9?Y(!) 
offers 460~millionbit storagecapaclty 
in one 32-discunit,with600 

bits~per~il1chdensity,a typical access 
timeof1 OOms, with simultaneous 
dual access.-;;and"areliability factor 
'of but one recoverable error 
in every billion bits transferred; 

DIscfILE can make a significant 
improvement in,your present or 
contemplated' computer' system. 
We can prove it to you - with complete 
technicaldata and/or an eye~popping 

,demonstration of a production unit 
undergoingfinalsystertl'test.Try us out. 

data products 'corporatio~ 85 35W~ner])dv~;tulve;tity,California/Phone:83 7-4491 
·DIscfILE isa trademark of datap;oducts corporation 
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EXPANSION AT CONTROL DATA REQUIRES 
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS FOR KEY POSITIONS 

Because of the worldwide acceptance of Control Data's general and special purpose 
computer systems, a variety of professional positions must be filled to keep pace 
with the company's resultant growth. If you have medium or large-scale computer 
experience and a B. S. degree, please examine the following opportunities which 
exist at all experience levels. 

AT PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
ADVANCED SYSTEMS: Participate in the development of experimental systems on the 
frontiers of the programming art in such areas as general purpose translators, multi -processing 
systems, new, high-level programming languages. 

SYSTEMS EVALUATION: Participate in the development of quality assurance techniques 
for general purpose programming systems. These positions require a good understanding of 
system programming techniques and creative imagination. 

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS: Applicatjon oriented programming development of new tech
niques in areas such as nuclear reactors, general simulation, linear and non-linear programming, 
information retrieval, aerospace data reduction, switching applications and biological data 
processing .. 

SYSTEMS INSTALLATION: Represent Control Data technically at various, nationwide cus
tomer sites .. Responsibilities will include orientation, training, programmer consultation and 
software systems installation for large-scale Control Data 3600 and 1604 computer customers. 

AT LOS ANGELES, PALO ALTO AND MINNEAPOLIS 
PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS: Participate in the development of advanced programming sys
tems, including Compiler Development, Monitor and Executive routines and language analysis. 

AT LOS ANGELES, PALO ALTO, WASHINGTON, D.C., CHICAGO AND LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: You will be analyzing data center customer problems for 
computer applications. In addition, you will be involved in sales support work and the prepa
ration of programming proposals. 

AT ·PALO ALTO AND LOS ANGELES 
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION: Assist in development of reference manuals, teaching aids, 
sales aids and other forms of documentation for programming systems. 

AT LOS ANGELES 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: DefiHe problems in which the emphasis is on analysis, novel design, 
mathematical innovation and programming implementation. 

AT NATIONWIDE CONTROL DATA SALES OFFICE LOCATIONS 
SALES SUPPORT ANALYSTS: Consult with Control Data's hardware customers to analyze 
their problems for computer applications in both pre- and post sale situations. 

TO ASSURE PROMPT REVIEW OF YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND INTERESTS, PLEASE SEND RESUME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREA STAFFING REPRESENTATIVES 

PALO ALTO: B. F. CRIPE, 3330 HILLVIEW, PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
LOS ANGELES: J. I. WARD, 5630 ARBOR VITAE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
EASTERN u.S.: K. S. CHASE, 11428 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROCKVILLE, MD. 

MINNEAPOLIS AND MIDWEST: T. T. OLDHAM, 8100 34TH AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

December 1963 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Haw high is 
i yaur gaal? 

Ours are out of sight - in 
the labyrinth of space. 
But your opportunities 
are a tangible reality. 
here and now at North 
American's Space and 
Information Systents Di
vision. Many senior engineering 
and scientific positions are now 
available in the following areas: 

LOGIC DESIGN 
Design of solid-state circuits to 
implement logic design includ
ing logic elements, special meas
urement and generating devices, 
buffering, switc;hing, etc. 

SYSTEM LOGIC DESIGN 
AND ANALYSIS 

System logic design and analy
sis. Determine basic system 
requirements and parameters. 
Perform design on s~stems level. 

COMPUTER CiRCUIT DESIGNS 
AND MODIFICATIONS 

Design and development of spe
cial electronic circuitry to be 
used in conjunction with general 
purpose computers. Modify 
existing systems to be capable 
of performing in areas for 
which they may not have been 
specificaliy designed. 

Interested? Please contact: 

Mr.E.ivI.METTLER , 
ENGINEERING AND. SCIENTIFIC 

.EMPLOYMENT , 
12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD. 

DOWNEY, CALIFORNiA 

Ail qualified applica~ts will r~
ceil;e consideration for employ
ment without regard to race, 
creed. color. or national origin. 

SPACE AND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS DIVISION ~ 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION ~l~ 
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PROGRAMMERS 

ANALYSTS 

ENGINEERS 

Our free booklet ... 

$7,500 

to 

$35,000 

I. "COMPUTER OPPORTUNITY GUIDE" 

lists top career opportunities in 
Business Programming 
Circuit Design 
Computer Systems Design 
Control Systems Analysis 
Director, Research Center 
Engineering Programming 
Logical Programming 
Math Programming 

Mechanical Design 
Memory Design 
Operational Programming 
Power Supply Design 
Product Planning 
Scientific Programming 
Space Systems Analysis 
Standards Engineering 

Send resume to, or circle reader card number for 
branch nearest you. 

OUR CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME ALL EXPENSES 

201 Nassau Street 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Circle 83 on reader card 

DATA 
CONCEPTS 

11000 Pecos Place, SW 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Circle 84 on reader card 

FREE Data Pro(essing 
Opportunities Bulletin 

Shows the' positions you could have in 
the field of Data Processing. 

Cadillac, Associates, the. nation's largest executive 
and professional placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation's top companies in Data 
Processing. Their best jobs, at salades from $6,000 
to $75,000 appear in our monthly Data Processing 
Opportunities Bulletin. 

Both the Bulletin and our;completely confidential 
placement service ,are available to you absolutely 
free of charge. Clierit companies pay our fees. 

For your free Bulletin without any obligation, 
circle Subscriber Service Card No. 82. Please use 
home. address only. 

LON D. BARTON 
President 

Cadillac 
Associates, Inc. * 

29 E. Madison .Bldg. 
Chicago 2, Illinois 

FI 6·9400 
• Where More Executive" Find Their Position" 

Than Anywhere Else In the World 

In Los Angeles- Lon Barton Associates 3275 Wilshire Blvd. 
In San Francisco-Lon Barton Associates, 120 Montgomery St. 
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NEW FIRMS 
(0, mergers 
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_ The Control Systems Div. of Day
strom has been acquired by Control 
Data Corp., Minneapolis. The divi
sion, which becomes part of CDC's 
Industrial Group, produces industrial 
computer controls and allied gear, 
including the 636 control computer, 
which will be continued. Paul G.' Mil
ler remains as general manager of the 
division in LaJolla, Calif. 

_ CEIR has sold an 80 per cent 
interest in its ~arket research sub
sidiary, Facts Consolidated, to Eco
nomics Research Assoc., Los Angeles. 
Remaining as head of FC is Dorothy 
Corey. . 

_ The Olivetti firm in Milan, Italy, 
has created a Numerical Control Sys
tems Div. for the manufacture and 
sale of such equipment, and also offers , 
its computation centers for the pro
duction of control tapes. 

_ The mail marketing firm of O. E. 
McIntyre Inc., New York City, has 
formed a Service Bureau Div. Hard
ware includes a Univac III and a 
tape-oriented 1401. 

_ Applied Dynamics International 
has just been formed as a division of 
Applied Dynamics, Inc., of Ann Ar
bor, Mich. Jerome D. Kennedy will 
serve as president of the new inter
national division, which will be re
sponsible for all company activities 
outside of the United States. 

_ Klair Systems Inc., producer of 
"audio-automated" data collection sys
tems, has been acquired by Artisan 
Metal Works Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

_ Control Data Corp. has just 
opened its newest computation center 
in Great Neck, Long Island, New 
York. The bureau is equipped with a 
1604-A. 

_ Ransom Electronics, manufac
turers of digital equipment and mod
ules for industrial, commercial and 
ground support applications, has re
cently been established in' San Pedro, 
California. 
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Scientific Programmers/Analysts, B.S. Math/Physics/Engineering 

YOU'LL BE 
"RIGHT IN THE R&D 

FEEDBACK LOOP" 
AT BURROUGHS 
LABORATORIES 

Here the scientific programmer is often a member of a compact team, in· 
volved in both developing and building computers. His creative input is 
enhanced and confirmed through constant contact with the technical con· 
tributions of analysts, systems engineers, logic designers and other computer 
specialists. And a man can frequently see his work come to fruition in a short 
time. (New special purpose military computers have actually been brought 
from design to prototype within a year at Burroughs.) 

Projects are diverse. At different times you might find yourself working on: 

· .. new multi· programming techniques (such as the Automatic Message 
Processing System - (AMPS) developed by Burroughs staff members for the 
Army. This system will utilize newly developed Burroughs 0825 modular 
computer and peripheral equipment). 

• .. a unique space navigation program for Burroughs 0210 magnetic digital 
computer with rope core (packaged in breadbox size, it is designed for an 
astronaut's cabin). . 

• .. or solving sophisticated and complex problems for customers, such as 
programming message systems where a computer takes action, making 
decisions on the basis of what it reads. 

Qualifications for any of the following listed positions open the door to a var· 
ied, stimulating, highly rewarded career in the R&D areas of your profession: 

PROGRAMMED SYSTEMS SPECIALIST To lead development of programming 
systems and operating systems; lead operation of programming task group, relate com· 
puter design to computer usage. Requires minimum of bachelor's degree, heavy math. 
background, 4 years in programming special purpose military electronic computers. 

PROGRAMMING METHODS ENGINEER Duties involve information retrieval, com· 
piler building, English language translation, system simulation, data processing system 
analysis. Requires bachelor's degree and 6 years' applicable experience; 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMER Duties involve programming systems, operating 
systems, confidence test and diagnostic programming, systems simulation development. 
studies. Requires minimum of bachelor's degree, 4 years' experience including some 
D. P. system experience or utility system programming. 

Why not find out more about these unusual pOSitions - and the attractive locations 
of Burroughs' facilities in the. famous Philadelphia Main Line. suburbs? 

Please write in confidence to Burroughs Laboratories, Dept. 532-C 
P.O. Box 782, Paoli, Penna.- on Philadelphia's Main Line. 

BurroughS 
Corporation 

uNEW DIMENSIONS / IN COMPUTATION FOR MILITARY SYSTEMS'" 

An EQual Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE 85 ON READER CARD 
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DATAMATION o NEW . 
~1)[f> PRODUCTS 
interchangeable discs 
The Data Disc System features inter
changeable 12-inch magnetic discs 
with a capacity of two megabits each. 
Average access time is less than 150 
milliseconds, and discs reportedly can 

be changed in 30 seconds. The unit 
occupies less than two cubic feet. The 
system holds 4,000 ( 64-character ) 
records. Price is $9.5K. DATA DISC 
INC., 981 Commercial St., Palo Alto, 
Calif. For information: 
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list processing 
CULP I has been designed for use 
with the IBM 1401. CULP I pro
grams may mix 1401 instructions, list 
manipulating instructions and ~ist 
executions. COMPUTER USAGE CO. 
INC., 655 Madison Ave., New York, 
N.Y. For information: 

CIRCLE 201 ON RBADER CARD 

optical scanner 
The 1282 optical reader card punch 
is for processing credit cards. It reads 
preprinted information, account num
bers imprinted by credit plates, and 
invoice amounts marked by pencil in 
an appropriate box. It processes 80-
or 51-column cards at 200 cpm. 
Rental is $1,550 p'er month, and price 
is $72K. IBM DATA PROCESSING 
DIV., 112 E. Post Road, White 
Plains, N.Y. For information: 

CIRC:LE 202 ON READER CARD 

mag tape 
Model D 2020 writes and reads tapes 
in all three standard compatible for
mats (800, 556 and 200 bpi). Units 
run at any single tape speed from 
three to 45 ips. Prices begin at $9K. 

December 1963 

DATAMEC CORP., 345 Middlefield 
Rd., Mountain View, Calif. For infor
mation: 
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training slides ' 
This series of PERT training slides 
can be used in basic familiarization 
and in advanced courses. Topics 
covered include selection of the level 
of detail, development of program 
'matrices, establishing the size of work 
packages, handling commitments and 
overhead, and extending controls to 
production. The set is priced at 
$78.50. MANAGEMENT PLAN
NING SYSTEMS· CO., 1122 106th 
Ave., N.E., Bellevue, Wash. For in
formation: 
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validata 100 
This tape-to-tape, point-to-point com
munications systems is equipped with 
error detection and automatic correc
tion, and operates at a rate of 10 cps. 
TELETYPE CORP., 5555 Touhy 
Avenue, Skokie, Ill. For information: 
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bank encoder 
Class 481 magnetic ink character 
recognition all-field encoder has been 
designed to prepare documents for 
bank automation systems. The unit 
prepares checks, deposit slips and 
other media for automatic processing 

by selectively coding them with mag-
. netic numbers which can be read by 

machine. Price ranges from $4,900 to 
$7,000. NATIONAL CASH REGIS
TER CO., Dayton 9, Ohio. For in
formation: 
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memory 
A 28-bit parallel transfer, random 
access disc file memory has been 

*TPM-TAPE PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

Wise tape users are learning that pre
cision magnetic tapes require sched
uled preventive maintenance ... equal 
to that given all 
other components 
in computer or 
instrumentation 
systems. 

Tape Testers 

Complete tape preventive maintenance 
(TPM) systems are NOW availahle from 
General Kinetics Incorporated (GKI), 
pioneer in magnetic 
tape research. 

Kinesonic Tape 
Cleaners 

TPM systems from GKI will sharply re
duce tape errors ... save data and reduce 
re-run time ... and 
increase tape life. 

Tape Winders 

Tape Erasers 

Call or write GKI I GKI I 
for more details. 

. 0 

GENERAL KINETICS 
INCORPORATED 

2611 Shirlington Rd., Arlington, Va. 
Phone: (703) 671-4500 

CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 
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In fact, we have all ten numbers in any 
sequence you could choose, whether 
you record dog licenses, or build 
bridges, or handle money. Whatever 
you do" you probably use numbers 
galore. The McDonnell Automation 
Center can help you use them better. 

We have the experience (clients 
in over 80 industries through
out the United States), and the 
people (600 consultants, system 
analysts, programmers, data 
processing operators), and the 

machines (an inventory of over 
14 million dollars, including an 
IBM 7094 and a 7080) to help 
you use digits more efficiently 
and operate your business 
more economically. 

Write us a letter or give us a call. There's no obligation. 

ConJulting • SYJtemJ DeJign • Programming • Data Proceuing and Computing 0 
NlCDONNELL AUTOItIIATION CENTER 

DIVISION OF MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT t3it\ 
Box 516, St. louis, Missouri, 63166 Tel. (314) 731-2121 'U' 
Branch Office: DEI..COS 'nc. Denver. COlorado 
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NEW PRODUCTS . . 
designed for the Philco 212 system. 
The memory enables data to be 
transferred at a rate of 125K words 
per second from the 250KC zone 
and 62,500 words a second from the ,r .-~, 
125KC zone. BRYANT COMPUTER \,." . 
PRODUCTS, 850 Ladd Rd., Walled 
Lake, Mich. For information: 
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card reader 
Model BC124 features a maximum 
demand feed rate of 800 cpm, 'serial 
photoelectric reading of card columns, 
and the ability to handle 51-, 60-, 
66- and 80-column cards. Potential 
capacity of the unit during an eight
hour day is 384,000 cards. BUR
ROUGHS CORP., 460 Sierra Madre 
Villa, Pasadena, Calif. For informa-
tion: 
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electronic tracing 
Infotracer is a device for inserting 
graphic data into data processing and 
display systems. The Infotracer may 
be used for entering arbitrary func
tions into analog computers, extracting 
data from drawings for use as inputs 
to computer-controlled metal-working 

machines, adding manually-traced 
data to the plots of x-y recorders and 
extracting data from terrestrial maps. 
TEMCO ELECTRONICS DISPLAY 
SYSTEMS PLANT, P.O. Box 6118, 
Dallas 22, Texas. For information: 

CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD . 

tape patches 
These perforated patches have been 
designed for editing and splicing 
Mylar perforated tapes. The patches 
are available for 5, 6, 7, and 8 channel 
tapes. ROBINS DATA DEVICES 
INC., Flushing, N.Y. For information: 
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upgraded h-1400 
Storage of the H-1400 has been in
creased to 32K ( 48-bit) words. 
Memory cycle time is 13 usec, and 
three-address add time is 71 usec. In 
addition to priority interrupt and 
optional floating point hardware, a 
maximum 280 communications lines 
can be linked to the system. Average 
rental is $16K, and purchase price 
starts at $500K. HONEYWELL EDP, 
60 Walnut St., Wellesley Hills 81, 
Mass. For information: 
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A universal problem: nOpe" has the answer 
OPC (Data Packaging Corp.) cases 

will safeguard your tape from contami
nation by dust and moisture better than 
any case now obtainable. For the first 
time, protection is available which will 
insure accurate retrieval of valuable in~ 
formation without fear of dropouts due 
to wear particles from the cam-lock. 

The completely enclosed locking-cam, 
exclusive patented* feature, prevents 
tape contamination caused by cam
wear-particles when opening and 
cl(""ing the case during normal usage. 

Another safeguard: instantly visible 
"open" and "lock" indicators increase 

the protection of stored information 
which may be lost when a reel falls from 
a half-closed case. As an added precau
tion, you'll hear a distinctly audible 
"click" when you turn the lock handle to 
either position. 

These safeguards were designed with 
the user in mind. Tape contamination 
means computer~downtime and dollars 
to you. OPC assures you of retaining 
more data per dollar, at no price pre
mium whatever. 

Sold exclusively through magnetic 
tape suppliers. Contact your tape sup
plier today for Positive Profit Protection. 

*AII products manufactured for OPC by Morningstar Corp., 205 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass . 
. Case patent: U.S. Pat. 3,074,546. Other patents pending. 

CIRCLE 41 ON READER CARD 
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DATA PACKAGING CORP. 
205 Broadway, Cam'bridge, Mass. 
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offers 

systems analysts and 

programmers 

the opportunity to design 

large-scale operational 

computer systelns 

Candidates should have a college degree 

or equivalent and a minimum of 2 years' 
experience, designing computer systems 

or programs. 

Current assignments are on 

Real Time Scientific Systems 
Real Time Information Retrieval Systems 

Specific areas of systems design include 

Command Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Ground-Controlled Space Systems 

Communications Systems 
Intelligence Systems 

Assignment locations are at 
Bethesda, Maryland 

Houston, Texas 
Western United States 

Other selected U. S. and overseas locations 

Send your complete resume, 
including salary requirements, to: 

James H. Burg, Dept. 701M 
IBM Federal Systems Division 

7220 Wisconsin Avenue 

Bethesda" Maryland 

IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

WANTED 
HARDWARE and SOFTWARE 

LEADERSHIP, 
Many of our most prominent clients 
are seeking men of demonstrated 
ability in the electronic data process
ing field to assume management po
sitions in both the design and utiliza
tion of. computers. 
If your interest and experience en
compasses any of the following areas: 
Scientific and Commercial Program
ming, Software Development, Digital 
and Logic Design, Compiler Systems, 
Operation Research, Information Re
trieval, Systems Design, you are in
vited to investigate opportunities of
fering up to $25,000 by directing 
your resume in complete confidence. 
Our clients assume fees and reloca
tion expenses. 

Mr. Philip Nash 
Dept. D-12 

~ . :. . 
"EMPLOYMENT SPECIALISTS" 

150 Tremont Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02111 

HAncock 6-8400 

CIRCLE 87 ON READER CARD 

DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAMMED MAGNETICALLY 

• NO DRAFTI NG 

• NO ERASING 
• ADDITIONS MADE IN SECONDS 

• CHANGES AND DELETIONS TAKE SECONDS 
• INCREDIBLE SAVINGS IN MAN-HOURS 

Write for free brochure DA-12 on our 
New PERTARM Magnetic Visual System 

METHODS RESEARCH CORP. 
105T Willow Ave. Staten Island, N.V. 10305 

CIRCLE 43 ON READER CARD 
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COMPONENT 
PRODUCTS 
symbol printer accessory 
This new line of instrum'ents has been 
designed to expand the capability of 
x-y plotters by plotting data as coded 
symbol point plots, Model 95.154 per
mits selection of any of 16 characters 

and is priced at $1,500: Model 95.164 
permits selection of up to 48 char
acters and is priced at $4,500. ELEC
TRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., Long 
Branch, .N.J. For information: 

CIRCLE 225 ON READER CARD 

phone transmission 
The Data-Phone 103-A transmits data 
serially over regular phone lines at 
270 wpm, and has three options on 
answering operations: no automatic 
answering (attendant must be pres
ent), automatic answering when 
proper key is depressed, and constant 
automatic answering. AMERICAN 
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., 
195 Broadway, New York, N.Y. FOl: 
information: 
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digital training computer 
The DIGIAC 3010 has been designed 
as a teaching aid and as an error 
proving device for OEM logic R&D. 
The device is priced at $695. DIG
ITAL ELECTRONICS, INC., 2200 
Shames Dr., Westbury, 1,.1., N.Y. 
For information: 
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teletone 
This selective tone signaling system 
provides an unlimited number of 
command or control functions over 
any single channel communication 
system. Applications include manual 

December 1963 

How high is your goal? 
Ours are out of sight-in the labyrinth of 
space. But your opportunities are a tangible 
reality, here and now at North American's 
Space and Information Systems Division. 
Trained, creative engineering' minds, attuned 
to the research, development and production 
of manned spacecraft, large booster systems, 
inflatable winged recovery systems and mis
sile weapon systems will find fertile fields to 
grow in at S&ID. 

ENGINEERING COMPUTING CENTER 
Recently a new engineering computing center 
was established that provides support to the 
entire Space and Information Systems Divi
sion. Very soon this center will be the largest 
combined real time analog and digital com
puting facility in the country. 

Many supervisory and creative opportuni
ties are available to qualified applicants in 
four major areas as follows: 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 
Equipment available indudes analog, digital, 
digital differential analyzers, and hybrid com
puting systems. 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
Real time statistical analysis of test data, con
trol synthesis, flight trajectory, rendezvous 
studies. 

SYSTEMS 
Design automation; systems checkout, manu
facturing support, logistics support. Real time 
combined analog-digital systems. 

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 
Engineering statistics, error analysis of real 
time systems. Opportunity to use all types of 
machine languages in compilers, sorters, etc. 
General support of simulation studies involv
ing displays and life science studies. 

Interested? Please contact: 
MR. E. M. MALCOLM 

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYMENT 
12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD. 

DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ
ment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. 

---_._-._---------- .. __ .. _---
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Quick as a think!1 
The faster your automation thinks, 

the more you need the right Acme system 
to keep ahead of input or output. 

I nstant control over computer programming 
via Acme Visible Control Panels. 

Instant access to 2,000 eigbt·charlnel punch 
tapes via desk·side Acme Rotary. 

Instant access to 2,400 customer cards via 
Acme Super·Visible. 

Instant access to 2'12 tons of computer reels 
, in 30% less space via each Acme Rotary 

Acme systems handle punch cards, punch 
tapes, computer reels, etc. They fit pyg
mies or giants ot' automation. And every 
.Acme System pays for itself fast, because 
your machines work full time-not part 
time. For automation or any paper flow 
problem, let your Acme systems man 
solve it. Send the coupon. 

iilLhil VI SIB LE 
Acme Visible Records, Inc. 

7512 West Allview Drive, Crozet, Virginia 
Please have your nearest Acme repre
sentative call to discuss our paper flow 
problem 
NAME' ______________________ _ 

POSITION ____________________ _ 

COMPANY ____________________ _ 

CITY ZONE_STATE __ 
~ ________________________________ J, 
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COMPONENT 
PRODUCTS •.. 
or automatic control of industrial 
processes, security systems, traffic 
control and monitoring. TREPAC 
CORP. OF AMERICA, TELETONE 
DIV., 30 W. Hamilton Ave., Engle
wood, N.J. For information: 
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d/a converter 
Type 1136-A features a high-speed 
storage system which permits use with 
intermittent as well as continuous 
BCD inputs" The converter opera.tes 
with four-line BCD inputs or with an 
accessory matrix cable with 10-line 
inputs from the 1I50-series counters. 
Conversion rate is up to 10,000 per 
second. The 1136-A is priced at 
$650. GENERAL RADIO CO., West 
Concord, Mass. For information:' 
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plotter 
The DY-2035A (rack-mounted in 
two-bay cabinet) and the B (desk
type console) are plotters with a 
speed of 4 ips and slewing to 20 ips. 
Accuracy is said to be better than 
0.2 per cent of' full scale on 11 x 17 
inch graph, 0.075 per cent on op
tional 30 x 30-inch plotter. Both are 
supplied with FORTRAN II. Prices 
are $25,500 and $25,950. DYMEC 
DIV., HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., 
395 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 
For information: ' 
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character generator 
The KD-5060 accepts digital data and 
translates it into any alphanumeric 
character or symbol at up to 320K 
bits per second. Additionally, it ac
cepts repetitive data sign'als from 
core, mag tape, punched tape, or 
magnetic drum memories of flip-flop 
registers. INTERNATIONAL TELE.
PHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORP., 
320 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 
For information: 
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cp 
Model 119 paper tape reader can 
read up to eight-channel paper tape 
bi-directionally, at a speed of 30 cps. 
An interrupter switch is supplied to 
protect the star wheel sensing switches 
and for self-stepping of the' tape. The 
119 is priced at $350. OHR
TRONICS INC., 516 5th Ave., Ne'w 
York, N.Y. For information: 
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a-d converter 
Type 142 transforms an analog signal 
to a signed binary number with 10-bit 
accuracy in a total time of six usec. 
Conversion accuracy is ±0,15% ±~f 
least significant bit. DIGITAL 
EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard,. 
Mass. For information: 

CIRCLE 233 ON RElADER CARD 
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Today and tomorrow in information-systems technology 

Co-op Computers? 

As computers become more common in large organizations, the 
question arises as to whether one large computer or a number of 
smaller ones should be obtained. For many applications, it is 
desirable to make the computer itself accessible to the individual 
user, engineer, or manager. Normally, economy of operations 
dictates that the large computers are used in a centralized facility 
where they are unavailable to the potential user. Thus, many 
organizations are forced into procuring several small computers 
to service them. A potential answer to this dilemma lies in the 
time-sharing approach, wherein computer programs are so 
arranged that several individual users may have simultaneous 
access to the computer. Substantial man-hours can be saved by 
on-line checking of new computer programs, and certain func
tions become feasible when users are in direct communication 
with the computer. SDC is developing such a time-sharing system 
within the Command Systems Department, and a large computer, 

the AN/FSQ-32, is currently in operation in a time-sharing mode 
at SDC. The technology of time sharing is but one of many 
aspects of tomorrow's information systems now under scrutiny 
by SDC scientists and engineers. This broadening spectrum of 
systems technology will create a wide range of unusually attrac
tive positions at SDC. Human factors scientists, operations 
research scientists, systems-oriented engineers, and computer pro
grammers interested in joining a rapidly expanding technology 
are invited to write Mr. A. M. Granville, SDC, 2401 Colorado! 
Ave., Santa Monica, California. Positions 
are open at SDCfacilitiesin Santa Monica; 
Washington, D.C.; Lexington, Massachu
setts; and Dayton Ohio. '1\n equal oppor
tunity emploY~r." 
System Development Corporation 

CIRCl.E 89 ON READER CARD 
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ORGANIZATION GUIDE: A division of 
the Library of Congress has prepared 
a report on 449 International Scientific 
Organizations, a Guide to their Li
brary, Documentation, and Informa
tion Services. Priced at $3.25. SUPER
INTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, 
U. S. GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
Washington 25, D. C. 

TEXTILE APPLICATIONS: Brochure is 
based on a case history study of a 400 
computer installation at a textile man-

_ "ufacturing organization. Quality con
trol, general ledger accounting ac
counts receivable, management con
trol, billing and payroll using the 400 
are discussed. HONEYWELL EDP, 
60 Walnut St., Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
For copy: 
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STUDENT RECORD KEEPING: Describes 
new data processing applications for 
accelerating student record-keeping 
systems. Detailed are the economics 
of transferring data in punch cards or 
tape to permanent records or tape 
via pressure-sensitive labels. ALLEN 
HOLLANDER CO., INC., 385 Gerard 
Ave., Bronx, N. Y. For copy: 
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DISC FILES: A, B, and C models of 
series 4000 disc files are discussed in 
this brochure which contains informa
tion on file organization, addressing, 
computer interfaces, magnetic heads 
and the positioning system. Charts and 
illustrations are included. BRYANT 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS, 850 Ladd 
Rd., Walled Lake, Mich. For copy: 
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ELECTRONIC PROJECTS: 28-pag~ catalog 
describes do-it-yourself kits for build
ing such items as power supplies', 
magnetic amplifiers and analog com
puters. H. F. PARKS LABORATORY, 
Box 1665, Seattle, Wash. For copy: 
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BOOLEAN ALGEBRA: Pocket-sized 
Guide to Boolean Algebra and Logic 
Conventions contains a short history of 
George Boole, basic logic rules, formu
lae of the DeMorgan theorum, absorp
tion property and canonical form. 
HARMAN KARDON, DATA sYs
TEMS DIV., Plainview, L. 1., N. Y. 
For copy: 
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DIGITAL SYMBOL GENERATOR: Four
page booklet illustrates Type 33 gen-

SENIOR SYSTEMS 
AND/OR 

DATA PROCESSING 
(SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA) 

We're the world leader in a dynamic consumer goods field. 
Sales will soon be $100 million annually and recently we 
were voted the leading growth company in the nation. Which 
means this bursting·at·the·seams expansion has opened up a 
number of very interesting career opportunities for sophis
ticated E"DP-oriented people with MANAGEMENT POTENTIAL 
in the following areas: 

SP~QJEY Liskey Aluminum 
OPERATIONS REASEARCH 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS 

PROGRAMMING 
SYSTEMS 

We believe we have the most sophisticated applications in 
the industry and are especially proud of: ELAFLOR ... industry's most 

popular, free·access, modular, rigid 

ELEVATED FLOORS 
EQR DATA PROCESSING 

Now 3 types - ALUMINUM, STEEL·CORE 
and STEEL Elaflor - to cover every installa· 
tion requirement. Write the pioneer company 
that makes satisfaction guaranteed to meet 
your need ••• 

LISKEY ALUMINUM, INC. 
Box 506-03, Glen Burnie, Md., or 2576-03 W. Carson 
Ave., Torrance, Cal. (CATALOGUED IN SWEET'S) 

Licensed Mfgrs: Cameron Windows, Ltd., (03), 
142 Kennedy Rd., S., Brampton, ant., Canada; 
Steel & Cie., S.A., (03), 24 Rue Paul Bert, Puteaux, 
Seine, France; Archibald Low & Sons, Ltd., (03), 
Kilsyth Rd., Kirkintilloch, Scotland. 

Also GRATINGS, TREADS, RAILING, GRillS, & STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLIES 

CIRCLE 44 ON READER CARD 
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• Totally integrated costing and inventory systems giving 
daily perpetual status of every product from component 
purchase to finished goods shipment. Automated purchas
ing, material control, product and plant scheduling. 

• Automated order processing, product releasing and distri· 
bution, with statistical projections that establish sales 
quotas and policy. 

• Weekly and monthly projection of profit and loss by prod- , 
uct and by factory. 

• Plus interesting Operations Research and Scientific appli-
cations. __ 

If you are capable of starting at the Senior level (or above) 
and want to be associated with people in a dynamic atmos· 
phere that will allow you to do computer applications you 
have always dreamed of, send your resume, in complete con
fidence, to: 
Room 201, 1830 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 
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erator which can automatically trans
late digital words into symbol format. 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., 146 
Main St., Maynard, Mass. For copy: 
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PROGRAMMING PACKAGES: Two pro
gramming packages, ADAPT and 
PRONTO, which enable the 215, 225 
and 235 computers to prepare per
forated tapes for automatically control
ling machine tools are described in a 
six-page booklet. GENERAL ELEC
TRIC CO., COMPUTER DEPT., Deer 
Valley Park, Phoenix, Ariz. For copy: 
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MASS SPECTRUM DIGITIZER: Brochure 
describes model VR16-MSD, includes 
specifications based on actual applica
tion, operating principles, applications 
information and a discussion of ac
curacy. ADAGE, Inc., 292 Main St., 
Cambridge 42, Mass. For copy: 

CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD' 

PUBLICATIONS & SERVICES: Lists serv
ices, reports to the congress, research 
bulletins, manpower reports, programs 
and activities provided by OMAT. 
U. S. DEPT. OF LABOR, OFFICE 
OF MANPOWER, AUTOMATION & 
TRAINING, Washington 25, D. C. 
For copy: 
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TIME CODE GENERATOR/READER: Il
lustrated bulletin describes the 858 

AUTONETICS 

and includes its areas of applicatiori, 
specifications, theory of operation. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO. 
OF CALIF., Box 58, Santa Ana, Calif. 
For copy: 
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DIGITAL PROGRAM GENERATOR: Six
page catalog features specifications 
and applications of this company's 
multichannel pulse digital program 
generator. COMPUTER CONTROL 
CO. 'INC., Old Connecticut Path, 
Framingham, Mass. For copy: 
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PRICE LIST: User price list covering 
this company's mag tape designed for 
use with IBM computers includes 
tapes used in 200, 556 and 800 bpi 
applications. AMPEX CORP., MAG
NETIC TAPE DIV., 401 Broadway, 
Redwood City, Calif. For copy: 
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x-v RECORDERS: Eight-page brochure 
describes models HR-95 and HR-97 
x-y recorders, specifications, and typi
cal performance curves. HOUSTON 
INSTRUMENT CORP., 4950 Termi
nal Ave., Bellaire, Tex. For copy: 
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GP DIGITAL COMPUTER: Eight-page 
brochure describes the 2100 digital 
computer and lists applications. ELEC
TRO - MECHANICAL RESEARCH 
INC., Sarasota, Fla. For copy: 
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... opportunities in Command and Control 
Autonetics' new Systems Division is currently organizing a new engineer
ing group to engage in the conceptual design and development of advanced 
Command and Control Systems. Positions of creative leadership and 
research are available in these areas: 

COMPUTER SPECIALIST Involves the theoretical research and evalua
tion of advanced concepts applying computers and data systems to 
command and control problems. Prefer advanced degree and a minimum 
of three years experience in computer systems analysis, including experience 
in automation for command and control, man-machine relationship, data 
storage methods, display techniques and related programming languages. 

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST Will be responsible for the specifica
tion of communications requirements for command and control systems. 
Prefer advanced degree and a minimum of three years applicable experi
ence with emphasis in information transmission and processing, digital 

~ encoding techniques, noise theory and information theory. 

For a confidential review of opportunities commensurate with your 
interest and background send inquiry or complete resume to : 

Mr. E. M. Romano, Professional Employment, 3370 East Anaheim Road, 
Anaheim, California. If convenient, contact the NAA Employment Repre
sentatives at 717 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1701, New York 22, N.Y., or One 

East Wacker Drive, Suite 1504, Chicago 1, Illinois. 
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to 
race, creed, color, or national origin. 

(lJjy Autonetics 
A Division of North American Aviation 

December 1963 

computer 
careers 

Our clients have present critical 
needs in the $9,000-$25,000 class 
for Managers and Seniors and men 
who can accept management re
sponsibility and professional growth. 

EUROPEAN and 

NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., MASSACHUSETTS, WASH· 
INGTON, D.C., BALTIMORE, PHILA
DELPHIA. HUNTSVILLE, HOUSTON, 

DALLAS, FLORIDA, OHIO, UTAH, 
CALIFORNIA & OTHERS 

ntac 
or interest in any of the following: 

o Scientific Computation or An· 
alysis-For unusual Aerospace and 
Lunar programs. IBM 7000 type ex
perience & strong Mathematics 

o Real Time-Programming 

o Software Development- Lan
guages, Compilers, Assemblers, 
Monitors or Sub Routines 

o Operations Research/Analysis 
-Linear Programming plus Com-

o puter Applications 

o Systems-Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling Systems 

o Programming-Large Scale 
Computers 

o SYSTEMS DESIGN/DVMT -New 
Military on-line D.P. Systems work 
with sales/ mktg/ customer engi
neering 
Personalized individual service by 
our technically trained staff helps 
you locate that unique position. 

Mgrs. and S~niors 
To $21,000 

• 
Director Research Computation 

To $28,000 

Write in confidence outlining Para
meters or call (collect) Mr. Albert 

(Area Code 212) PLaza 9-1720 

a n 
aLBeRT. neLLIssen. IOC. 

leading Consultants to Management 
In the Data Processing Field 

510 MADISON AVENUE, N.Y. 22, N.Y. 
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Aeronutronic 
I·N 

NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

OFFERS • • • • 
* Modern facilities in 

Southern California's leading 
recreation area 

* Ideal smog-free climate 45 miles 
south of Los Angeles 

* Challenging opportunities for 
professional advancement 

FOR .... 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 

Systems programm'ing for real time systems; execu
tive control, communication switching, display pro
grams, compilers and assemblers, data retrieval. 

2 to 9 years programming experi~nc~_. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS 

Formulation of scientific and engineering program' 
for a large variety of fields, executive programs, sys
tems programming. Commercial application programs; 
cost and inventory control, proposal costing, finan
cial analysis programs, salary administration, PERT I. 
time and cost, and other management control systems. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

Broad experience in military data processing systems. 
Will be involved in user requirements analysis, sys
tem design, proposal preparation, operational pro
cedures, test planning, 5-12 years ~xp~ri~nc~. ' 

SUBMIT YOUR RESUME TO 
MR. G. E. GERNER 

PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT COORDINATOR 

AERONUTRONIC DIVISI·ON 
PHILCO CORPORATION 

A subsidiary of FORD MOTOR COMPANY 

Ford Road, Dept. MT 
Newport Beach, California 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Super-orbital entry of a space vehicle
one returning to earth from a planet, 
rather than from an earth-orbiting mission 
-would result in searing radiative heating 
in addition to the more familiar convective 
type. As a spacecraft nose enters atmos
phere, it pushes the thin air aside. A 
boundary layer is formed next to the skin. 
Ahead of that isa compressed mass of 
air; fronting that, a shock wave. The air 
behind the shock wave becomes incan
descent, ionizes, and radiates to the heat 
shield. Within the boundary layer, friction 
heats the nose cone by convection. 

Lockheeq scientists believe that at 
higher than escape speed a blunt-nosed 
vehicle may be unable to sustain the radi
ative he~ting. Consequently, a return to 
the previously discarded sharp nose is 

indicated. Fluid' mechanicists are calcu
lating the heat load, determining how 
rapidly the nose will ablate and how to 
keep it sharp. Current shock tube tests 
are providing some clues. 

Another research project in Lockheed's 
Fluid Mechanics Laboratories relates to 
the flow of buoyant fluids. A typical study 
program is the determination of how 
liquid hydrogen, stored in a tank in 
space, stratifies. This, in turn, deter
minEls the level of pressurization required 
in order to extract all of the fluid. Scien
tists made a mathematical model of 
what they think occurs inside the tank. 
With this as a guide, an actual tank was 
constructed to obtain measurements 
and photographs of the flow to verify 
their theories. 

LOOK AT LOCKH£ED I 

LOOK AT LOCKHEED ... AS A CAREER 

Consider Lockheed's leadership in space 
technology. Evaluate its accomplishments 
-such as the Polaris missile, the Agena 
vehicle's superb record of space mis
sions. Examine its outstandin~ advantages 
-location, advancement policies, creative 
climate, opportunity for recognition. 

Then writ'e for a brochure that gives yo~ 
a more complete Look at Lockheed. 
Address: Research cSt. Development Staff, 
Dept. M-46E, P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, 
California. Lockhee~ is an equal oppor
tunity employer. 

SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS: In addition 
to positions relating to fluid mechanics, 
other important openings existfor special
ists in: Inertial guidance • Orbit thermo
dynamics • Electromagnetics • Mission & 
trajectory analysis • Gas dynamics -
C hem i c a I and n u c I ear pro put's ion ~ 
Systems engineering 

LOC,cHE~D 
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
A GROUP DIVISION 0" LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Sunnyvale, Palo Alto, Van Nuys, Santa Cruz, 
Santa Maria, California • Cape Canaveral, 
Florida" Huntsville, Alabama • Hawaii ' 

Taming tempfJrature ~~tremes 

o 



Someday man will hang his hat on' the moon 

It may not be the hat pictured here. But it will be 
close. For man's ancient dream of journeying to the 
moon is steadily nearing reality. 

Bellcomm is busy planning this journey, evaluating 
systems needed for manned space flight there and 
back. If qualified, you might like to join the vanguard 
creating this exciting expedition. There are rewarding 
openings in the fields of physics, chemistry, engineer-

92 

ing, psychology, mathematics, flight mechanics, com
puting and programming, propulsion, aerodynamics 
and aeronautical engineering . 

. Bellcomm welcomes your resume. Send it to 
Mr. W.'W. Braunwarth, Personnel Director, Bellcomm, 
Inc., Room 1118T, 1100 17th St., N. W., Washington 6, 
D. C. Bellcumm, newest company of the Bell System,' 
is an equal opportunity employer. 

::Y!: BELLCOMM, INC. \,_ @ (' 
~ A Bell Telephone System Company 

CRTRMRTICN 
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"We use Computer Audiotape 
in all phases of 

our computer operation" 

- R2M···~ 
says Mr. Louis L. Hodge, Director of Data Processing Operat.ions for i ~ ~ ... .. 

Government Employees Insurance Company, Chevy Chase, Maryland "''''''''r~'r£ES\,,~~l' 

GEICO is one of the leading auto insurers in the United States. As a result, 
our large computer section is used to keep the individual files on almost a 

million policyholders constantly up to date, as well as to process thousands of claims 
weekly. Computer Audiotape is active in all phases of these operations. We have purchased 
close to 1,000 reels in less than a year. We prefer Computer Audiotape for a number of 
reasons. First-and most important-its quality has been very good. Second, 
the price is right. And third; the service we get is most satisfactory. 

GEICO is Just one of the many prominent companies that consist
ently S1)ccify Computer Audiotape. They know that each reel is 
manufactured with extreme care. They know that each reel is 100% 
checked to insure that every "bit" reproduces properly. Try Com
puter Audiotape in your own operation. It's available in a variety 

of lengths, in bit densities of 200, 556 and 800, in standard and 
heavy duty types. And consider Audio's new Extra Length Com
puter Audiotape which offers 50% more tape on the same size reel. 
Write for complete information to Audio Devices, Dept. BA. 
AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York 
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FERRO)(CUBE DELIVERS RIGHT 

Fully controlled ferrite core materials in a wide range of 
characteristics enables Ferroxcube to guarantee perform
ance to calculable, prescribed parameters. Inductive 

component cores are available in E, U, I, rod, bead and pot core configura
tions, as well as toroids, discs, recording head cores and other shapes. 

Greater efficiencies realized through rigid frequency response of 
advanced ferrite materials reduces component size and weight, while 
requiring less drive power. Significant savings in assembly time also 
result, as compared with laminated or other core construction concepts. 

Write for complete performance specifications and see what Ferrox
cube ferrites can do for you ... ' 

FERRITE INDUCTIVE E, U, POT CORES AND TOROIDS 
by 

rF~~~(Q)~~lUJ~~ 
CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

SAUGERTIES. NEW YORK 
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